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(ABSTRACT)

In this study, the dilemmas faced by higher education

managers who attempt faculty desegregation within the narrow

framework (affirmative action) provided by the courts and

the Office of Civil Rights (OCR) were explored (e.g., merit

vs. affirmative action, maintenance of a. value consensus

while facilitating change, the need for sensitive

leadership). Some managers are successful in hiring

minority faculty but not in retaining them. Others are

still trying to determine how they can successfully recruit

and retain these faculty.

This exploratory study on faculty desegregation is

designed to identify the factors that influence the

decisions of black faculty at two public traditionally white

institutions (TWIs) and of white faculty at two public

traditionally black institutions (TBIs) to accept, remain ip

and consider leaving faculty positions at such institutions.

(In this study, white faculty at TBIs and black faculty at



TWIs are referred to as "other-race" faculty.) The study

also assesses the viability of affirmative action as a

strategy for desegregation.

The research methodology included a survey of higher

education. managers, and interviews with and a. survey of

other-race faculty opinions.

Conclusions

l. Black faculty express strong sentiments in support of

affirmative action which influence them to remain in

their jobs but could influence them to leave TWIs.

2. Fewer black than white faculty expect promotions when

accepting jobs at TWIs.

3. Black faculty are influenced, in part, to accept jobs

at TWIs due to campus recreational facilities.

4. More white than black faculty will consider leaving

their jobs due to compensation concerns.

5. White faculty will consider leaving TBIs due to

concerns about the poor reputations of TBIs and low

academic level of students.

6. All other-race faculty employment decisions are

influenced by the geographical location of their

universities.

This study does not support alternative methods for

desegregation (e.g., freedom of choice, closing of TBIs) but



indicates that affirmative action is the least destructive

and most feasible option for faculty desegregation.

Higher education managers must and can provide

sensitive leadership while maneuvering within the narrow

framework provided by OCR and the courts to desegregate

their faculties.
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Chapter I

THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING

Historically, higher education in America has been

pulled in two directions by apparent dichotomous forces. On

the one hand, higher education is driven by the desire and

necessity to be apart from society, to be an institution in

which admission and employment decisions are made on the

basis of merit and capability (rather than ascription). By

following this path, access to higher education became the

privilege of a minority (Astin, 1982).

Early on, however, higher education officials tried to

reconcile this mission of higher education with the

democratic principles of equality and social justice. In

order to pursue equality in higher education, colleges

needed to educate not only the "best minds" or elites but

also more of the masses and provide a more universal

education (Astin, 1982). As Gunmar Myrdal so aptly pointed

out (in 1944).."education has always been the great hope for

both the individual and society...[It] has been the main

ground upon which equal opportunity for the individual could

be based" (Myrdal, 1944).

The attempt to accommodate these dichotomous values

created problems for higher education officials who did not

1
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believe that colleges should become a microcosm of society.

However, they realized that colleges were dependent upon

society for economic, moral, intellectual, and political

support. These realizations created and continue to create

dilemmas for· higher education officials who believe they

must, on the one hand, maintain meritocratic standards for

admission and employment and on the other hand, develop ways

to include those who have had limited access to higher

education (e.g., blacks, women, the poor). The current push

for desegregation in higher education is but one more

example of this dilemma.

The goal of desegregation in higher education is to

provide equal access to higher education for blacks. Such

access is crucial in a democratic republic in which higher

education is a necessity for social and economic mobility,

"a crucial vehicle for access to the mainstream of American

society" (Myrdal, 1944). When we consider the developments

leading to the current push for desegregation, knowledge of

the history of racial segregation in American higher

education contributes to our understanding.

Public systems of higher education were developed in

the latter half of the 19th century as a means of

democratizing higher education-—making it available to the

large majority of Americans (U.S. Commission on Civil
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Rights, 1981). Prior to this time, higher education

opportunities for blacks were limited to black normal

schools developed through white philanthropic contributions

to black education. Relative to public higher education, a

so-called separate-but-equal system of public institutions

developed primarily in southern and border states (Preer,

1982). As a result, a dual system of public higher

education was established, one for whites and one for

blacks.

Under the dual system, traditionally black public

institutions (TBIs) were "subjected to decades of fiscal

deprivation, racial discrimination...and underdevelopment"

(U.S. Commission on. Civil Rights, 1981). They survived,

however, and succeeded in educating generations of blacks,

some of whom not only entered the mainstream of society but

excelled to positions of power and leadership. However,

Vsegregation in public higher education has effectively

denied equality of educational opportunity for blacks since

TBIs were never provided the resources to fully provide all

blacks the educational basis for moving into the mainstream.

The recognition of the need to provide blacks the

vehicle for economic and social mobility led to the NAACP's

deliberate legal attack on segregation. In the l930's, the _

NAACP initiatied a series of lawsuits to secure black
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admission to traditionally white graduate and professional

schools (TWIs)(Fleming, 1978). And they continued pursuing

access on a case-by-case basis until the early 1950's.

In the l950's,°b1acks in several states, (e.g., Kansas,

Virginia, Delaware, South Carolina) through the NAACP,

challenged the constitutionality of segregation in public

elementary and secondary schools. The Supreme Court's

landmark decision in Qggwg y. Qggrg gf Education emerged

from this litigation. The Court concluded that "in the

field of public education, the doctrine of ‘separate but

equal' has no place" (247 U.S. 495, 1954). And the Court

ordered that the dual system be dismantled "with all

deliberate speed."

After this decision, the NAACP focused its efforts on

the desegregation of public elementary and secondary

schools. However, the NAACP Legal Defense Fund continued to

challenge desegregation in higher education before a

determination was made about the applicability of the Qrgwg

decision to higher education (Preer, 1982). This litigation

was deemed necessary to combat the newly created obstacles

to black access in higher education (e.g., the requirements

of admission tests, recommendations from alumni or judges).

As is common knowledge, public elementary and secondary

schools were not desegregated "with all deliberate speed."
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However, with the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,

the question of whether blacks must be provided equal

opportunities in education and employment was answered

affirmatively. Specifically, Titles VI and VII prohibited

discrimination on the basis of race (among others) in

federally funded programs. The regulations which

interpreted these titles require institutions receiving

federal funds (including higher education institutions) to

provide equal opportunities in education and employment.

These regulations, however, do not require that affirmative

efforts be made to include minorities.

The frustration of pushing for black access to higher

education on a case—by—case basis led the NAACP Legal

Defense Fund to file a class action suit against the

Secretary of HEW to enforce the provisions of Title VI of

the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The details of that

litigation are provided in Chapter II, but it is important

to note that it forced the court to review the options for

dismantling the dual system of higher education. These

options emerged from the precedents of elementary and

secondary school desegregation efforts but included an

"assessment of the significance of a variety of factors"

peculiar to higher education ( Adams y. Richardson, 480 F 2d

1159, 1163 D.C. Cir., 1973).
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One option was that faculty and students should be free

to choose the universities they wanted to work at or attend.

This option was predicated on the belief that a racial mix

at both TWIs and TBIs would occur on a vpluntary basis.

Since legal barriers to desegregation had been removed by

the Civil Rights Act, some believed this method would be

effective. This option, however, had proved unsuccessful in

the desegregation of elementary and secondary public
l

schools. And there was really no reason to believe that

this would work for higher education desegregation.

Another consideration was whether or not to eliminate

traditionally black institutions (TBIs). This option was

predicated on the belief that a racial mix would occur

because the faculty and students at TBIs (who are primarily

black) would be hired at or admitted to traditionally white

institutions (TWIs) and the dual system would be eliminated.

In order to believe this was a viable option, one had to

make several sweeping assumptions: 1) that blacks would

rush to enroll or work at TWIs rather than at TBIs; 2) that

those blacks who had received inferior education in

segregated public schools could meet the admissions or

employment requirements at TWIs; and 3) that blacks would be

welcomed at TWIs. The racial cleavage developing from the

closing of black elementary and secondary schools was one
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example of what could happen if TBIs were closed. Blacks

actively demonstrated their anger about the displacement of

black principals, other administrators, and teachers which

resulted from the closing of black public schools. Another

factor considered was the unique role of TBIs (as educators

of the disadvantaged) as well as the hope that these

institutions represent in the black community. And all of

these factors indicated that eliminating TBIs was not the

best mechanism for dismantling the dual system of higher

education.

Another option was for states to allocate additional

funds to TBIs and to increase their attractiveness to white

faculty and students by placing high. demand programs at

TBIs. This option provided mechanisms to produce a better

racial mix at TBIs, but it was recognized that these

mechanisms could not contribute to increasing the numbers of

”blacks at TWIs. Additionally, it was recognized that

increased financial resources for TBIs would not necessarily

make them competitive with Twls. Decades of deprivation and

racial discrimination left many TBIs with a limited range of

academic programs, inadequate facilities, missions that

emphasize the provision of remedial education for

disadvantaged students, faculty and administrators who were

educated in inferior segregated schools, and severe fiscal
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management problems (U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1981).

The recognition that these problems could. not be solved

overnight but that they could be improved in the long run,

made this option a viable one.

Since the implementation of this option could not

contribute to increasing the numbers of' blacks at TWIs,

another option was considered to supplement the enhancement

of TBIs. That option involved the use of affirmative action

programs at the institutional level to provide for the

proportional representation of blacks in TWI student,

faculty and staff populations. Such programs could be

incorporated through existing management. processes (e.g.,

personnel, budgeting) at each institution. And since such

programs were required by E.O.1l246 for institutions with

government contracts, this option appeared viable for the

desegregation of higher education.
”

The Executive Order (11246) that requires affirmative

action for government contractors was signed into law by

President Lyndon Johnson in 1965. It requires that

development of affirmative action plans which detail the

steps that will be taken to "recruit, employ and promote

qualified members of groups formerly excluded...The premise

of the affirmative action concept...is that positive action

[must be] taken to overcome the effects of systemic
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institutional forms of exclusion and discrimination" (HEW,

1971). Positive action means that a "good faith effort" (an

honest and sincere intention to fulfill affirmative action

obligations) must be made to recruit and retain minorities

(Fleming, 1978).

While affirmative action began as a requirement to

undertake "good faith" efforts to employ blacks (and other

minorities), it evolved into a requirement for achieving

results through the establishment of numerical hiring goals

and timetables for meeting these goals. Further, the

interpretation of federal affirmative action statutes led

some higher education officials to establish quotas for the

admission and employment of blacks. These actions, in turn,

led to critical attacks on the concept of affirmative action

and on the specific programs designed to carry out the

affirmative action mandate. "So rapid was its expansion,

both as a concept and a set of operating programs, that

authoritative judicial resolution of the severe disputes it

provoked inevitably lagged well behind. The resulting

uncertainty about what was constitutionally permissible or

impermissible in the generic name of affirmative action

intensified public conflict over the appropriateness of the

policy." (Sindler, 1983).
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Affirmative action has come to be seen as a catchword

for discrimination against whites. This is partly due to

liberal interpretations of Supreme Court decisions in gakke,

Egger and Fullilove which provided judicial interpretations

of the legal boundaries of acceptable affirmative action

(see Chapter II, Affirmative Action: Arguments For And

Against).

Though it has not been determined that the enhancement

of TBIs and affirmative action requirements at TWIs will

eliminate the dual system of higher education, higher

education managers must operate within these constraints to

make "good faith efforts" toward and achieve results in

faculty desegregation.

The emphasis on "good faith effort" and achievement of

results in faculty (and student) desegregation resulted from

the court's and the Office of Civil Rights’ (part of HEW)

determinations that some higher education officials were not

taking appropriate affirmative action steps to desegregate.

Few records about the procedures used to identify and

evaluate blacks were maintained at Twls. Black faculty at

TWIS were not included on search committees or in the

selection process. Few personal contacts were made to

locate and recruit black faculty. TWI managers provided no

additional resources for meeting the effects of supply and
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demand on black faculty salaries. And Affirmative Action

Officers were provided little support and few resources to

do their jobs effectively. Since these limited affirmative

action efforts resulted in few black faculty appointments,

OCR emphasized good faith efforts and the court emphasized

results in faculty desegregation (Adams y. ägll, Civ. Action

No. 3095-70, D.D.C., 1983).

As a mechanism for contributing to the desegregation of

higher education, affirmative action programs must be

designed and implemented (through management process) to

ensure that blacks are included in higher education.

However, "by its very nature the practice of affirmative

action imposes constraints on [those] subject to its

requirements. The choice of procedures and methods for

operating [higher education institutions] is limited by the

requirement that any procedure selected must meet the prior

test of being able to ensure" the inclusion of blacks among

TWI student, faculty and staff populations (Fleming, 1978).

These constraints in addition to the necessity of

dismantling the dual system of higher education present

additional dilemmas for higher education managers. One of

the key dilemnas is how does the university manager maintain

the value consensus on merit and at the same time implement

affirmative action? As is the case with all public
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officials, "the operation of [their agencies] necessitate

choices among alternative lines of actions, the exercise of

discretion (Turner, 1971). "Statutes [or policies] may

broadly guide, but they cannot precisely determine all or

even most of the day—to—day decisions of [public officials]"

(Turner, 1971). However, the discretion which remains with

higher education managers may be utilized to maneuver within

the constraints which have resulted from the "bundle of

compromises" made by the legislatures and courts.

The heTe eT Leadership

While managers can make changes in management processes

to assist them in desegregating their faculties, they must

recognize that these processes are embedded in institutional

values. Consequently some of the issues about affirmative

action must be addressed at the managerial or leadership

[level as well as at the management processes level.

Effective leadership is required because management

processes are not easily changed due to the values _that

surround the institution.

In order to desegregate their faculties, higher

education managers must provide sensitive leadership in

managing both the operations of their universities and their

employees. Such leadership should move the institution
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beyond the status quo and exclusiveness to a posture of

inclusiveness. Selznick notes that the "building of special

values...is the prime function of 1eadership" (Selznick,

1983). The successful desegregation of faculty in higher

education demands changes in existing institutional

structures or operations and in the behaviors of

individuals. And higher education managers must assume

leadership in making these changes.

Within the institution, changes must be made at two

levels——in institutional values and in management processes.

These changes however are "infused with values" and
l

"whenever individuals become attached to an institution or a

way of doing things..., the result is a prizing of the

device for its own sake" (Selznick, 1983). According to

Selznick, these commitments are costly, however, because

they greatly "limit the freedom of the leadership to deploy

its resources" and reduces the institution's capacity to

survive under new conditions.

Relative to "infused values," TBIs have come to

symbolize the aspirations of the black community, its sense

of identity. Moreover, TBIs represent the hope for the

future of black Americans since they have fulfilled these

hopes in the past. They represent, in part, inexpensive

remedial access to higher education for those who have
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received inadequate education in public schools. They

provide faculty employment and leadership opportunities in

an environment which inherently values black culture and

which values teaching. And they embody and provide a

cultural experience that is absent or merely supplemental at

TWIs.

TWIs also embody values——values which primarily derive

from the predominantly white society in which they evolved.

TWIs represent a variety of missions in higher education.

Some have a regional focus while others have or seek

national reputations. "The values of most faculty members

are strongly oriented toward technical competence and

scholarly achievement" (Bowen, 1982). The evolution of some

of these institutions was based on exclusivity and a

philosophy based on social Darwinism. Some reflect ethnic

influences in their program offerings. And many place major·

emphasis on research and scholarly productivity.

Changing some of the values that are infused in these

institutions will not be easy. "As an organization acquires

a self, a distinctive identity, it becomes an institution.

This involves the taking on of values, ways of acting, and

believing that are deemed important for their own sake.

After this occurs, institutional members struggle to

preserve their uniqueness in the face of...altered
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circumstances" (Selznick, 1983). However, higher education

.managers can, through effectual leadership, enhance the

success of changing the structure of institutions to

accommodate the requirements of desegregation.

Ehe 3eEe eh Management Processes

Changes must be made in management process (e.g.,

personnel, budgeting) in order to desegregate faculties in

higher education. Such processes are difficult to change

because they become routinized and entrenched. They tend to

take on a power of their own. What were designed as means

to an end (e.g., the recruitment and retention of employees)

have become ends in themselves.
·

Higher education managers, however, have some leverage

to make changes in personnel and budgeting systems which

will enhance their chances of successfully desegregating

their faculties. As is done to achieve other institutional

goals, these processes must be altered in ways that will

facilitate the achievement of desired ends. In this case

the end is faculty desegregation and the means are

structuring incentives through the personnel and budgeting

processes (e.g., additional money and efforts to recruit

faculty, personal and financial incentives to retain

faculty).
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Before incentives can be restructured, however, higher

education managers need to know the factors that influence

other-race faculty to accept and remain in their positions

at their universities. This study is designed to provide

information about other—race faculty attitudes and concerns

which might assist managers to exercise their discretion

within the constraints identified earlier.

Specifically, the purpose of this exploratory study is

to identify the factors that influence the decisions of '

administrative and instructional black faculty at two

traditionally white institutions (TWIs) and of

administrative and instructional white faculty at two

traditionally black institutions (TBIs) to accept, remain

lp, and consider leaving faculty positions at such

institutions. (For the purposes of this study, white

faculty at TBIs and black faculty at TWIs are referred to as

"other—race" faculty.)

Significance pf php Sppgy

The magnitude of the problem of faculty desegregation

has been documented and publicized nationally through the

press (e.g., the Chronicle pf Higher Education, the wäll

Street Journal and the Washington Qpgp). Since eighteen
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state systems of higher education (listed. below),1 which

include over ZOO universities, have been required by the

courts (through the Aggmg case) to desegregate their

faculty, staff and student populations, their attempts to do

so have received critical analysis by scholars and the

press. Most recently, the American Council on Education

published a report which re-emphasized the severity of the

problem of faculty desegregation. Not only are there few

blacks with Ph.D.s (approximately 3.3%) but the "number of

l

minorities preparing for careers in higher education is

rapidly declining" (Higher Education ang National Affairs,

1984). So despite serious efforts to recruit black faculty

to TWIs, the situation is getting worse because the

potential pool of black professors is getting smaller (Wgll

Street Journal, 1984), departments are tenured in and

enrollments and financial support are declining.
”

These recent developments are not reassuring, but they

point to the need for higher education managers to develop

more attractive incentives to attract and retain other—race

faculty. This effort is made even more difficult due to the

need to maintain a university consensus on other important

values that may seem contradictory to affirmative action

1 The eighteen state systems are: Louisiana, Mississippi,
Oklahoma, Arkansas, Florida, North Carolina, Pennsylvania,
Georgia, Maryland, Virginia, Alabama, Delaware, Kentucky,
Missouri, Ohio, South Carolina, Texas, and West Virginia.
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(e.g., merit). In order to develop incentives, they must

have information about the factors that influence the

attitudes and viewpoints of such faculty (e.g., is

geographical location a major influence in their decisions

to accept and remain in their jobs? Do they need support

systems?).

The original contribution of this study to the analysis

of the problem of faculty desegregation is that it provides

information to managers about the attitudes and viewpoints

of other—race faculty. Other—race faculty must be recruited

for and retained in their faculty positions to achieve

faculty desegregation. If higher education managers are to

be successful in desegregating their faculties, efforts must

be made to identify and understand the factors that

influence the decisions of other-race faculty to accept and,

more importantly, remain ip faculty positions. This study

examines the relationships between race and the factors in

an effort to determine if black faculty at TWIs and white

faculty at TBIs are influenced by similar or different

factors in their employment decisions.
l

The findings of the study can assist higher education

managers in determining whether or not they should or can

change their management processes to meet the identified

needs of other—race faculty. Additionally, information
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about the factors that influence other-race faculty to

accept, remain ip and consider leaving their jobs provides

managers with explanations for their relative success or

failure in attracting and retaining other-race faculty.

In addition to the above, this study:

1. might create more research interest in studying the

desegregation of faculty from the viewpoints of

faculty;

2. generates hypotheses or theory relative to the

reasons that other-race faculty accept, remain ip,

and consider leaving faculty positions in

universities;

3. provides information useful to higher education

managers in states where court-ordered affirmative

action or desegregation plans are being implemented;

and

4. provides insights into the strengths and weaknesses

of current personnel policies and practices aimed at

the desegregation of employees in both the public and

private sectors.

The study of factors that influence the employment

decisions of other-race faculty is both timely and relevant

due to the increased emphasis by the courts, the Office of

Civil Rights (OCR), and state higher education officials to
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ensure that higher education managerse desegregate their

faculty, staff and student populations. The increased

emphasis on faculty desegregation is detailed in éggms state

desegregation plans for higher education and in higher

education tabloids. ·

All Adams' state plans include descriptions of new

recruitment and retention programs which are based on both

state studies of the retention, attrition, promotion and

tenure of other-race faculty and lthe affirmative action

plans at individual universities. The efforts made by state

officials to study the retention and attrition of other-race

faculty lends support to the researcher's belief that

studying faculty perceptions of the factors that influence

their employment decisions is important to the successful

desegregation of university faculties. Other studies did

not emphasize and examine the factors that influence other-

race faculty to remain in their jobs but this study does.

The researcher· believes that management processes can be

used to influence other-race faculty to remain in their

jobs.

Few research studies have been published which examine,

from the viewpoints of faculty, efforts to desegregate

faculties at colleges and universities. Such research

includes studies of black faculty attitudes toward the
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desegregation of TBIs (Jackson, l967)„ and of the reasons

that black educators accept and leave jobs at TWIs (Moore

and Wagstaff, 1974; Swinn and Witt, 1982; Mommsen, 1974).

No studies were found, however, which examine the attitudes

of white faculty at TBIs.

No single study has been published which utilized a

comprehensive listing of the factors that influence

decisions of other-race faculty pp accept, remain ip, and

consider leaving their positions in universities. There is

a need for such a study to provide insights into the

relative importance of factors which impinge upon or

contribute to the desegregation of faculties in higher

education. Such insights may prove 'useful to higher

education managers who are responsible for achieving results

in faculty desegregation.
U

”Objectives pf ppp Sppgy

Specific objectives of the study are as follows:

1. To identify, from the faculty point—of—view, those

factors that influence their decisions pp accept,

remain ip and consider leaving faculty positions at

universities in which they are a racial minority;

2. To determine the extent to which faculty employment

decisions are influenced by factors that are
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perceived by such faculty as related to race or

minority status; _

3. To determine the influence of intrinsic and extrinsic

factors in other-race faculty employment decisions;

4. To determine the relationship between race and/or

faculty classification and the identified factors;

5. To examine the policy implications of affirmative

action for faculty desegregation in higher education

based on the findings of this study; and

6. To provide recommendations to university policy

makers for possible future action and to other

scholars for future study of this important aspect of

public higher education management.

Assumptions

This study is based on the following assumptions:

1. Faculty decide pp accept and remain gp, as well as

consider leaving, faculty positions at universities

on an individual basis;

2. Such decisions are based on their perceptions of the

benefits and costs associated with accepting,

remaining ip and leaving faculty positions at

universities;
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3. Issues pertaining to the minority status or race of

such faculty may be influential factors in such

decisions;

4. Faculty are reasonably aware of those factors that

influence their employment decisions and are able to

identify them; and

5. An. understanding of those factors can be obtainedI
from faculty responses to interview and survey

questions.

Research Questions

Based on the foregoing objectives and assumptions, the

following research questions guided the data collection and

analysis for this study:

l. What factors do other-race faculty consider important

influences in their decisions pp accept faculty
l

positions at four southeastern universities? (Four

universities were selected for study from a border

state in the southeast because they are

representative of the majority of Adams' states.)

2. What factors do other-race faculty consider important

influences in their decisions pp remain at four

southeastern universities?
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3. What factors do other-race faculty consider as

important in influencing them to consider leaving

four southeastern universities?

4. Are there differences between the factors identified

through the survey of EEO, Personnel and .Academic

Affairs Managersz and the factors identified by

other-race faculty as influencing faculty decisions

tg accept, remain ig, and consider leaving faculty

positions?

5. How influential are the factors perceived to be

associated with race in other-race faculty employment

decisions?

6. Is there a relationship between: a) faculty

classification and the factors; and b) faculty

classification and the categories of factors3 that

influence other-race faculty employment decisions?

7. Is there a relationship between: a) race and the

factors; and b) race and the categories of factors

that influence other-race faculty employment

decisions?

3 The survey, done as part of' the study, requested their
opinions about why other-race faculty at their
universities accept, remain in or leave faculty positions.

3 Factors are specific variables (e.g., climate, racial
composition of the community) whereas categories of
factors are the general headings under which the factors
fit (e.g., geographic location).
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Limits pf php äpggy

This study was conducted to identify, within selected

groups of faculty, the factors that influence the decisions

of other-race faculty pp accept, remain ip, and consider

leaving faculty positions at four public southeastern

universities. The study did not specifically examine the

legality, necessity or appropriateness of personnel policies _

and procedures used to recruit and retain faculty at those

universities. However, the findings of the study inform

such policies and procedures.

The results of the study are limited to the other-race

faculty at four public southeastern universities during the

last half of the 1983-84 school year and are not necessarily

valid for other-race faculty at other institutions of higher

education. The findings, however, may be adaptable to other

other-race faculty in other colleges and universities,

particularly those in other southern or border—states where

court—ordered affirmative action or desegregation plans are

being implemented.

Definition pf Tgpmg

Accept — agree to or regard with favor or approval the offer

of a job.
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Adams' States — the first group of states" identified by the

Office of Civil Rights (OCR) as maintaining racially

segregated systems of higher education. They are:

Louisiana; Mississippi; Oklahoma; Arkansas; Florida; North

Carolina; Pennsylvania; Georgia; Maryland; and Virginia.

Administrative Faculty — university employees holding

faculty rank whose primary responsibilities are

administrative.

Considerations pp Lgayg - to contemplate leaving a job.

Desegregation - "to eliminate provisions and practices

requiring the isolation of the members of a particular race

in separate" universities (Webster) and to add other—race

persons to the organization.

Employment Decisions - decisions to accept and remain in and

considerations to leave employment at universities.

Instructional Faculty — university employees holding faculty

rank whose primary responsibilities are teaching, research

and service.

Other—Race Faculty — a racially—identifiable group of

administrative and instructional faculty who constitute a

numerical minority at higher education institutions. For

the purposes of this study, they are white faculty at

‘
The second group of states, identified in 1980, are:
Texas, Alabama, Delaware, South Carolina, Missouri,
Kentucky, West Virginia and Ohio.
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traditionally black institutions and black faculty at

traditionally white institutions. _

Remain gp - continue in some place or position/job.

Revised Qgggg Number Q — an order issued by the Department

of Labor in 1972 which required colleges and universities,

as federal contractors, to develop affirmative action plans.

Overview pf php äppgy

Chapter 1 is the first of five chapters presented in

this study. Chapter 2, the Review of Literature, contains

background information about desegregation in higher

education as well as a brief review of organizational

behavior research related to the factors that influence
employees pp accept, remain gp and lggyg their jobs.

Chapter 3 describes the methodology employed in this study.

Chapter 4 presents the results of the data analysis and

Chapter 5, contains the conclusions relative to why other-

race faculty accept, remain ip, and consider leaving faculty

positions at four southeastern universities and

recommendations for action and future research.



Chapter II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

n
Background

In order to determine the status of the research

related to the primary questions of this study, a detailed

review of the literature was undertaken. This review

describes the research that is applicable to this study in

several broad areas. These areas include: 1) higher

education desegregation court cases; 2) obstacles to faculty

desegregation; 3) arguments for and against affirmative

action; 4) the role of recruitment and retention in faculty

desegregation; 5) job/organization choice; 6) organizational

commitment; 7) job satisfaction; 8) employee turnover; and

9) faculty mobility. The first three areas of literature

provide background information for the study of faculty

desegregation. Several studies in the latter four areas of

literature provide the conceptual framework for this study

while others are directly related to the problem under

study. E

28
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Higher Education Desegregation Quuuu guägg

Bguuu u. Buugg uf Eguuutiuu uf Topeka is the court case

most referred to in discussions about the desegregation of

elementary and secondary public schools (247 U.S. 483,

1954). In this case, the U.S. Supreme Court concluded that

"in the field of public education the doctrine of 'separate

but equal' [established in Plessy u. Ferguson, (163 U.S.

537, 1896)] has no place. Separate education facilities are

inherently unequal." (Supra at 495). Because the issue in

Bguuu was segregation in elementary and secondary schools,

the applicability of the decision to higher education was

challenged many times in the courts.

The court case most noted relative to the desegregation

of public higher education is Auum; y. Richardson (356 F.

Supp. 92, D.D.C., 1973). In this case, the NAACP Legal

Defense and Education Fund, Inc. (LDF) filed a class actions

[suit on behalf of black students (one being Kenneth Adams),

citizens and taxpayers against the Secretary of the

Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW). The LDF

charged that HEW had not effectively administered Title VI

of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Title VI of the act

s A class action is a lawsuit brought by a representative
member(s) of a large group of persons on behalf of all the
members of the group. The Auuug class action extended
initially to ten states operating dual (segregated)
systems of higher education (and later to eighteen such
systems).
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states:

No person in the United States shall, on the
ground of race, color, or national origin, be
excluded from participation in, or be denied the
benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination
under any program or activity receiving Federal
financial assistance. (42 U.S.C., sec. 2000d,
1976).

In actions said to have placed an executive agency in

"judicial receivership"6 the U.S. District Court in D.C.

found HEW's enforcement performance inadequate and ordered

HEW to "institute compliance procedures against ten state-

operated systems of higher education within 60 days" and to

"make periodic reports to the Legal Defense Fund on their

activities" (Edwards and Nordin, 1979). The ten states

initially found, by the court to be operating segregated

systems of higher education, in violation of Title VI were:

Louisiana, Mississippi, Oklahoma, North Carolina, Florida,

Arkansas, Pennsylvania, Georgia, Maryland, and Virginia.

On appeal to the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals (D.C.)

in 1973, the court modified the injunction and required HEW

officials to have the officials in the ten states develop

and submit desegregation plans. In providing HEW additional

time to obtain acceptable desegregation plans, the Circuit

Court observed that "HEW must carefully assess the

6 "...allowing a single federal judge—-and a handful of
private civil rights lawyers——to determine how [HEW]
should enforce civil rights laws Congress has confided to
the agency's responsibility." (Rabkin, 1984).
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significance of a variety of new factors as it moves into an

unaccustomed area." éggmg jy. Richardson, 480 F.2d 1159,

1163 (D.C. Cir. 1973). In June, 1974, HEW accepted eight of

the ten desegregation plans and referred the plans of

Louisiana and Mississippi to the Justice Department for

enforcement.

Three years later (1977), the ggams' plaintiffs

returned to court to challenge HEW's acceptance of the eight

desegregation plans. (gggmp y. Califano, 430 F. Supp. 118,

D.D.C., 1977). The court found and HEW admitted that the

plans accepted by HEW in 1974 were inadequate. The court,

in a bold example of judicial policymaking, ordered HEW to

develop criteria for acceptable desegregation plans. The

policymaking aspect of the court order was apparent and its

directive was that HEW should consider "the unique

importance of black colleges" (430 F. Supp. at 120). (See

°Appendix C)

The criteria developed by HEW were applicable only to

six of the eight states under review because Pennsylvania

officials were negotiating with HEW, and Maryland officials

had obtained a temporary injunction against further HEW

enforcement (Mandell y. Q.§. Department pf ggß, 411 F. Supp.

542, D. Md., 1976.)
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The criteria for desegregation focused on three major

objectives:

1. the disestablishment of the structure of the dual

system of higher education;

2. the desegregation of student enrollments; and

3. the desegregation of faculty, administrative staffs,

non-academic personnel and governing boards.

Relative to the first criterion, officials in Adams'

state systems of higher education were required to: define

university missions on a basis other than race; provide

comparable resources; eliminate unnecessary non-core

academic program duplication among TBIs and TWIs in the same

service areas; and. place new programs lat TBIs which are

consistent with their· missions (U.S. Commission on Civil

Rights; 1981). The goal is to "develop TBIs so that they

can become integral components of state systems, able to

”attract [people] of all races on the basis of the quality of

their academic programs (U.S. Commission on Civil Rights,

1981).

NOTE: For the purposes of this dissertation, the role of

TBIs reveals the intricate complexity of affirmative action.

The égams litigation which began in support of a student's

right to an integrated education soon raised questions about

the legitimacy of TBIs. Issues of individual rights were
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transformed into issues of institutional survival under the

. magic wand of affirmative action. Historically, TBIs had

born the heat of the day in educating generations of blacks

under a regime of separate-but-equal. Once TWIs were open

to blacks, it was inevitable that questions should arise

about the need, and indeed, the legitimacy of TBIs.

Several troublesome issues emerged relative to the

legitimacy of TBIs:

l. The NAFEO brief (Appendix C) suggests questions of

black institutional identity which enjoys no

constitutional protection; these questions were

hopelessly confused with questions of the individual

rights of black students which are constitutionally

protected;

2. As noted earlier, HEW set out to define the mission

of TBIs on some basis other than race, yet had to do

so under a court order that protected the traditional

character of TBIs; and

3. The rights of individual blacks were on a collision

course with sentiment in the black community of

loyalty toward TBIs (and therefore to the faculty of

TBIs whether black or white) for previous services

rendered as well as for current services rendered.

Also there was a danger the upshot of integration for
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some blacks would result in net decline in the

population of college educated blacks. The problem

of fewer college educated blacks would be a social

and political problem of the first order, but its

status as a matter of constitutional law is not

clear.

Though Rabkin (1984) (in a critique of the requirements

for and the court's role in. desegregation) said that "a

successful process of integration, by its nature, would end

the existence of [TBIs], at least as distinctly black

institutions," these criteria were "designed to bring black

access to higher education to parity' with white access"

(U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1981). And since the

majority of college-educated blacks have received their

educations at TBIs, and TBIs currently provide the greatest

access to higher education for blacks, their maintenance is

”crucial (Carnegie Council, 1975).

Using the above criteria, state desegregation plans

were coordinated by state higher education officials and HEW

accepted the revised plans of Arkansas, Florida, Oklahoma

and Virginia.

However, in 1983, the Adams' plaintiffs returned to

court (for the third time) claiming that the Department of

Education (formerly part of HEW) had not made adequate
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enforcement efforts to ensure progress toward desegregation

as ordered by the court in 1977. ( L'. ßgl, Civ.

Action No. 3095-70, D.D.C., 1983). The court ordered the

Department of Education "to commence not later than

September 15, 1984, formal Title VI enforcement proceedings

against any state which has failed to achieve substantial

progress [toward desegregation] in the 1983-84 academic

year" (Civ. Action No. 3095-70, D.D.C., 1983). The

injunction applies to Arkansas, Georgia, Oklahoma, Florida,

and Virginia. ·

Though this injunction applies only to five states,

currently, officials in eighteen7 state systems of higher

education are attempting to desegregate their systems. And

the desegregation of faculties has become a major problem.

_ Obstacles tg the Desegregation gf Faculty ig Higher
Education

While the foregoing constitutes the legal background of

the problems in desegregating higher education, several

other factors have been obstacles to the desegregation of

faculty.

7 A 1980 D.C. District Court consent order required the
Department of Education to issue findings of compliance or
non—compliance with Title VI for the states of Alabama,
Delaware, Kentucky, Missouri, Ohio, South Carolina, Texas
and West Virginia.
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The desegregation of faculty requires affirmative

action in the recruitment, selection, and retention of black

faculty at TWIs. "Affirmative action requires that

[university managers] expand their recruitment by making

special efforts to see that blacks [and other minorities]

are notified of employment opportunities, have a fair
opportunity to apply and be considered, and once hired, have

a fair opportunity for promotion" (Fleming, 1978).

While TBI managers must provide such opportunities to
white faculty, they are not required by OCR or the courts to

make additional efforts to desegregate their faculties.

Such is the case because white faculty are generally well

represented among the faculty at TBIs and the courts have

agreed with U.S. education officials that efforts must be

made to maintain the viability of TBIs. (See Appendix C.)

Therefore, the majority of the remaining discussion about

the obstacles to the desegregation of faculty in higher

education pertains to TWIs.

During the rapid growth period in higher education (the

1960's), affirmative action was not required in higher

education since the regulation that requires it was not

issued until 1972 (Carnegie Council, 1975). Faculty

vacancies were not advertised or publicized. Consequently,

only selected persons were told about such vacancies.
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Additionally, while managers at TWIs responded to the civil
rights movement of the l960's by admitting more black

students, "many did not alter their hiring practicies to

make their faculties more reflective of the society at
large" (Fleming, 1978).

Subsequent to Revised Qrdgr No. Q, (which was issued by
the Department of Labor in 1972 and required colleges and

universities as federal contractors to take affirmative

action), progress toward desegregation has been minimal. As

noted by' Wamsley and Zald (1973), "change does not come

easily in a public organization or policy subsystem [in this

case, personnel practices] either by dint of its

manipulation or impingements of the environment" (in this
case, Revised Order No. 4). Requirements for affirmative

action for desegregation in higher education were certainly

environmental impingments and little was done by higher

education managers to manipulate their personnel policies to

achieve results.

Now that higher education institutions are required by

law to desegregate, the stabilization and decline of

enrollment growth and of federal and state financial support

present additional obstacles to desegregation. Over the

past several years, higher education managers have made

fewer faculty appointments and some have even contemplated
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reductions in faculty (Carnegie Council, 1975). It appears,
however, that while faculty "hiring will [decline] in the
near future, it will gradually increase over the next
twenty—five years" (Chronicle gf Higher Education, 1984).
Therefore, at least some of the obstacles which now limit
faculty mobility, and consequently faculty desegregation,
may be surmounted through_adequate planning.

Another obstacle to the desegregation of faculty at
Twls has been the limited availability of blacks for such
positions. Approximately 3.3% of all Ph.D.s, since 1973,
have been awarded to blacks (ISEP, 1978). And while the
numbers of' black Ph.D.'s is increasing, it was recently
determined that "the number of minorities preparing for
careers in higher education is rapidly declining" (Higher
Education ggg National Affairs, 1984). "So despite active
recruiting by [predominantly] white colleges, the situation
"is

getting worse because the potential pool of black
professors is getting smaller" (@411 Street Journal, 1984).

Additionally, both private and public sector employers
are competing to hire blacks with graduate degrees. Faculty
employment requirements in higher education (e.g., advanced
graduate degrees in particular disciplines and specialties;

experience in teaching; and publication records), coupled
with past limited access to education for blacks, have
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served to limit further the number of blacks who can compete
for faculty positions.

Affirmative Action: Arggments ggg ggg Against

Other obstacles to the desegregation of faculty at TWIs

can be identified when one reviews the criticisms of

affirmative action in higher education. The criticisms and

the response to such criticisms reflect the strong feelings

that are aroused by affirmative action programs which are

designed to compensate for past injustices to blacks.

One major criticism is that affirmative action

regulations represent an "unwarranted intervention" by

federal government officials in the recruitment, selection

and retention practices of academia (Roche, 1974; Hook, 1975

and Sowell, 1975). According to Steele and Green (1976),

"The federal affirmative action program has imposed

employment regulations on academic hiring practices that

derive more from general societal values then from academic

goals."

Further, critics of affirmative action allege that

affirmative action and merit are antithetical (Seabury,

1973). "The defenders of [merit] insist that the most

qualified individual should be selected for a faculty

position without the intervention of such irrelevant
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criteria as race or sex." (Fleming, 1978). To utilize such
criteria, they claim, is to engage in "reverse

discrimination" and to lower faculty selection standards"

(Hook, 1974; Gross, 1977).

Other criticisms include:

1. affirmative action goals are actually quotas (Roche,

1974);

2. affirmative actions taken to hire blacks for faculty

positions at TWIs result in a "brain drain" of TBIs

(Roche, 1974);

3. affirmative action has no positive benefits in terms

of costs and results for TWIs, particularly in an era

of retrenchment (Sowell, 1975); and

4. affirmative action has no positive educational

benefits for TWIs (Hook, 1974).

While the above criticisms of the affirmative action

Vrequirements for desegregation focus on federal interference

with higher education management, another criticism of

Roche's focuses on the inherent problems of "treating people

as members of groups rather than as individuals." Roche

notes that one of the "cornerstones of American self-

assumption is that each person...wil1 be judged as an

individual, on the basis of his merit." Additionally, Roche

admonishes that a "quota, goal, guideline or whatever that
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enforces
I

hiring [or promotion] preferences according

to...race can, do so only be denying otherwise qualified

candidates proper consideration..." (Roche, 1974). In this

sense, through affirmative action, historical discrimination

is brought to bear on contemporary whites who did not

contribute to that discrimination. These criticisms

highlight the difficulties higher education managers face in

dealing with these apparently conflicting values. And one

need not be considered a racist for recognizing that the

values important in universities (f.g., merit, affirmative

action) oftentimes are in conflict. Such a realization

makes it even more important for managers to provide

sensitive leadership in managing these conflicting values.

Such criticisms raise some very unsettling questions

about the appropriateness of affirmative action and court-

ordered desegregation. Dr. John E. Fleming, a noted scholar
von

higher education desegregation, responded to the

foregoing criticisms in several ways. His response is based

on an extensive study of affirmative action progress (as of

1978) in higher education. The criticisms of affirmative

action and Fleming's response exemplify the polarity of

views on this issue.

Relative to the criticism of unwarranted federal

intervention, Fleming notes that such criticisms are
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"directed mainly at affirmative action and not other forms
of intervention that are viewed as helping higher

education." He argues that "federal intervention is

essential if higher education is to be opened to all" since

"academicians made no serious effort to bring blacks into

the academe" after segregation was declared unconstitutional

(Fleming, 1978).

Relative to charges of reverse discrimination and the

criticism that pits affirmative action against merit,

Fleming argues that: 1) "university officials have not

behaved meritocratically"; 2) a "vast majority of those

hired are white males"; and 3) there are "no real objective

criteria for selection" of faculty. Additionally, Fleming ‘

states emphatically that since race (or being part of a

racial group) was the "criterion in limiting the career

opportunities for black scholars, such exclusion necessarily

warrants the consideration of race [or being part of a

racial group] as a nmans to rectify this injustice." He

also states that faculty selection standards are "not

lowered but broadened" by affirmative action recruitment and

selection processes (Fleming, 1978).

Another criticism, which has been attributed primarily

to the Jewish community, is that goals are actually quotas.

This criticism is of particular significance since blacks
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and Jews, who have long been allies in the struggle for
civil rights, are pitted against one another on this issue.

However, Fleming responds to this criticism by saying

that... "Goals and timetables are definitely not quotas"

(Fleming, 1978). They are not "rigid and inflexible quotas

which must be met, but [are] targets attainable by means of

applying every good faith effort to make all aspects of the _

entire affirmative action program work" (HEW, 1971).

Fleming goes on to acknowledge that the "word 'quota' evokes

from many educators bitter memories of religious and ethnic

exclusion from colleges and universities in days past"

(e.g., Jews). Despite the obstacle of quotas, there is a

high concentration of Jewish students and faculty in higher

education institutions. However, the goals established to

include blacks may be viewed by Jews as a means to further

limit their inclusion in colleges and universities (Roche,

'1974). '

Fleming goes on to note that Mommsen's study, "which

was designed to measure the effects of the 'brain drain' [on

TBIs], reported that the loss of black scholars to white

institutions was small in relation to the number of black

Ph.D.s who stay on black campuses" (Fleming, 1978).

In discussing the costs and benefits of affirmative

action, Fleming acknowledges the costs but admonishes that
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"the costs...should not be evaluated in a vacuum" but should

be evaluated in light of the total costs of federal program

implementation. He also notes that "the very presence of

minorities brings a much needed racial and ethnic diversity

to academia. These minorities can and do serve as effective

role models for both black and white students."

The polarity of views described above relative to

affirmative action emerged in three Supreme Court cases

which sought to clarify the legal boundaries of permissible

affirmative action relative ‘to
education, employment, and

minority business enterprises (Qegge, yeeeg, and Fullilove).

The texts of and decisions in these court cases reflect the

dilemma faced by justices who are "torn between the

ingrained [American] ideology of individualism and equality

and the pressing claims for new realization of social

justice with the inherent corrective inequalities that that

entails" (Maguire, 1980).

Supreme Court Justice Powell, who delivered the opinion

in gegge, stated that the University of California, Davis'

voluntary affirmative action progrmn was "flawed" in its

disregard for individual rights as guaranteed by the

Fourteenth Amendment. Since Davis had not been determined

to have discriminated against minorities and its program was

structured so that whites could not compete for a portion of
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Davis' admission slots, Powell said the individual rights of

whites were denied. Powell also noted the "inequity in

forcing innocent persons...to bear the burden of redressing

past grievances not of their making (438 U.S. 265).

However, Powell appears ultimately to compromise on

individual rights and to have worked out of an implied

assumption that individual goals and opportunities may at

times be sacrificed for significant social purpose

[substantial or compelling state interest]. This is

apparent when he says that race may' be a "plus" in the

admissions decision and acknowledges the educational value

of diversity among students. "A monolithic environment,"

says Powell, "would not prepare students for the culturally

diversified nation and world into which they graduate."

hi a dissenting opinion, Brennan challenged Powell‘s

notion that illegal program discrimination must precede the

”use of voluntary affirmative action programs. He said that

it is sufficient that illegal discrimination occurred in

"society at large." Brennan indicated that the state has a

r substantial state interest for using race—conscious remedies

to compensate for past racial discrimination.

Relative to the legal boundaries of affirmative action

in employment, the Supreme Court, in Egger, (1979) decided

that Title VII "does not forbid voluntary affirmative action
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agreements that accord racial preference" (443 U.S. 193).
Specifically, the Court upheld a private sector

corporation's (Kaiser Aluminum) use of goals designed to

include blacks in their training programs. The Court

appears to have "recognized the need to eliminate

traditional patterns of racial segregation [which are]

patterned, hierarchical and systemic" (Maguire, 1980). The

elimination of such systemic discrimination requires the
kind of restructuring that the Kaiser plan provides

(Maguire, 1980).

In determining the limits of affirmative action in this

case, the Court examined the legislative history of Title

VII-—the balancing act involved in its creation. It was

discovered that several amendments were rejected that would

have prohibited "so—called reverse discrimination." And

while Title VII does not require the use of race—conscious

remedies for past racial discrimination, it does not

prohibit their use.

Brennan, who wrote the opinion of the Court, also

emphasized that "a thing may be within the letter of the l
statute and yet not within the spirit nor intention of its

maker" (EQÄX Trinity y Q.§., 143 U.S. 457, 459, 1892). The

intention of Title VII's maker (Congress) was to end

systemic, unjust discrimination against blacks. And the
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Court leaned heavily on the spirit of the law rather than

the letter of the law.

Relative to the constitutionality of Congress' minority

set-aside program (Fullilove _v. Klutznick, 448 U.S. 448,

1980), the Court upheld the "limited use of racialandethnic

criteria" as a "constitutionally permissible means of

remedying the present effects of past racial

discrimination." The Court decided that the adverse affects
on those who do not receive preference are not by themselves

sufficient grounds for invalidating affirmative action

programs.

What emerged from these decisions was the importance of

pursuing not only the letter but the spirit of the law. By

deciding these issues on a case-by-case basis, the courts

lead us to question whether we can flatly decide that what

is called affirmative action is legal and appropriate in all

situations. It appears that as affirmative action methods

differ, their legality must be determined.

Thus far it has been determined through the cases

discussed above that:

1. while race may be a "plus" in admissions decisions,

admissions slots cannot be segregated solely for

minorities;
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2. voluntary affirmative action plans may be utilized in

the private sector where it is clear that an emplcyer

has practiced racial discrimination;and

3. Congress, through its spending power, may establish

benchmarks for minority inclusion in the economic

benefits of business.

Generally, what is gleaned from all three cases is that

the Court has interpreted the law as allowing for the

limited use of racial and ethnic criteria as a nmans of

remedying the present effects of past racial discrimination.

The notion of color blindness is wholly inadequate for this

purpose.

Most significantly for this study, affirmative action

for the desegregation of higher education appears to fall

within the range of permissible affirmative action. Equal

opportunity is not enough to ensure black access to

highereducation."The ideology of equal opportunity assumes that

competition in the real world is pure. There is no bias.

There are no carefully regarded monopolies of power.

[Children] of distinguished alumni and [children] of

peasants are all treated the same" (Maguire, 1980).

While this reflects an American hope and dream, it does

not reflect the reality of a nation (and its institutions)

that has only recently acknowledged the need to include
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those who have had limited access to quality education and
uemployment. The recognition of this reality has led to the

establishment of programs designed to compensate for

injustices predicated upon race (e.g., affirmative action)

which have, in turn, aroused criticisms about their legality

and appropriateness.

It should be noted that affirmative action and the

desegregation. guidelines have also been critized for not

going far enough in eliminating the vestiges of past

discrimination and for their "failure to increase the

numbers of traditionally underrepresented minority...faculty

members in higher education." However, no single program or

policy could accomplish that monumental feat (Reed, 1982).

Regardless of whether one agrees with the arguments for

or against affirmative action, the criticisms (e.g.,

affiramtive action is reverse discrimination, antithetical

to merit and individual rights) are reflective of or

influential in the attitudes and actions of some academic

managers and have produced greater obstacles to the

desegregation of faculty at TWIs. Roy I. Jones found that

the majority of academic department heads in southern and

border states agreed with the criticisms (Jones, 1981).

Certainly, the obstacles to the desegregation of

faculties at TWIs noted above have limited the desegregation
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of higher education. In order to surmount these obstacles,

higher education managers have developed affirmative action

change strategies which. describe the interventions to be

made, by whom and in what time frame to desegregate

faculties at their universities. Their efforts are briefly

described in the following section. While these change

strategies will certainly assist in the desegregation of

faculty, the manager's dilemna of managing the conflicting

values addressed above is not lessened. In fact, sensitive

leadership is essential for the effective implementation of

these strategies.

gglg gf Recruitment ggg Retention gp ggg Desegregation gfFaculty °
If colleges and university managers are to be

successful in desegregating their faculties, particular

attention must be given to personnel recruitment and

retention policies and practices. Good faith efforts must

be made to recruit and retain other—race faculty. In order

to do so, managers must be aware of the factors that

influence other—race faculty pg accept, remain gg, and

consider leaving their faculty positions. It is possible

that other—race faculty decisions gp accept positions at and

lggyg such universities are influenced by their perceptions

of personnel policies and practices.
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Higher education administrators have placed major

- emphasis, heretofore, on recruitment practices. Detailed

procedures for advertising and filling positions have
included the oversight and approval of top university

managers and AA/EEO officials. Additionally, academic

department chairpersons have been required to demonstrate

that they have searched for black applicants for all
positions advertised in TWIs. The additional costs of such

recruitment activities have been supported through

university budgeting processes. Additionally, it should be

noted that TWI managers recently have developed activities

designed to assist them in recruitment and retaining black

faculty (e.g., vita banks, salary supplements, reduced

teaching loads and secretarial support for blacks having

completed All But [the] Dissertation [ABD]).

The above initiatives have been only- moderately

successful in faculty desegregation. However, since a

recent study on faculty turnover trends revealed that higher

education managers must plan now for a resurgence in faculty

hiring over the next twenty—five years, the opportunities

for increased faculty desegregation are forthcoming

(Chronicle of Higher Education, 1984).

The above change strategies and initiatives utilized by

state and university managers provide support for the
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researcher's belief that emphasis on both recruitment and

retention are crucial to faculty desegregation, in higher

education. It is even more important to know whether or not

such initiatives are influential in the employment decisions

of other—race faculty.

Organization Behavior: JobgOrganization Choice,
Organizational Commitment, ggg Satisfaction ggg Turnover

Since this study focused on thé factors that influence

other-race faculty to: 1) accegt 2) remain gg and 3)

consider leaving faculty positions at universities, the

researcher examined significant studies in the areas of: 1)

job and organization choice; 2) organizational commitment

and job satisfaction; and 3) turnover. While the researcher

did not seek to test models developed in these areas, the

review of this literature provided a theoretical framework

for organizing and conceptualizing the problem under study,

and background information for developing data—collection

instruments and for categorizing and analyzing responses to

these instruments.

JobgOrganization Choice

Most research on job choice is focused on the

organizational activities associated with recruitment and

selection rather than on the individual choice process
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53(Wanous,1977). "Although representatives of organizations

need to devise methods for attracting and choosing newl
members, the individual must also make a decision to choose

one [organization] and job over others... (O'Reilly and
Caldwell, 1980). The question is on what basis (bases) does
an individual make this decision?

Several studies in job/organization choice have focused

on the information sought by the individual and how the

information is used (Vroom, 1966; Sheard, 1970) and on

testing the predictive ability of job choice theories

(Huber, et al, 1971 [expectancy theory] and Vroom and Deci,

1971; Misra and Kalro, 1972 [dissonance, theoryl). The

results of the study by Huber et al. supports Vroom's

findings that a person's attitude toward an object can be

predicted from measures of his/her goals or values and of

his/her beliefs regarding the instrumentality of the object

for the attainment of these goals or values. Relative to

job/organization choice, people will choose the organization

which they perceive has the greatest probability of leading

to outcomes that they desire.

Those who tested dissonance theory relative to

job/organization choice found that the attractiveness of the

chosen organization increased and that of the unchosen

organization decreased significantly (from before to after
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choice). These findings support Festinger's theory of

cognitive dissonance which states that it occurs when an

individual comes to terms with his/her choice of one object

or situation over another (Festinger, 1957).

Additionally, studies have examined the influence of

extrinsic and intrinsic factors on job/organization choice

and subsequent commitment and job satisfaction. These

studies adapted Herzberg's two—factor theory (1966) and

applied it to the relationship between job/organization

choice and subsequent organizational commitment and job

dissatisfaction. Herzberg's "motivating" factors were

labeled intrinsic and his "hygiene" factors were labeled

extrinsic. Intrinsic factors are capable of increasing an

individual's motivation and satisfaction with his/her job

(e.g., interest in the job, job responsibilities,

advancement opportunities). And extrinsic factors can keep

iemployees from becoming dissatisfied (e.g., family,

finances, salary, geographical location).

Prior to several authors noting the substantive

problems with Herzberg's theory° (King, 1970; Locke, 1976),

° These authors noted the difficulty in determining which
variables are extrinsic or intrinsic and the problem in
distinguishing between variables/factors which satisfy or
dissatisfy. As used in the dissertation, extrinsic and
intrinsic factors serve as conceptual frameworks for
categorizing the factors that influence other—race faculty
employment decisions.
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it generally had been found that the intrinsic aspects of

work contributed to greater satisfaction than did the

extrinsic aspects (Dunnette, et al, 1967).

However, several studies conducted in the 1970's

illustrated the influence of extrinsic factors on

organizational commitment and job satisfaction. Staw (1974)

found that the removal of extrinsic pressures (the draft)

increased the commitment of ROTC cadets. And two studies,

published in 1975, revealed that when a person perceives
·

his/her job choice to be based on extrinsic constraints, the

person is less satisfied and less committed once on the job -

(Lepper and Greene; Wortman). Further, it appears that work

that is done for instrumental (extrinsic) reasons--e.g.,

pay-—is less satisfying (Deci, 1972; Calder and Staw, 1975).

In a more recent study, O'Reilly and Caldwell (1980)

more specifically identified the intrinsic and extrinsic

”factors that influence people to accept jobs. Intrinsic

factors included: job responsibilities; interest in the job

itself; personal feelings about the job; and opportunities

for advancement. Extrinsic factors included factors

external to the individual which place pressures on him/her

to choose. They were: family; finances; geographical

location; advice from others; and salary. Misra and Kalro

(1972) used a similar schema to examine cognitive
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consistency in organization choice. In that study, the
intrinsic factors were advancement, autonomy, growth,

prestige, responsibility, and the opportunity to use special

abilities. The extrinsic factors were fringe benefits,

work-group and working conditions and competence of the

supervisor.

While 0'Reilly _and Caldwell concluded that both

intrinsic and extrinsic factors are positively related to

subsequent job satisfaction and commitment, they also found
that MBA students who made job choices based on extrinsic

job features (e.g., salary and geographic location)

expressed greater satisfaction and organizational commitment

than those who made job choices based on intrinsidäfactors.
These studies of the influence of intrinsic and

extrinsic factors on job choice produced conflicting

results. While pre-1970 studies found choices made based on

iintrinsic factors to be most influential in subsequent job

satisfaction and organizational commitment, post—l97O

studies revealed that when choices are based on extrinsic

factors, employees are no less satisfied or committed.

It is possible that extrinsic factors are more valued

by current employees than they were by those employed before

1970. This hypothesis will be tested for other—race faculty

as the influence of intrinsic and extrinsic factors on them °

is examined.
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A
The review of these studies was helpful in framing the

problem under study-—that is, for determining the variables

or factors that might influence other-race faculty

employment decisions. And since these studies did not

provide data or results by race, this study might determine

whether intrinsic or extrinsic factors primarily influence

other-race faculty job/organization choices.

Organizational Commitment

An employee's commitment to the organization and

satisfaction with his/her job are factors that influence the

employee to remain. In order to provide a conceptual

framework for this area, it was necessary to examine the

variables which have been determined to influence

organizational commitment and job satisfaction. "Employees

come to organizations with certain needs, desires, etc. and

expect to find an environment where they can use their

abilities and satisfy many of their basic needs. whether or

not the organization provides vehicles for such satisfaction

affects commitment levels." (Mowday, et al., 1982.)

Mowday, et al. differentiate between job satisfaction

("which is one's response either to one's job or to certain

aspects of one's job") and organizational commitment which

has to do with the "employees identification and linkages to
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the goals and values of the organization." Organization

commitment might, in fact, be an antecedent to job

satisfaction (Bateman and Strasser, 1984).

The theory underlying commitment suggests that

committed people are more likely to remain within the

organization and to work toward goal attainment (Mowday, et

al.), The influence of four categories of variables on

organizational commitment emerged in the literature:

personal characteristics; job- or role-related variables;

work experiences; and structural variables.

Among the personal characteristics, age and tenure in

the organization. were found to be positively related to

commitment (See Table 1 to locate theorists). Education was

inversely related to commitment and gender was positively

related (women are more committed than men).
A

Relative to job- or role-related variables, it was

found that the more challenging the job, the more committed

the individual.

Work experiences were also found to affect

organizational commitment. When the employee perceives

that: 1) the organization is dependable; 2) (s)he is

personally important to the organization; 3) his/her

expectations are met; 4) there is pay equity; and/or 5)

(s)he has increasing social involvement with colleagues,
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TABLE 1

Summary of Literature on Organizational Commitment

Topicgyariable Auth0f(§) Findings gel.
221-PersonalCharacteristics

age, tenure, (a) Angle & Perry, 1981 positively
length of (b) Brown, 1969 related (the
service (c) Hall, et al., 1970 longer the

(d) Hrebiniak, 1974 employee stays
(e) Lee, 1971 & the older
(f) Morris & Sherman,1981 (s)he is, the
(g) Sheldon, 1971 greater the

commitment.

education (a) above inversely
(f) above related (the
(h) Morris & Steers,1980 higher the
(i) Steers, 1977 education

level, the
less com-
mitted.

gender (a) above ' positively
(j) Grusky, 1966 related
(k) Hrebiniak & A1utto,1972 (women more

committed
than men.

Job- eg Role-Related Characteristics
job challenge (b) above the more4

(1) Buchanon, 1974 challenging
(c) above the job, the
(m) Hall & Schneider,1972 more committed
(n) Marsh & Mannari, 1977 the employee.
(i) above
(o) Steers & Spencer,1977
(p) Stevens, et al., 1978

Work Experiences
dependable (d) above when employees
organization (h) above can depend on

(i) above the organiza-
tion (job se-
curity), they
are more
committed.
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Table 1 (cont'd)

personal (h) above employee per-
importance (i) above ception of im-

portance in the
organization
related to in-
creased commit-_ ment.

met expec- (i) above when employeetations (j) above expectations
are met in the
organization,
commitment
increases.

pay equity (l) above pay equity
(q) Rhodes & Steers,1983 positively

related.

social in- (g) above the more
volvement (h) above social in-

(r) Rotondi, 1975 volvement,
the more
committed the
employee feels.

role con- (s) Morris & Koch,l979 role conflict
flict/overload (t) Morris & Sherman,1981 or overload

leads to re-
duced commitment.

Structural Characteristics
structural (p) above size, union pre-
variables sence, span of

control not sig-
nificantly re-
lated to commit-
ment.

participation (q) above increased par-
in decision- ticipation re-
making lated to in-

creased commit-
ment.
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(s)he is more likely to be increasingly committed to the
organization. However, when the employee experiences role ‘

conflict or role overload, (s)he is less committed.
While structural characteristics such as size, union

presence, and span of control were found not to be
significantly related to organization commitment, increased
participation in decision making was related to increased
commitment (Rhodes and Steers, 1983).

While the findings of these studies are not conflicting
and identify variables that influence organizational
commitment, they provide no clear direction for assessing
the influence of a variety of factors on employee
organizational commitment. The lack of clear direction may
be accounted for by the different methodologies used in
studying this problem.

The major significance of these studies to the present
fstudy is that they identify variables that might influence
other—race faculty to remain in their jobs (e.g., sex, age,
job challenge, social involvement, feelings of importance,
participation in decision—making). And since these studies
do not provide results by race, this study might determine
which variables influence other—race faculty decisions to
remain in their jobs as well as the influence of intrinsic
and extrinsic factors on their decisions.
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ggg SatisfactionHow

the employee responds to his/her job or some aspect
of the job is an expression of job satisfaction. Job
satisfaction is a multidimensional concept encompassing the
attitudes an employee has toward such important variables as
the organization, immediate supervision, financial rewards,
fellow employees, and the job. Employees also lhave
attitudes related to the work environment, job security or
uncertainty, prestige of the department or organization, and
organization location. Their attitudes toward these factors
are indicative of their apathy or enthusiasm toward the
activities and objectives of the organization and influence
them to either remain with the organization or leave it.

While there are numerous studies on this topic (some of
which were noted in the preceeding sections of this study),
several theorists have examined factors more relevant to
this study (e.g., job content [intrinsic] and context
[extrinsic] factors; race).

As noted earlier, Herzberg (1966) proposed that factors
associated with the job context (hygiene factors) can keep
employees from becoming dissatisfied while factors
associated with the job content (motivators) are capable of
increasing an individual's motivation and satisfaction with
his/her job.
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Building on Herzberg's findings and on Friedlander's

(1964) study of college students, Starcevich (1972) found
that job content (intrinsic) factors were more important for
job satisfaction and dissatisfaction while job context
(extrinsic) factors were of minor importance. In his study,

job content factors included feelings of achievement, use of

abilities, challenge, growth on the job, and

recognition/rewards. Job context factors included fringe

benefits, home life, merit increases (salary), work load,

and technical competence of supervisors.

The variables identified in these studies are similar
to those identified in studies on job choice and commitment.

Two things are apparent: 1) intrinsic factors are as

important for job satisfaction as they are for job choice

and organizational commitment; and 2) the variables that

influence employee job choice decisions (e.g., advancement,

”salary, job challenge) are important influences in

organizational commitment and job satisfaction.

While the majority of studies on job satisfaction in

general have yielded consistent findings, the findings of

studies which examined the relationship between race and job

satisfaction are somewhat inconsistent (Moch, 1980).

Slocum and Strawser (1972) found that blacks report

more need dissatisfaction than whites (in organizations
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V
where blacks are in the minority). Similar findings were

reported by O'Reilly and Roberts (1973), Smith, et al.

(1974), Weaver (1974) and Milutinovich (1977).

However, another study in 1972 revealed that the job

attitudes of blacks are not markedly different from those of

whites. Where there are differences, blacks are slightly

more satisfied (Greenhaus and Gavin). In this study it was

noted that blacks generally have more favorable expectations

of job related rewards than do whites.
—

A later study by Gavin and Ewen (1974) provided support

for Greenhaus and Gavin's findings. It revealed that while

blacks are significantly more satisfied than whites, blacks

and whites in similar jobs demonstrate highly similar job

attitudes.

Moch (1980) sought to explain the differential

satisfaction by race and found that social and social

psychological factors are statistically significant relative

to blacks when race is controlled. Social (extrinsic)

factors include interpersonal relationships with and

treatment by co—workers where as social psychological

(intrinsic) factors include expressions of relative

deprivation based on racial discrimination.

The job satisfaction studies above indicate that in

general, job content (intrinsic) factors are more important
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influences of whether or not employees are satisfied on the

job, while job context (extrinsic) factors are of minor

importance. However, for blacks, studies indicate that

extrinsic factors are most influential in job

dissatisfaction. It was revealed, however, that blacks

express greater or similar satisfaction with their jobs when

compared to whites. The differences in reported

_ satisfaction or dissatisfaction might have been influenced

by whether or not the respondents were of the majority race

or minority race in their organizations. This study can

determine if the attitudes of black and white faculty toward

their jobs are, indeed, similar (based on the factors they

identify as important) or can build on Hoch's findings, if

it is determined that co-worker relations or racial

discrimination influence more black faculty than white

faculty to remain in or consider leaving their jobs.

Turnover

There are well over 1,000 studies about turnover in the

organization behavior and industrial psychology literature.

Therefore, only those which have implications for this study

are cited below.

Beginning with the studies of Brayfield and Crockett

(1955) and Herzberg, et al. (1957), a significant
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relationship between employee dissatisfaction and turnover

was found. The early 1970's brought several studies of

factors that influence turnover. Lefkowitz (1971) found

that in addition to job satisfaction, initial job

expectations, physical work environment, compensation,

intrinsic aspects of the job, supervisor style, and work

group dynamics influence turnover. Similarly, Porter and '

Steers (1973) concluded that organizational environment (pay

and promotion policies), immediate work environment (size,

supervisor style, co—worker relationships), the job itself

(requirements and nature), and individual characteristics

(age, tenure) influence turnover. However, Dunnette, et al.

(1973) found that the most important job factors thatV
influence turnover are salary, advancement, accomplishment,

interesting work and use of abilities. Least important are

company policies, security, working conditions, and high

status.

The factors identified in these studies on turnover are

similar to those which influence job choice, organizational

commitment, and job satisfaction. However, it appears that

while intrinsic factors influence turnover, they are no more

influential than extrinsic factors.

Furthermore, these studies were designed to determine

why employees left their organizations. And they provide no
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results by race. In this study, the factors that xnight

influence other-race faculty to leave are examined and the

variables identified in turnover studies support the

conceptual framework developed through the other

organization behavior literature reviewed in this chapter.

The results of this study might, also, illuminate the impact

of intrinsic factors on potential turnover of black and

white faculty.

Authors of two recent reviews of the literature on

job/organization choice, commitment, job satisfaction and

turnover concluded that although "these phenomena have

received considerable attention, and despite significant

advances in our understanding of these phenomena, much

remains to be explored." (Mobley, et al., 1979; Mowday, et

al., 1982) Certainly, more research is needed to determine

the relationship of race to the factors found influencing

”job/organization choice, commitment, satisfaction and

turnover.

Summary gf Organization Behavior Literature

As noted earlier, the organization behavior literatures

provides a theoretical framework for organizing and

conceptualizing the problem under study and background

information for developing data—collection instruments and
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for categorizing and analyzing responses to these

instruments.

The recent studies on job/organization choice and

turnover reveal that extrinsic factors have become more

influential than intrinsic factors. These extrinsic factors

are: family, geographical location, salary, fringe

benefits, co-worker relationships, work environment, and

supervision style. However, the studies on organizational

commitment and job satisfaction reveal that employees are

influenced to remain in their jobs primarily by intrinsic

factors (e.g., job responsibilities, prestige, growth,

social involvement, autonomy, opportunity for advancement).

Few of the above studies reported their results by race.

In order to assess the influence of intrinsic and

extrinsic factors on other-race faculty employment

decisions, all the extrinsic and intrinsic factors discussed

in the paragraph above are utilized in this study.

While this study does not attempt to test models found

in these studies, it can determine the influence of both

intrinsic and extrinsic factors on the employment decisions

of black faculty at TWIs and of white faculty at TBIs as

well as identify the specific factors that influence their

decisions.
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Faculty Mobility ‘
While there are numerous studies cf factors that

influence employment decisions, few researchers have studied

the reasons that faculty accept, remain in and leave faculty
I

positions at their universities (faculty mobility).

However, there are many references in related literature to
the need for such studies (Suinn and Witt, 1982; Brown,

1967; Marshall, 1964; Moore and Sagaria, 1981 and 1982).

The findings of such studies may assist academic

administrators in developing appropriate strategies for the

recruitment and retention of other—race faculty.

Even fewer researchers have studied the factors

influencing mobility of racial and ethnic minority faculty,

and no studies have been found which examine the factors

influencing mobility of white faculty at TBIs.

Consequently, the faculty mobility literature reviewed

for this study is limited. Such limited literature on this

topic, however, provides the researcher the opportunity to

contribute to or generate hypotheses about faculty mobility

(generally) and other—race faculty mobility (specifically).
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Factors Influencing Faculty Decisions tg Äccept Positions
Job choice is individualistic, that is, factors are

rarely given the same weight by different people. Even for

the same individual, the importance assigned to a given job

characteristic often changes as (s)he moves from a decision

to leave a job to a judgment about what types of offers to

seek and finally to a choice between the two best offers

(Brown, 1967).
°

Additionally, "any statement about motivations for job

choice which is based upon the post hoc reflections of the

choosers is immediately suspect..." because the choosers may

not know or may not be willing to reveal the rationales for

their choices (Brown, 1967). With this in mind, Brown

(1967) surveyed 10,000 faculty at two-year and four—year

institutions of higher education to determine, among other

things, the reasons that faculty accept and leave faculty

positions. He found that the following factors were most

influential in faculty decisions to accept positions:

courses taught; teaching load; research facilities
and opportunities; competency of colleagues;
salary; reputation of school; quality of students;
and competency of administrators.

These factors were selected most frequently by faculty

from a list of seventeen factors identified. by Brown as

potentially influential in "select—versus—reject" decisions.

Generally, however, Brown found that issues considered by
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faculty before accepting positions were: "what s/he will be
doing; how much s/he will be paid; and academicl

environment." The major significance of Brown's findings

(for this study) is his identification of some of the
variables that influence faculty mobility and the apparent

influence of intrinsic factors on job choice. However,

since Brown's study was published in 1967, when fewer than

1% of faculty were black, his study reveals no "significant

data for [blacks]" and he recommended that "racial

empiricism be left for future research" (Brown, 1967).

A study more directly related to this study is that of

Moore and Wagstaff (1974). Moore and Wagstaff (1974), in

surveying 6,000 black educators in Twls, found that the

factors most influential in their decisions to accept

positions were:

interest in students and teaching; the opportunity
l to work in an intellectual atmosphere; salary; and

prestige and status of the school.

Since salary and reputation of_ universities are the

only common factors in the two studies above, it appears

that black and white faculty are influenced by substantially

different factors in their employment decisions.

The studies above were conducted utilizing faculty in

all university departments and found that a variety of

factors influence faculty employment decisions. However,
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Suinn and Witt (1982) found that ethnic minority psychology

faculty rated salary, preferred geographic location and the

presence of minority persons in the local community as

factors most influential in their decisions to accept

positions. While it is conceivable that Swinn's and Witt's

findings represent only the views of ethnic minority

psychology faculty, it is possible that preferred geographic

location and the presence of minority persons in the

community might influence black faculty in other disciplines

to accept their jobs.

In the studies above, it appears that extrinsic factors

(e.g., salary, geographic location, racial composition of

the community) are more influential among black faculty than

are intrinsic factors in job/organization choice. However,

a study by Mommsen (1974) of 1,383 black doctoral degree

holders, revealad that the racial .context of the future

employment situation was relatively unimportant. More than

32% did not respond to that questionnaire item and another

30% said that racial context was not important. The most

influential were intrinsic factors such as presence of

colleagues with similar interests (91%); existence of

adequate research facilities (87%); and opportunities for

specialization (82%).
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The findings of the three studies on black faculty job
choice present conflicting results--Moore and Wagstaff and
Swinn and Witt found extrinsic factors most influential and
Mommsen found intrinsic factors most influential in job
choice. And Brown's study on faculty job choice revealed
the primary influence of intrinsic factors in white faculty
job choices.

However, the differences in faculty responses might not
be based on race but may be attributed to the difference in

data-collection instruments. All researchers used

questionnaires which required a rank—ordering of a list of

factors; however, the factors listed were different for each

questionnaire.
I

The wide range of factors identified in these studies
was useful to the researcher in compiling a more

comprehensive list of factors that influence faculty job

choices and in analyzing data collected with the

comprehensive list. Additionally, this study might provide

a clearer picture of the influence of either extrinsic or

intrinsic factors on black faculty decisions to accept jobs

at TWIs and might break new ground in identifying the

factors that influence white faculty to choose jobs at TBIs.
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Factors Influencing Faculty Decisions tg Remain in Positions
at their Universities

Marshall (1964) surveyed economic faculty to determine
the factors that influenced their decisions to remain in and

leave their positions. He found that the following factors

were influential in decisions to remain:

satisfactory conditions of work; salary;~ geographic location; promotion opportunities;
local community; tenure; spouses' employment;
fringe benefits; and health considerations.
(Satisfactory conditions of work include suchfactors as: reputation of school and department;
quality of students; friends in the school; and
courses taught.)

Since Marshall's study, like Brown’s, was conducted in

the 1960s when blacks represented less than 1% of all

faculty, his findings are not directly related to black

faculty retention. However, Marshall's study indicates that

white faculty (similarly to black faculty) are influenced by

geographic location, the local community and salary factors.

And his study identifies several additional extrinsic

factors that xuight influence faculty to accept jobs and

remain at their universities (e.g., fringe benefits, tenure,

spouses' employment and promotion opportunities).

„ Pfeffer and Lawler (1980) in a study of 4,058 college

and ‘university faculty found that "satisfaction with the

organization and expressed intentions to remain were

positively related to salary, length of time in the
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organization, and tenure and were negatively related to

availability of job alternatives. The results of the study
identified two extrinsic factors-—salary and tenure-—as most
influential to thse faculty decisions to remain.

It appears from these studies that the factors found to
be influential in faculty decisions to accept positions
remain influential once the faculty member begins working in

those positions. This is consistent with the literature on
job choice and organization commitment. Based on these

studies, it is anticipated that other—race faculty in this
study will indicate that similar factors influence their

decisions to accept and remain in their jobs and that the

factors that primarily influence such decisions are
extrinsic factors.

Factors Influencing Faculty re heeye Therr Universities

A myriad of factors have been found influential in

faculty decisions to leave their universities. Brown (1967)

found the following factors were most influential in faculty

decisions to leave their universities:

competency of administrators; research facilities
and opportunities; teaching load; salary; courses
taught; competency of colleagues; and congeniality
of colleagues.

Salary, lack of promotion opportunities, geographic

location, unsatisfactory work conditions, and fringe
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benefits were prioritized as reasons that faculty in
economic departments leave their jobs (Marshall, 1964).

While the limitations of these studies are noted in

previous sections, they do point out that the factors which
influence faculty decisions to leave are similar to those
which influence them to accept and remain in positions. And
since their samples were predominantly white, these findings
provide insights into the factors that influence white

faculty to leave their jobs.

Relative to black faculty, Moore and Wagstaff (1974)

found that:

perceived racial discrimination; desire to work atTBIs; difficulty of obtaining tenure andpromotion; low priority of teaching at the school;and the expectation to participate in black
activities and groups

influenced them to leave TWIs.

Consistent with these findings were the findings of a
‘

lnational survey of 457 black administrators. Hoskins (1978)

found that limited opportunities for promotion, perceived

racial discrimination, extra efforts required for promotion

(due to their race), low seniority, and poor relationships
with colleagues were the factors most influential in

decisions of black administrators to leave TWIs.

So it appears that black instructional and

administrative faculty are influenced to leave their jobs at
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Twls by similar extrinsic factors (e.g., perceived racial

discrimination, difficulty of obtaining tenure and

promotion). And these factors are different from the ones

which influence white faculty decisions to leave. The

results of these studies support Moch's (1980) findings that

blacks experience job dissatisfaction primarily due to

perceived racial discrimination and poor relationships with

colleagues. These factors have not been determined to have

significant influence on white employees. In fact, a 1983

study of tenure—track arts and science faculty revealed that

blacks and whites have similar views regarding work effort,

scholarly productivity, racial climate, and reward systems.

(Elmore and Blackburn, 1983) While their study was limited

to Big Ten universities, the results did not substantiate

the beliefs that "black faculty receive special favors, have

extra heavy assignments, are overburdened with committee

assignments, or must work twice as hard [as white faculty]

to get half as far" at TWIs.

The similarity in views of black and white faculty

noted by Elmore and Blackburn is consistent with part of the

literature on job satisfaction where blacks and whites hold

similar jobs. That study is particularly noteworthy since

it included a representative sample of both black and white

faculty at the same universities. And because it is the
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only study on faculty mobility reviewed in this section that

indicates that blacks and whites have similar attitudes

toward their work.

Summary gf Faculty Mobility Literature

The literature on faculty mobility is directly related

to the study in that those studies examined the factors that

influence black faculty and/or white faculty employment

decisions. Though only seven studies were found, they

yielded approximately 40 variables which were included in

data—collection instruments for this study.

The studies by Brown, Marshall, and Pfeffer and Lawler

indicate that white faculty are primarily influenced by

extrinsic factors to accept, remain in and leave their jobs

(e.g., salary, tenure, geographic location, local

community). However, both Brown and Marshall noted the

influence of two intrinsic factors--reputation of the

university and quality of students——on white faculty

employment decisions. This study might determine if these

factors influence TBI white faculty employment decisions.

° The national surveys of black faculty indicate that

extrinsic factors (e.g., salary, geographic location, fringe

benefits) are more influential in their decisions to leave

their universities than are intrinsic ones. Additionally,
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”
it appears that some of the factors that influenced black
instructional and administrative faculty to accept and leave .

o their universities are related to issues of race (e.g.,

perceived racial discrimination, to work at TBIs, difficulty

in obtaining promotion and tenure). Some of the research

questions for this study were designed to determine if
factors associated with race are identified by other-race

faculty and to determine the relative influence of such
factors in other—race faculty employment decisions.

Therefore, this study might provide new insights into the

influence of both intrinsic and extrinsic factors on other-

race faculty employment decisions as well as the

identification of the specific variables that influence

their decisions.
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METHODOLOGY

The research methodology for this study was a "mixed
methodology" (Patton, 1980). According to Patton,

triangulation is one way "in which methodological mixes are

achieved" (Patton, 1978).

The methodology for this study involved:

* the compilation of factors that influence faculty

employment decisions from the literature;

* obtaining opinions of university EEO, Personnel, and

Academic Affairs managers relative to the list of

factors compiled from the literature;

* the in-depth interviewing of a random sample of black

. faculty at TWIs by a black interviewer (See Appendix

A);

* the in-depth interviewing of a random sample of white

faculty of TBIs by a white interviewer (See Appendix

A);

* the analysis of interview data;

* the use of az questionnaire designed to produce data

about the relative influence of factors on other—race

faculty employment decisions;

80
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* the statistical analysis of questionnaire data using

chi-square and the contingency coefficient; _

* the development of hypotheses and conclusions relative

to the problem under study; and

* the development of recommendations for future action

and for future research.

From a review of the aforementioned description of the

study, one can determine that the study consisted of data

triangulation--"the use of a variety of data sources,"

investigator triangulation--"the use of [two investigators

or interviewers]," and methodological triangulation--"the

use of multiple methods to study a single problem" (Denzin,

1978). Multiple sources of information were sought and

multiple resources were used because no single source or

resource "can be trusted to provide a comprehensive

perspective" of the problem. Additionally, triangulation

"can be used to validate and cross—check study findings"

(Patton, 1980). A multi—methods approach increases both the

validity and reliability of study data.

The description of the methodology above provides a

general overview of the study. What follows is a detailed

description of the research design which incorporates the

purposes and justifications for utilizing the various

research techniques and methods. Additionally, this
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detailed description of the research design indicates how

the steps in the research are linked to the research

questions listed in the first section of the study.

Th; Population ggg the Sample

The selection of the universities studied resulted from

a "purposive sample" (Patton, 1978). The selected

universities are Morilla University (MU), Falstaff State

University (FSU), Caperton University (CU), and Longman

University (LU).°

Falstaff University and Morilla University were

selected for the following reasons:

1. FSU and MU are public traditionally black

universities employing white faculty;

2. Both FSU and MU are located in southeastern states
where court-ordered desegregation plans are being

L
implemented; and

3. FSU and MU are classified by state officials as

"comprehensive colleges."‘°

’
Fictitious names are used to protect the identities of the
universities being studied.

*° Comprehensive colleges—institutions offering liberal arts
and sciences, technological and professional programs at
the baccaloureate and master's levels.
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Caperton University and Longman. University were

selected for the following reasons:

l. CU and LU are two public traditionally white

universities employing black faculty;

2. Both. CU and LU are located in southeastern states

where court-ordered desegregation plans are being

implemented;and

3. CU and LU are classified by state officials asn

"doctoral degree-granting universities.""

All of the above factors influenced the researcher's

decision to study the faculty at these four universities.

Faculty Population ggg Sample

The population studied are blacks holding faculty rank

in permanent positions at CU and LU (TWIs), and whites

holding faculty rank in permanent positions at MU and FSU

(TBIs). The population includes both instructional and

administrative faculty because both categories of faculty

must be desegregated according to OCR desegregation

criteria.

Faculty were selected for interviews by random sample.

Faculty who received the follow-up questionnaire were

selected utilizing a stratified random sampling method.
‘

*1 Doctoral degree-granting universities-institutions
emphasizing doctoral programs and/or research.
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Such a nmthod enabled the researcher to ensure that each

strata in the population was represented in the sample.

Stege ih the Sampling Procedure

The researcher requested from university EEO officers

listings of blacks holding faculty rank in permanent

positions at CU and LU (TWIs) and of whites holding faculty

rank in permanent positions at MU and FSU (TBIs). The

listing of faculty contained information about the following

strata variables:

l. department or discipline;

2. faculty rank;

3. administrative or instructional;

4. non—tenured and tenured;

5. male or female;

6. black or white; and

7. school or administrative division.

A listing of the strata are located in Appendix B.

Faculty who were interviewed were selected by a random

sample of one per school or administrative division. Each

faculty in each school was assigned an identification

number. Using a ‘table of random numbers, the researcher

placed her finger on a number and accepted the first digit

of that number. Those digits were matched with the
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identification numbers of the faculty within each school or

division. That procedure was followed until one faculty per

school or division was included in the sample.

Forty other-race faculty were selected for interviews

through this procedure: ·

9 from MU (TBI)(6 instructional, 3 administrative);
12 from CU (TWIs)(6 instructional, 6 administrative);
8 from FSU (TBIs)(5 instructional, 3 administrative);

and
ll from LU (TWI)(7 instructional, 4 administrative).

Due to scheduling conflicts and nonavailability of faculty

for interviews, only thirty-seven faculty were interviewed:

MU - 5 instructional, 3 administrative;
CU - 6 instructional, 6 administrative;

FSU — 4 instructional, 3 administrative; and
LU - 6 instructional, 4 administrative

Faculty who were sent questionnaires'were selected by a

random sample of each strata. Each faculty in each strata

was assigned an identification number. Using a ‘table of

_random numbers, the researcher placed her finger on a number

and accepted the first digit of that number. Those digits

were matched with the identification numbers of the faculty

within one strata. That procedure was followed to select

faculty for each strata until a maximum of twenty-five

percent of the faculty in each strata was included in the

sample. At minimum, one faculty from each strata was

included in the sample. Though there were 172 other-race

faculty employed at the four universities under study, one
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hundred and twenty (120) faculty were selected through this
procedure to receive the final questionnaire (49 blacks and
71 whites). Responses were received frmu sixty—six (66)
faculty - 34 blacks and 32 whites — for a return rate of

fifty—five percent. The questionnaire was piloted using two
faculty from LU (TWI) and three faculty from each of the

other universities.

Each faculty within the samples was sent a letter which

briefly described the study and requested their

participation in the study. (See Appendix D.)

gaga Collection

ggg Literature

Through a review of related literature, those factors

that influence employees and/or faculty to accept, remainl
in, and consider leaving their jobs were .identified.

Factors found in the literature were categorized under the

following topical headings:

a) acceptance of faculty positions;

b) continuance in faculty positions; and

c) leaving faculty positions.

Additionally, the following categories were developed for

each topical heading:

* Family - factors affecting the spouse or child(ren)
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* Geographic Location - factors related to location,

climate, size of the city/town; proximity to friends,

relatives, and recreational or other areas of interest

* Job Characterisitcs and Responsibilities — factors
°

related to the actual work itself

* Department - factors related to the people in and the

environment of the department

* University — factors related to the people,

environment, and facilities at the university

* Compensation - factors related to salary, fringe

benefits, and opportunities for outside or additional

income

* Advancement - factors related
'

to professional

development, promotion(s), or tenure.

Those topical headings were utilized: to categorize

the factors found in the literature; to categorize the data

collected from the interviews and. questionnaires; and to

categorize the analysis of data.

After categories were defined and factors from the

literature were included under them, a listing of categories

for each topical heading was developed.

The purpose of developing this listing was three-fold:

to guide the development of questions for the interviews and

for the follow-up questionnaires; to guide the coding of
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data from the interviews and questionnaires; and to provide

. a list of factors for university EEO, Personnel and Academic

Affairs managers to review (as detailed below).

Egg, Personnel, Academic Affairs Manager Survey

In order to ground the data collected from the

literature for each university, a survey was sent to one

EEO, one Personnel, and one Academic Affairs manager at each

university. This was done because those individuals were

expected to know the reasons that other-race faculty accept,

remain in, and leave faculty positions at their

universities.

The survey instrument included a list of factors that

might influence faculty decisions to accept, remain in, and

leave faculty positions at their universities. (See

AAppendix E). The survey served two purposes:

1. to help the researcher determine if the list of

factors collected through the literature review was

comprehensive and representative of the reasons that

other-race faculty accept, remain in, and leave their

faculty positions at the universities under study;

and

2. to provide a basis for comparing the responses of

EEO, Personnel and Academic Affairs managers to those
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of other—race faculty gathered during interviews.

The objective of this comparison was to determine if

such administators knew the factors that actually

influence faculty mobility at their universities.

The managerial survey was piloted using three

administrative faculty at CU (TWI), selected at random, to

determine if the survey instrument was understandable and if

it yielded the data needed for analysis. The results of the

pilot indicated that revisions to the instrument were

unnecessary.

On the survey, EEO, Personnel and Academic Affairs

managers were asked to: l) rank order the top ten factors

that influence other—race faculty to accept, remain in, and

leave their universities; and 2) place Xs next to the

remaining unranked factors that they believed (or knew) to

be influential.

Their ratings were based on information provided them

by other—race faculty and/or on their expert judgment.

Additionally, space was provided for them to add other

factors which were influential in faculty employment

decisions.

Since the EEO and Personnel functions are combined in

one position description at FSU, eleven surveys (instead of

twelve) were distributed with self—addressed, stamped

envelopes and cover letters describing the study.
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_Ten surveys were returned before the deadline date and
one follow-up letter was sent to request the completion of
the other survey (which, then, was returned).

Faculty Interview guide

A guide sheet for faculty interviews was developed on
the basis the categories noted on page 60. (See Appendix E

for guide sheet.)

Faculty interviews were conducted for three reasons:

l. to generate additional factors and categories for the

questionnaire (23 new factors emerged);

2. to determine if additional literature review was

necessary; and
l

3. to provide faculty response data for comparisons to

responses to the managerial survey.

The interview guide sheet was piloted using three CU (TWI)

faculty, selected at random, to determine if the questions

were understandable and if the instrument yielded the data

needed for the study. The results of the pilot indicated

that revisions were unnecessary.

Using the interview guide sheet, interviews of other-

race faculty were conducted. Each faculty was asked the

same initial questions and their responses were manually

recorded. The interviewer probed faculty responses as
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necessary to attempt a clearer understanding of their
responses. The interview data for each university was

maintained separately for this portion of the study.

In order to determine if other—race faculty were

offered or received benefits that might be viewed by their

colleagues as special or preferential treatment, two

questions were included on the interview guide sheet to

capture that information. (See Appendix E, questions 9 and

18.) The notion here was that if other—race faculty

received special treatment, the reactions of their

colleagues to them might be affected. by that treatment.

Additionally, negative reactions by their colleagues might

influence the interview responses of other—race faculty.

As noted earlier, thirty-seven faculty were

interviewed——l5 white faculty and Z2 black faculty. A white

interviewer was contracted to interview white faculty in

order to mediate the experimenter effects of race (see

Appendix A). The procedures used to train and monitor the

interviewer are included in Appendix G.

Questionnaires

Based on the literature review, managerial survey

responses, and faculty interviews, a list of factors that

influence faculty employment decisions was developed. The
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listing was used to develop a questionnaire which contained

four sections: factors influencing decisions to accept

positions; factors influencing decisions to remain in

positions; factors influencing faculty to consider leaving

their universities; and demographic data.
· The factors were listed on the questionnaire in the

form of statements about which faculty could indicate the
degree of influence of those factors in their decisions to

accept, remain in, and consider leaving faculty positions at
their universities. The factor statements were grouped into

the seven categories for each topical heading as noted on

page 49.

The questionnaire ·was designed to have faculty: 1)

prioritize the major categories under each topical heading;

and 2) respond to a Likert scale relative to each factor

statement under each category.

Once the pilot questionnaire was developed, it was sent

to a random sample of three faculty at each university who

were not included in the samples for interviews or final

questionnaire. (At LU (TWI), only two faculty met those

requirements.) The pilot was conducted to validate the

factor statements and to ensure clarity of the survey

instrument. The questionnaire was revised based on comments

made by the faculty who completed it (10 of 11). The

revised questionnaire is included in Appendix I.
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Assessment gg gha Validity aaa Reliability gg QagaCollection Instruments

In designing the methodology for this study, the

researcher was determined to strengthen the design and yield

dependable data so that the results would not be convoluted

U by problems of validity and reliability. Concern about
several parts of the methodology led the researcher to take
steps to avoid such problems. The potential problems
identified were related to:

‘

1. appropriate methods for data collection;

2. experimenter bias in the interviews;

3. the small number of universities sampled;

4. the large number of questions in the questionnaire;

and '

5. the effective measurement of faculty attitudes.

As noted earlier, the study consisted of data and

methodological triangulation. Since no single source of

information and no single method of data collection provides

a comprehensive perspective of the problem, triangulation
was used to validate and cross-check study findings (Patton,

n

1980). Triangulation has been determined to increase both

the validity and reliability of study data (Patton, 1980).

In order to mediate the effects of experimenter bias

during interviews, the researcher, who is black, conducted

the interviews with black faculty and hired and trained a
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white interviewer to conduct interviews with white faculty

(see Appendix A).

Relative to the small number of universities (4)

studied, the researcher interviewed a random sample of

other-race faculty (37) and sent questionnaires to a

stratified random sample (70%) of such faculty (120). Since

those who were interviewed did not receive the

questionnaire, ninety-one (91%) of other-race faculty were

included in the samples.

Sixty-six other-race faculty returned the

questionnaires for a return rate of 55%. When the number of

other-race faculty' who were interviewed is added to the

number who returned the questionnaire, and divided by the

total number of other-race faculty (172) employed at the

four universities, the response rate for this study is sixty

percent (60%).

Additionallyg all instruments used in this study were

pilot tested for content validity and clarity. Revisions to

the instruments were made accordingly.

Due to the large number of variables/questions included

in the questionnaire, the increased probability of error by

chance was xnediated by setting the level of statistical

significance for chi—square and the contingency coefficient

at 0.01. Additionally, the questionnaire included clear and
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standard instructions for completion. These precautions
were taken to increase the reliability of the study results.

In order to measure the opinions/attitudes of other-
race faculty, the Likert summated rating scale was used in

the questionnaire. The items/ questions were stated such

that faculty could indicate the items' relative influence on
their employment decisions. The Likert scale allowed the

researcher to measure the intensity of faculty responses

and/or attitudes.

The researcher feels comfortable that the validity and

reliability of this study were increased by the above

techniques.
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ANALYSIS OF DATA

Three sets of data were collected and analyzed for this
study. The first set of data was collected by use of a
survey distributed to EEO, Personnel, and Academic Affairs

representatives at each of the four universities under

study. That survey, which included a list of factors that

influence faculty employment decisions, was administered for
two reasons:

1. to request suggestions for making the list of factors

more comprehensive; and

2. to determine if these managers were aware of the

factors that influence other-race faculty at their

universities to accept, remain in and leave faculty

positions.

The second set of data was collected through interviews

of a random sample of other-race faculty. In the

interviews, faculty were asked to respond to open-ended

questions about the factors that influenced their employment

decisions, That interviewing format provided the researcher

a means for identifying additional variables for the

questionnaire through probing faculty responses to the open-

ended questions. Additionally, the researcher was able to

96
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compare the results
iof

those faculty interviews to the

results of the EEO, Personnel, and Academic Affairs survey. ‘
_

The third set of data was collected by a questionnaire

designed to measure the influence of factors on faculty

employment decisions. The questionnaire was distributed to
·

a stratified random sample of other-race faculty. The

results of the questionnaire comprise the bulk of this data

analysis section.

The different methods for analyzing the three sets of

data are included in the sections below where they are
discussed.

Egg, Personnel, Ang Academic Affairs Survey

In preparation for comparing the rankings of EEO,

Personnel, and Academic Affairs managers to faculty

interview responses for each university, the survey factors
”were

divided into seven categories for each topical heading

(e.g., family, geographical location, job responsibilities,

department, university, compensation, advancement). The

categories correspond directly to the questions listed on

the faculty interview guide sheet.

The rank ordering of factors by managers were summed

and then divided by the number of managers responding to the

survey for each university. The numbers resulting from
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those computations were summed for each category. The

resulting category numbers were ranked from highest to

lowest and the factors that were marked by Xs were listed
and ranked according to the frequencies of Xs. Tables 2 and

3 represent the results of that data analysis for each

university.

Since no new employment factors were provided by these

managers, the researcher proceeded to examine for each

university the top five managerial rankings of categories

for the three topical headings (accept, remain ip, lgayg).

This was done in order to determine which of the top five

categories were believed to be influential in all other-race

faculty decisions (see Table 4).

Managers at MU (TBI) said compensation and advancement

are influential in white faculty decisions to accept, remain

ip and lgayg faculty positions. FSU (TBI) managers included

compensation, advancement and job responsibilities among the

top five concerns of white faculty in all three areas. LU

managers, also, cited compensation and advancement as

influential in white faculty decisions in all three areas.

However, departmental factors were also cited as influential

at that university.

It is interesting that at CU (TWI), the top five

categories for all three areas were the same, though in
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TABLE 2

Composite Rank Order of Categories by EEO, Personnel and
Academic Affairs Managers at TBIs

MORILLA UNIVERSITY

POSITIONS POSITIONS UNIVERSITYCompensation (16.2) Compensation (19.9) Advancement (13.3)

University (13.2) Job (9.6) Compensation (13.1)

Job (10.0) Advancement (9.2) Other (10.6)
Geographical University (6.3) Family (7.6)

Location (6.9) Department (3.9) Geographical

Advancement (6.0) Family, Other (2.6) Location (5.6)

Family (4.0) Geographical University (4.2)

Department (1.6) Location (1.9) Department, Job (0)

Other (0)

POSITIONS POSITIONS UNIVERSITY
Geographical Advancement (13.0) Advancement (24.5)

Location (8) Job (11.0) Compensation (9)

Advancement, Compensation (9.5) Family (7.5)

Compensation (6.5) Geographical Job (5.5)

Job (5.5) Location (5.0) Other (4.5)

University (3.75) Family (4.5) Department (2.5)

Department (1.5) University (3.5) University (1.0)

Family, Other (0) Department (2.5) Geographical

Other (0) Location (0)
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different order. They were compensation, advancement, job

responsibilities, university factors and departmental

factors. This indicates that while managers believe that

the same five categories of factors influence CU black

faculty to accept, remain ig, and consider leaving faculty

positions, they also believe that the emphasis placed on

these factors by faculty shifts depending on the decision

that is being made.

We see that advancement and compensation were cited

among the top five important categories of factors at all

four universities, while job, university and departmental

factors were included for different universities. In order

to determine if these same factors were included among the

top five by managers at all universities, the researcher

examined the top five rankings for each topical heading

(accept, remain, leave).

Relative to other-race faculty decisions to accept

jobs, managers at all four universities cited compensation,

advancement, job and university among the top five factors

influential in faculty decisions. Advancement and

compensation factors were said to be influential in faculty

decisions to remain in and leave their positions at all four
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TABLE 3

Composite Rank Order of Categories by EEO, Personnel and
Academic Managers of TWIs

LONGMAN UNIVERSITY

POSITIONS POSITIONS UNIVERSITY
University (22.0) Advancement (22.2) Advancement (13.6)

Compensation (19.0) University (14.5) Geographical

Advancement (5.9) Compensation (9.6) Location (11.6)

Department (3.5) Department (7.6) Other (10.2)
Job (3.3) Family (4.0) Compensation (9.6)

Geographical Other (0.9) Department (6.5)

Location (2.0) Geographical University (2.0)

Family (1.6) Location (0) Job (0.9)

Other (O) Family (0)

POSITIONS POSITIONS UNIVERSITY
University (19.2) Department (15.2) Advancement (15.3)

Department (10.5) Advancement (10.2) Department (13.6)

Job (8.9) University (8.8) Compensation (7.9)

Compensation (8.3) Job (6.2) Job (7.2)

Advancement (3.6) Compensation (5.3) University (4.5)

Geographical Other (3.3) Other (2.9)

Location (3.3) Geographical Family (2.0)

Family (0.6) Location,Family(2.6) Geographical

Other (0) Location (0)
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universities. It is clear that managers at all four

universities believe advancement and compensation factors

are the most influential factors in other-race faculty

decisions to accept, remain in and Iggy; their positions.

When managerial opinions about the factors that

influence other-race faculty decisions are compared to the

opinions of those faculty, it will be interesting to see if

advancement and compensation are the most influential

factors. If those factors are as influential as managers

believe, managers should be able to address these concerns

through management processes (e.g., promotion, tenure, and

budgeting process).

Faculty Interviews at Eggs ggg QWI§ Y
To analyze data from administrative and instructional

other-race faculty interviews, the actual responses of

faculty to each question were recorded during the

interviews. As noted earlier, each question represents a

category. Next, the responses were reviewed to determine if

they fit into the category under which they were listed. If

they did not fit, they were moved to the appropriate

category. Similar responses were grouped under each
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category' based on the list of factors
ein

the managerial

survey. The total number of responses for each factor

within each category was tabulated and the categories were

ranked from high to low according to the total number of

responses. When the response totals for the categories were

equal, the categories were determined to have equal

influence and were listed side—by—side.

Composite faculty ratings of categories of factors that

influence their employment decisions are displayed in Tables

5-6 The numbers represent the frequency of response with no

weight given to the importance of factors.

Relative to job acceptance, white faculty at FSU ranked

geographic location, job, compensation, advancement, and

university factors as most influential in their decisions.
Geographic location is, also, the most important factori

influencing faculty pp remain at FSU (TBI); however,

department, job, and advancement, family factors also are

influential in holding faculty in their jobs. Relative to

their considerations pp lgayg, FSU faculty indicated that

job, other, department, and university, compensation, family

factors would be important.

At MU (TBI), university, geographic location,

department and job factors are most influential in white

faculty decisions pp accept positions. Additionally, MU
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TABLE 5

Composite Rank Order of Categories by White Facdlty At TBIs

Falstaff State University

_POSITIONS POSITIONS UNIVERSITYGeographical Geographical Job (O)
Location (12) Location (17) Other (6)

Job (7) Department (15) Department (5)

Compensation, Job (8) University, Compen-

Advancement (4) Advancement, sation, Family (4)
University (3) Family (6) Advancement,

Department (2) Other (5) Geographical

Family, Other (1) University (3) Location (2)
_ Compensation (2) °

yPOSITIONS POSITIONS UNIVERSITY
University (11) University (22) University (11)

Geographical Geographical Job (9)

Location (10) Location (12) Compensation,

Department (8) Job (ll) Other (5)
Job (7) Department (10) Department (4)

Advancement (4) Other, Compensa- Advancement (3)

Compensation (3) tion,Advancement(3) Family (2)

Family (2) Family (2) Geographical

Other (0) Location (1)
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faculty interview data indicates that the factors that

influenced them to accept their jobs also influence them to

remain ip their jobs. Relative to their considerations te
A leege MU, university, job and department factors are

important considerations. However, MU faculty indicated

that compensation would, _also, be influential in their

considerations te leeye.
" For black faculty at LU (TWI), job, geographical

location, department, and university, advancement factors

most heavily influenced their decisions pe accept faculty

positions. And while job, geographical location, university

factors are influential in their decisions [pe remain ip

their jobs, department and compensation, advancement factors

became more important. Relative to LU faculty

considerations pe leeye, advancement, compensation were

ranked higher than they were for accepting and remaining.

It’s interesting that geographic location is most important

in their considerations pp leeye as it is in their decisions

to remain. That category was ranked as the second most

important factor influencing their decisions pe accept their

jobs.
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TABLE 6

Composite Rank Order of Categories by Black Faculty At TWIs

Longman University

POSITIONS POSITIONS UNIVERSITY
Job (11) Geographical Geographical

Geographical Location, Job, Location (11)

· Location, University (9) Advancement,

Department (10) Department (6) Compensation (7)

University, Compensation, Job (6)

Advancement (7) Advancement (5) University (5)

Compensation (5) Other (4) Other, Family (4)

Other (3) Family (2) Department (2)

Family (1) '

POSITIONS POSITIONS UNIVERSITY
University (16) Job (14) Family (ll)

Department (14) Geographical Department,

Geographical Location (13) Compensation (9)

Location (13) Advancement (12) Advancement,Job (8)

Job (10) Department (ll) University (2)

Advancement (8) University (10) Other, Geograph-

Compensation (6) Compensation (6) ical Location (0)

Family (3) Family (3)

Other (0) Other (1)
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Relative to jpp acceptance, black CU (TWI) faculty

ranked university, department, geographic location, and job

as the most influential factors in their decisions.

Advancement was added as a factor influential in their

decisions pp remain, with job factors being most

influential. It is apparent that family considerations are

most influential for faculty contemplating leaving CU.

However, department, compensation eas well as advancement,

job and university factors are also important.

When all faculty interview rankings of the top four

categories were examined across institutions, it was found

that university, geographic location, and job factors were

most influential (at all four universities) in faculty

decisions pp accept their jobs. Relative to faculty

decisions pp remain, department factors were substituted for

university factors while geographic location and job factors

continued to be influential in faculty decisions pp remain.

And job, compensation and university factors were important

in their considerations pp lggyg (see Table 7).

Through further analysis, it is clear that only job

factors were found to be influential in faculty decisions to

accept, remain, and consider leaving all four universities.
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The importance of the work to be or being‘ performed is

emphasized. However, university factors were also found to

be influential in faculty decisions pp accept and

considerations pp lggyg their jobs. This finding suggests

that faculty assess the organizational environment in which

they will perform before accepting jobs and when

contemplating leaving them.

Additionally, we see that geographical location was

very influential in faculty decisions pp accept and remain

ip jobs at all four universities. This means that variables

external to the university are assessed by faculty before

accepting jobs and that these variables influence their

decisions pp remain in their jobs.
l

Relative to the factors above (job, university, and

geographical location), job, university and geographical

location factors can be manipulated and improved by managers

(to increase other-race faculty satisfaction on the job.

However, geographical location factors are not as easily

manipulated by managers. Since geographical location has

been cited as very influential in other-race faculty

decisions pp accept and remain ip their jobs, this finding

might help explain the relative success or failure of

university managers to recruit and retain such faculty. It

appears at this point in the study that geographical

location factors contribute to such efforts.
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Faculty Interview Responses Tg Questions AbgutSpecialgPreferential Treatment

Only five (13.5%) of thirty-seven other—race faculty

indicated that they received some form of preferential

treatment when they were offered their jobs (4 instructional

and l administrative). Four blacks responded that they

received higher salaries because they were black and a white

faculty said (s)he had received a dean's grant, leave with

half—pay to finish his/her degree and a "higher than usual"
~

salary.

When asked if they received treatment while on the job

that might be viewed by others as special or preferential,

four instructional faculty responded affirmatively. A white

faculty said that "race might have influenced his/her

receipt of promotions and tenure." Additionally, one white

and one black faculty said that some of their colleagues

believe that they received special treatment but they, in

fact, did not receive such treatment.

One black faculty who received special treatment and

the white and black faculty who were perceived as receiving

such treatment indicated that their colleagues have not

treated them differently as a result. However, another

black faculty, who received a higher salary than his white

colleagues, said that "others knowing that [(s)he] received

a higher salary" has resulted in unfavorable comments from
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his/her colleagues and has caused him/her to "consider

leaving." (In this instance, the competency of the black

faculty member is not at issue since (s)he is highly sought

after by the private sector as well as by other colleges and

universities based on his/her research record.)

Since only 13.5% of the faculty interviewed indicated

that they receive special or preferential treatment, it

appears to be limited at these universities. However, it is

possible that other faculty did not feel comfortable

reporting such treatment. Nevertheless, special or

preferential treatment has not been influential in the

treatment of other-race faculty by their colleagues (with

one exception). This is consistent rwith Elmore and

Blackburn's findings that minority faculty do not perceive

that they receive special favors. The implications of these

findings are addressed in Chapter V.
l

Comparison pf Faculty Interview Responses Tg Manager Survey
Responses

The final rank orderings of faculty interview responses

were compared to the rank ordered responses of EEO,

Personnel, and Academic Affairs managers for each university

to determine the similarities between these two groups of

responses.
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The comparisons were made despite the fact that faculty

had the option to provide unlimited responses/factors for

each category since they responded to open—ended questions.

EEO, Personnel, and Academic Affairs administrators ranked

the factors provided in a survey, though they had the option

to add factors. Additionally, the managers were asked to

indicate the factors that influence other-race faculty

decisions pp "lggyg" their universities whereas faculty were

asked about the factors that would be important in

influencing phgm gp lggyg. The latter required some

conjecture on the part of faculty since only a few indicated

that they were considering leaving.

As noted earlier in this chapter, manager rankings of

categories for each university were prioritized and listed

from high to low. Faculty interview data from each

university was also ranked from high to low by category.

The prioritized listings were placed side—by—side for each

university so the researcher could determine the

similarities between responses.

As Table 8 illustrates, CU (TWI) managers have the best

grasp of why their· black faculty accept, remain ip, and

consider leaving their jobs. However, while CU rnanagers

considered geographical location as least important in all

faculty decisions, black CU faculty indicated that
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geographical location was very influential in their

decisions ee accept epg remain ip their jobs. Relative to

their considerations tp _leeye, CU faculty indicated that

family factors were most important. However, CU managers

said that family factors were least important in influencing

faculty pe leeye.

Both FSU (TBI) and MU (TBI) managers have a good grasp

of why their other-race faculty accept their jobs (see

Tables 9 and 10). LU (TWI) managers have a better grasp of

why their black faculty leeye (Table ll) than of why the

faculty accept and remain gp their jobs.

The results of comparisons indicate that CU (TWI)

managers are most aware of the factors that influence other-
race faculty _pe accept, remain ip, and consider leaving

faculty positions at CU. The managers at the other three

universities are only aware of factors that influence other-

lrace faculty decisions ee accept eg consider leaving

positions at their universities, but have little or no

knowledge about what leads to retention. These findings

indicate that information yielded by this study will prove

useful to these managers.
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TABLE 8

Comparisons of Rankings From Survey and Interview Responses
For Caperton University (TWI)

Egg, Personnel, Academic Faculty Interview
Affairs Administrator Responses Responses

ACCEPTING l) University 1) University
2) Department 2) Department
3) Job 3) Geographical

Location
4) Compensation 4) Job V
5) Advancement 5) Advancement
6) Geographical Location 6) Compensation
7) Family 7) Family
8) Other 8) Other

"——‘—‘——"‘—"T—‘—"—"‘—‘——‘—‘*——‘—‘—‘*‘—‘—*——‘—"—‘—*———————‘
,

CONTINUE 1) Department 1) Job
2) Advancement 2) Geographical

Location
3) University '3) Advancement
4) Job 4) Department
5) Compensation ’

5) University
6) Other ~ 6) Compensation
7) Geographical Location, 7) Family

Family 8) Other

LEAVE 1) Advancement 1) Family
(CONSIDER 2) Department 2) Department,
LEAVING) 3) Compensation _ Compensation

4) Job 3) Advancement,Job° 5) University 4) University
6) Other 5) Other,Geograph—
7) Family ical Location
8) Geographical Location
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TABLE 9

· Comparisons of Rankings From Survey And Interview Responses
For Falstaff State University (TBI)

Egg, Personnel ggg Academic Faculty Interview
Administrator Responses Responses

ACCEPTING 1) Geographical Location 1) Geographical
2) Advancement, Compensation Location
3) Job 2) Job
4) University 3) Compensation,
5) Department Advancement
6) Family, Other 4) University

5) Department°
6) Family, Other

CONTINUE l) Advancement 1) Geographical
2) Job Location
3) Compensation 2) Department
4) Geographical Location 3) Job
5) Family 4) Advancement,
6) University Family

·7) Department 5) Other
8) Other 6) University

7) Compensation

LEAVE 1) Advancement 1) Job
(CONSIDER 2) Compensation 2) Other
LEAVING) 3) Family 3) Department

4) Job 4) University,
. 5) Other Compensation,

6) Department Family
7) University 5) Advancement,
8) Geographical Location Geographical

Location
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TABLE 1O

Comparisons of Rankings From Survey And Interview Responses
For Morilla University (TBI)

E

Egg, Personnel ang Academic Faculty Interview
Affairs Administrator Responses Responses

ACCEPT 1) Compensation 1) University
2) University 2) Geographical
3) Job Location
4) Geographical Location 3) Department
5) Advancement 4) Job
6) Family 5) Advancement
7) Department 6) Compensation
8) Other 7) Family

8) Other

CONTINUE 1) Compensation 1) University
2) Job 2) Geographical
3) Advancement Location
4) University 3) Job
5) Department 4) Department
6) Family, Other 5) Compensation,
7) Geographical Location Advancement,

Other
. 6) Family

LEAVE 1) Advancement 1) University
(CONSIDER 2) Compensation 2) Job
LEAVING) 3) Other 3) Compensation,

4) Family Other
5) Geographical Location 4) Department
6) University 5) Advancement
7) Department, Job 6) Family

7) Geographical
Location
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TABLE ll

Comparisons of Rankings From Survey And Interviews Responses
For Longman University (TWI)

Egg, Personnel Ang Academic Faculty Interview
Affairs Administrator Responses Responses

ACCEPT 1) University l) Job
2) Compensation 2) Geographical
3) Advancement Location,
4) Department Department
5) Job 3) University,
6) Geographical Location Advancement
7) Family 4) Compensation
8) Other 5) Other

6) Family

CONTINUE 1) Advancement l) Geographical
2) University Location,Job,
3) Compensation University
4) Department '2) Department
5) Family 3) Compensation,
6) Job Advancement
7) Other 4) Other
8) Geographical Location 5) Family

LEAVE 1) Advancement 1) Geographical
(CONSIDER 2) Geographical Location Location
LEAVING) 3) Other 2) Advancement,

4) Compensation Compensation
5) Department 3) Job
6) University 4) University
7) Job 5) Other, Family
8) Family 6) Department
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Analyses gf Faculty Responses Tg Questionnaire

In order to yield as much information as possible, the

chi-square test of association was conducted for all Likert

scale responses to determine if a significant relationship

exists between the factors or categories of factors and the

respondent's faculty classification (administrative or

instructional) and race. The statistical package program

SSPS, Version H, Release 8.01 chi-square test of assocation

was used. Further analysis of data using the contingency

coefficient was conducted to determine the strength of the

relationship revealed by the chi-square test of association.

Due to the large number of variables and increased

possibility of error by chance, the level of significance

was set at 0.01 for chi-square and the contingency

coefficient.

The chi-square test of association was selected to

analyze the questionnaire data for several reasons. First,

this portion of the study is intended to determine whether

or not a signficant relationship existed among the variables

identified. Chi-square tests for that relationship.

Further, chi-square is suitable for use with a large sample

size and can be used with discrete, non—parametic data

(which this study contains). Finally, chi-square is

generally recognized among researchers as an acceptable and
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understood means of determining if relationships exist among

selected variables.

The contingency coefficient was computed to determine

the strength of relationships revealed by chi—square. That
is, how strong is the relationship between the group

(administrative, instructional; black, white) and the

factors or categories and at what level of statistical

significance?

The equation for the contingency coefficient statistic

is:

C = xa

n + xa

where C is the contingency coefficient statistic, n is the

total number of observed frequencies, and. xa is the chi-

square statistic. Generally, the minimum value of C is

”zero, and the maximum value of C is 1.00. However, for the

tables analyzed in this study, the maximum value of C is

.70711.

The data obtained for this portion of the study were

tabulated and analyzed so that the research questions posed

in Chapter 1 could be answered. Section 1, (Questions

1-68), concerned the influence of factors in faculty

decisions to accept their jobs. (Only questions 8-68 were
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analyzed using chi-square and the contingency coefficient.)

Questions in Section II (Questions_ 69-140) concerned the

influence of' factors ix: faculty decisions ‘to
continue in.

Ü

their jobs. (Questions 76-140 were analyzed using the

statistics above.) In Section III questions 141-160

concerned the importance of factors if the faculty

considered leaving their universities. Questions 161-218

concerned whether or not the factors were true and if so,

how important would those factors be in influencing faculty

to leave their universities. (Only questions 148-218 were

analyzed using the statistics above.)

Influence pf Factors pp Faculty Employment Decisions

Job Acceptance

The first research question addressed in this study is:

"What factors do other-race faculty consider important

influences in their decisions pp accept faculty positions at

four southeastern universities?" In order to address this

question, the researcher examined the frequencies of mean

response data in which faculty responses to factor

statements were grouped into categories.

When job acceptance mean responses by faculty

classification for the Very Influential ratings were

examined, job factors were the most influential for faculty
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at CU (TWI) (Table 12), LU (TWI)(Table 13), and MU

(TBI)(Table 14) relative to job acceptance. The combined

ratings of all administrative and instructional faculty

indicate that job factors are most influential (Table 16) as

did the combined ratings of blacks and whites (Table 17).

For FSU (TBI) faculty, compensation factors are most

influential (Table 15).

The second most influential factors relative to Ajgb

acceptance are:

1. advancement for faculty at CU (TWI), MU (TBI), for

all administrative and instructional faculty and for
all blacks and whites;

2. university factors for LU (TWI) faculty; and

3. job factors for FSU (TBI) faculty.

These findings (about faculty) are consistent with the

results of the university managers survey.analysis. Job and

iadvancement factors appear to be attracting other-race

faculty to the four universities under study and can be

enhanced through management processes to increase their

attractiveness.

Job Continuation

The second research question addressed in this study is

"What factors do other-race faculty consider important
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influences on their decisions tg remain at four southeastern

universities?" j
Relative to the factors that influence faculty to

remain in their jobs, job factors remained most influential

for CU (TWI) (Table 18) and LU (TWI) (Table 19) faculty and

for faculty at all universities when data was combined by

faculty classification (Table 20) and by race (Table 21).

However, for MU (TBI) white faculty compensation factors are

most influential (Table 22) while departmental and

compensation factors primarily influence FSU (TBI) faculty

tg remain in jobs (Table 23). Advancement factors are

second in importance for white faculty at MU and FSU and for

combined universities. At CU, advancement and family

factors ranked second and at LU, family factors were found

to be second in influence.

while job factors emerged as most influential for black

faculty tg remain at TWIs, family factors ranked a

surprising second. Certainly job factors can be enhanced by

managers (if necessary); however, issues related to the

families of black faculty cannot be as”easily influenced by

university managers. Such issues include educational

opportunities for children, social comfort of

spouse/children, racial composition of communities, and

spouse's employment opportunities. This finding is
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significant, however, ubecause it might serve as an

explanation for TWI managers success or failure in retaining
V

black faculty.

Relative to all white faculty at TBIs, compensation and

advancement factors are most influential in their decisions

to remain. The influence of compensation and advancement on

white faculty decisions to remain indicates that they are

satisfied with both. However, both these factors can be

improved through management processes.

Consideration To Leave Jobs

The third research question addressed in this study is:

"What factors do other—race faculty consider important in

influencing them to consider leaving four southeastern

universities?"

Relative to the factors that would influence other-race

faculty to consider leaving their universities, family and

advancement factors ranked number one for combined

universities (Tables 24 and 25). Family factors ranked

first for CU (TWI) black faculty (Table 26), while the

primary factors that. would influence faculty to consider

leaving the other universities were as follows:

1. advancement for LU (TWI) black faculty (Table 27)

2. compensation for MU (TBI) white faculty (Table 28)

and
3. racial issues for FSU (TBI) white faculty (Table 29).
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l
Departmental factors ranked second in influence for CU

faculty, department, family and compensation factors for LU

faculty, and department and compensation factors for

combined universities. Compensation also ranked second at

FSU (TBI), and advancement ranked second at MU (TBI).

Racial factors were third in importance for white faculty at

MU and for faculty at combined universities.

Again, we see that family factors are as important in

influencing black faculty to consider leaving TWIs as they

generally are in influencing them tg remain. Though such

factors are primarily outside the TWI managers' control,

their importance must be recognized. Factors that can be

most readily influenced by managers are the department and

compensation factors cited by black faculty. (The data

analysis of the specific departmental variables will help

identify the specific department factors that influence

black faculty considerations to leave.)

Relative to white faculty at TBIs, compensation and

advancement are as important in their considerations tg

lggyg TBIs as they are in influencing them tg remain. These

can be improved by management. However, the influence of

racial factors on white faculty is surprising and may not be
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readily managed. Since we are unable, at this point in the
study, to isolate variables that raise these concerns, it is

best that we see if they emerge in the analysis of
individual variables. This finding, however, raises some

interesting questions about whether those race-related
issues are internal or external to TBIs.

Comparison of Managerial Survey And Faculty Interview Data

The fourth research question addressed in this study

is: "Are there differences between the factors identified

through the EEO, Personnel and Academic Affairs Survey and

the factors identified by other-race faculty as influencing

faculty decisions to accept, remain in and consider leaving

faculty positions?"

This question was addressed fully in this chapter under

the heading Comparisons of Faculty Interview Responses to

Manager Survey Responses. It was determined that CU (TWI)

managers are most aware of the factors that influence all of

their other-race faculty employment decisions. And while

the managers at the other three universities were aware of

factors that influence their other-race faculty to accept or

leave they were not aware of the factors that influence them

to remain. Since retention of faculty is crucial, the

findings of this study should be useful.
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Influence of Race-related Issues ·

The fifth research question addressed in this study is:

"How influential are the factors perceived to be associated
with race in other—race faculty employment decisions?" As

noted above, racial issues were ranked highest by FSU (TBI)

white faculty relative to their considerations pp _lggyg.

Additionally, racial issues ranked third among influences on

white faculty to consider leaving MU (TBI), and for combined

universities.

Since the specific race—related variables cannot be

identified at this point in the study, we will see if they

emerge in the analysis of individual variables. If it is

determined that the race—related variables are internal to

TBIs, it is possible that they can be improved by managers.

If they are external variables, they cannot be as easily

influenced by managers.

Relationships Between Faculty Classification (Administrativeggg Instructional) Apg Th; Factors

The sixth research question addressed in this study is:

"Is there a relationship between (a) faculty classification

and the factors; and (b) faculty classification and the

categories of factors that influence other—race faculty

employment decisions?"
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The data shown in Table 30 suggests a relationship

between faculty classification and the factor expectation of
tenure. The data analysis for this factor produced a chi-

square of 15.71953 which is statistically significant at the

0.01 level. Through further analysis of the data, it was

determined that more instructional faculty said that the

expectation of tenure was more influential in their
decisions to accept jobs than, did administrators. Since

administrative faculty do not compete for tenure once on the

job, it is understandable that they would not be influenced

to accept jobs by the expectation of tenure.

Relative to the factors that influence other-race

faculty to remain in their jobs, the data shown in Tables

31-33 suggest a relationship between faculty classifications

and several factors.

For white MU (TBI) instructional faculty, several

factors are related to faculty classification as follows

(see Table 31):

1. the cost of living (73% instructional compared to 0

administrators)

2. having received tenure (81% compared to O)

3. fringe benefits package (100% compared to 0).

Again, more instructional than administrative faculty

indicated that these factors are influential in their

\
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decisions tg remain at. MU. The finding relative to the

receipt of tenure is not surprising. The percentage

differences can be explained by the fact that only 2 of the

13 faculty responding to the questionnaire are

administrators. What is significant here is since fringe

benefits are considered part of the compensation package,

this finding is consistent with the results of the faculty

interview analysis (that is, white faculty are very

influenced by compensation factors).

What is surprising is the significance of the cost of

living on white MU instructional faculty decisions tg remain

at TBIs. While there is a definite link between cost of

living and compensation (which provides the ability to

finance those expenses), the researcher is unaware of any

differences in the costs of living within the area that MU

(TBI) is located. And it is interesting that there was not
Aa

similar finding for white instructional faculty at FSU

(TBI). However, this finding might result from the fact

that only 2 of the 13 faculty responding to the

questionnaire are administrators.

Only one factor--having received tenure--was

significantly related to faculty classification for

respondents at all universities and it, too, was cited most

by instructional faculty (see Table 32).
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Relative to the factors that would be influential in

faculty decisions tp _lggyg their universities the data

shown on Table 33 suggests a relationship between faculty

classification for MU (TBI) white faculty for the factor:

adequacy of numbers of people of my race/ethnicity in the

community. While nine of MU's instructional faculty

indicated that the numbers were adequate, two (2) said that

inadequate numbers would be very influential in their

„ considerations pp Iggy;. The two administrative faculty

said that the factor would not be influential. There is no

way to determine why instructional faculty are more

influenced by this factor than are administrative faculty.

And since only two instructional faculty indicated that it

was important, we should not place too much emphasis on this

finding.

Relationships Between Faculty Classification (Administrative
ggg Instructional) Apg Categories pf Factors

In order to analyze faculty responses for each category

of factors, a special computer program was developed for use

with SPSS. The program was designed to calculate the mean

response of each faculty for each category of factors. The

program counted the responses of faculty for each factor

(variable) within the category and calculated the mean

response for the category. See Appendix J for the

description of the program.
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Relative to the · relationship between faculty

classification and the categories of factors, a significant

relationship was revealed for MU (TBI) faculty relative to

their considerations to leave. The data analysis produced a

chi-square of 13.00000 which is statistically significant at

the 0.01 level for the compensation category (Table 34).

Seven of eleven instructional faculty said that compensation

factors would be influential in their considerations _ee

leeye MU. Administrative faculty said compensation would

not be influential in their considerations to leave.

Through checking the demographic data for MU white

faculty, it was determined that these seven instructional

faculty have been employed by MU over ll years, while

administrative faculty have been employed less than 6 years.

Since the current entrance salaries of university employees

generally exceed the salaries of those employed over a long

iperiod of time, this finding is not surprising. It is

significant, however, because the white faculty who said

that compensation would. be an important consideration _eg

leeye MU, probably can demand higher compensation upon

entering other universities. And TBI managers can improve

compensation through management processes (e.g., salary

increases).
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Relationship Between gggg (ggggg ggg ggggg) gg Faculty gggEgg Factors
I

The seventh research question addressed in this study

is: Is there a relationship between: (a) race and the

factors; and (b) race and the categories of factors that

influence other-race faculty employment decisions?"

The data suggest a relationship between race and eight

factors influencing all such faculty gg accept their jobs.

As shown in Table 35, white faculty said that climate (84%),

the expectation of promotion(s) (81%) and pursuing

professional interests (100%) are more influential in their

decisions to accept jobs than did black faculty (50%, 70%,

and 97% respectively). The geographical location influence

was noted earlier and climate is one variable of geographic

location. A review of the specific responses of other-race

faculty during interviews revealed that the emphasis placed

on geographical location was primarily related to climate

(which cannot be controlled by managers).

It is interesting, however, that black faculty are less

influenced (than the whites) gg accept jobs expecting

promotion(s). While the vast majority of black faculty

(70%) were influenced by such expectations, 30% were not.

And since the majority of blacks surveyed are administrative

faculty (18 of 30), it is possible that many are employed in

positions which have no promotional lines (e.g. staff
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generalists, jobs designed to serve the interests of black

students or employees). If this is true, TWI managers canV
improve promotional opportunities for such black

administrative faculty.

Additional relationships between race and factors

influential in job acceptance were found to be significant.

Black faculty considered the following factors more

influential in their decisions pp accept jobs than did white

faculty:

1. educational opportunities for child(ren) (41% blacks

compared to 34% whites);

2. serving as role models for students of your

race/ethnicity (65% compared to 31%);

3. competency of colleagues (88% compared to 72%);

4. campus recreational facilities (47% compared to 13%);

and

5. availability of advisees for research (38% compared

to 9%).

Relative to these findings, the importance to black

faculty of educational opportunities for their children

reminds us of the importance of family factors to the black

faculty interviewed. The significance of campus

recreational facilities, however, presents an anomaly since

nothing in the literature on faculty* mobility or in the
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TABLE 36 '
Tabulation of Frequencies of Response To Job Continuation Factors by Race

(All Universities)

.* Responses
Variable #/ Name Race Not Not Somewhat Very No TOTAL x2

Applicable Influential Influential Influential Response pn % n % n % n % n % df
=R84 - presence of Black 1 3% 8 23% 19 56% 6 18% 0 0% 34people of your 17.26432race/ethnicity p(0.01in the cormiunity Hhite 3 9% 21 66% 8 25% 0 0% 0 0% 32 df = 3
=R100 - role mode Black 0 0% · 18% 10 29% 18 53% O 0% 34‘or students of 12.84447your race/ethni- p( 0.01city White 0 0% 16 50% 10 31% 5 16% 1 3% 32 df = 3
*R1 - corm1it~ = ack %

-
:‘

' % 1 %
•

% 4
nent to affirma-

‘
13.22953tive action For p(0.01blacks white 8 25% 8 25% 11 34% 5 16% 0 0% 32 df = 3

=R1 3 · Facu ty of = ack 1 3% 21% 1 4- 11 %
•

% 4
your race/ethni- 16.42781
city (at the p(0.01
Jniversity) White 4 13% 18 56% 9 28% 1 3% O 0% df = 3

=R1Z4 - students Black 0 0% 6 18% 18 53% 10 29% 0 0% 34
staff of your 17.28860race/ethnicity (atl ¤<0-Olthe universitY) White 3 9% 18 56% 9 28% 2 7% 0 0% 32 df = 3

=R1 7 - campus 8 ack 0 % 1 % 1 0% • % 0 0% 34recreational lliäägggäFacilities P ·white 3 9% 23 72% 4 13% 2 6% 0 0% 32 df = 3

' Percentages rounded to nearest whole number.
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faculty interview edata support this finding. But it is

important to note that 47% of black faculty assessed and

were influenced by campus recreational facilities at TWIs

when deciding tp accept their jobs.

Additionally, more black faculty (88%) than white

faculty (72%) were influenced by the competency of their

colleagues when deciding pp accept jobs. The vast majority

of faculty of both races were influenced by this factor.

The differential influence can be interpreted many ways. It

is possible that black faculty judged. the competency of

their TWI colleagues on the basis of research productivity

and the receipt of grants (both of which are not as

important or valued at TBIs). Or their opinions might be

based on their acceptance of the myth of the inherent

academic inferiority of TBIs. If this is true, these black

faculty might have accepted jobs at TWIs (and not at TBIs)

to avoid being viewed as academically inferior and/or to

legitimize their abilities. It is also possible that since

critics of affirmative action question the competency of

black faculty hired at TWIs, these faculty might be more

sensitive to scrutinizing issues of competency than white

faculty. It may simply mean that blacks are sensitive to

issues of competency because of the prevelant myth about

their competencies while whites are not similarly

encumbered.
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In any case, the fact that white faculty said that the

competency of their colleagues was not important in their ·
decisions tp accept jobs at TBIs does not necessarily mean
that the black, white and international faculties at TBIs
are not competent or are less competent than white faculty

at TWIs.

It is not surprising that black faculty considered the

availability of advisees for research important because
research productivity is aa high priority at TWIs whereas

teaching is the major emphasis at TBIs. "Research has

emerged as the predominant basis for generating high

prestige for faculty and national and international

reputation for institutions" (Branson, 19B4).

Relative to the factor, serving as role models for

students of the same race/ethnicity, the majority of black

faculty (65%) indicated that it was important. This

response might be attributable to the kinship developed by

blacks as minorities in the U.S. that is not apparent among

whites. Some black faculty mentioned in their interviews

that black students at TWIs need black role models and

support from black faculty.

As noted earlier, 31% of TBI white faculty indicated

that they were influenced pp accept jobs at TBIs to serve as

role models for white students. Though only half as many
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white faculty as black faculty indicate that they serve as

role models or mentors for other race students, such support

might be important to the successful desegregation of the

student populations at these universities.

Relative to the factors that influence other-race

faculty of all universities tg remain in their jobs, more

black faculty than white faculty considered the following

factors important (see Table 36):

1. presence of people of your race/ethnicity in the

community (73% blacks compared to 25% whites);

2. serving as role model for students of your

race/ethnicity (82% compared to 47%);

3. commitment to and progress in affirmative action for

blacks (79% compared to 47%);

4. presence of faculty of your race/ethnicity (at the

university) (76% compared to 31%);

5. presence of university students or staff of your

race/ethnicity (82% compared to 34%); and

6. campus, recreational facilities (50% compared to

19%).

With the exception of one factor — campus recreational

facilities — the factors most influential to black faculty

in their decisions tg remain are race—related. Based on the

results of the analysis of Very Influential responses, race-
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related issues were expected to be of more concern to white

faculty than to black faculty. However, the result was the

opposite. This occurrance might be attributable to the fact

that only the very influential faculty responses were

analyzed in that section whereas the mean responses are

analyzed in this section.

As we can see, black faculty are most strongly

influenced ee remain in their jobs by the presence of black

faculty, staff and students, by TWIs commitments to and

progress in affirmative action and by their need to serve as
·

role models for black students. These factors are all

related since affirmative action is the mechanism or

management process through which black faculty, staff and

students are recruited and retained at TWIs.

At first glance, the importance to black faculty of

having blacks in their communities might appear to be

difficult for managers to impact. TWI managers should

consider innovative ways to enhance this influence.

Relative to the factors that would influence all other-

race faculty decisions ge leeye their universities, the data

revealed a relationship between race and three factors

(Table 37):

1. academic level of students too low with white faculty

(41%) being significantly more influenced than blacks

(12%);
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2. commitment to and progress in affirmative action for

blacks with blacks (50%) being significantly more

influenced than whites (3%); and

3. reputation of the university with whites (41%) being

significantly more influenced than blacks (15%).

The instructions for completing this section of the

questionnaire differed from the sections on accepting and
y

remaining. Faculty were asked to indicate whether each

factor was true or false; if they responded that the factor

was true, they also indicated how important the factor would

be in their considerations tg lggyg.

Therefore, more white faculty (41%) than black faculty

(12%) indicate that the low academic level of students would

be an important influence tg lggyg. The opinions of those

who believe the low level of academic achievement of TBI

students might influence them tg lgagg might develop that

outlook from the commitment of TBI managers to educating

academically disadvantaged students. This commitment on the

part of TBI managers might, also, help explain the concern

expressed by 41% of white faculty about the poor reputations

of TBIs because they feel academic reputation rests on more

than teaching alone. The emphasis at TBIs on educating

disadvantaged students has led tx> a stronger emphasis on

teaching than on research. Other factors that might have
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contributed to white faculty concerns are: inadequate state
funding to TBIs prior to desegregation plan requirements;

inadequate institutional marketing strategies; and negative

press coverage of TBIs by local newspapers. TBI managers

can improve some of these situations through management

processes.

Unlike other factors, only one factor emerged as being

more important to black faculty than to white faculty in

their considerations tg lgayg and that is, limited

commitment to and progress in affirmative action for blacks.

Progress in affirmative action also emerged as a factor that

influenced black faculty tg remain in their jobs. It is

interesting to note that 82% of black faculty mentioned that

such progress was influential in their decisions tg remain,

while 50% indicate that it is limited. This can be

interpreted to mean that continued or increased emphasis on

affirmative action for blacks will influence black faculty

to remain at TWIs. And since retention of black faculty at

TWIs is of primary inportance, this finding is particularly

significant. (See Table 43 for comparison of' black and

white faculty employment decisions.)
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gggg gg Faculty ggg ggg Categories gg Factors

The data shown in Tables 38-39 revealed a relationship

between faculty race and two categories of factors

influencing all other—race faculty gg remain in their jobs.

The data analysis produced a chi-square of 14.99027 which is

significant at the 0.01 level for the family category (Table

38). Blacks (72%) were more influenced by family factors to

remain in their jobs than white (59%). Since family factors

were found to be very important to blacks through the

analysis of faculty interview data, this finding is not

surprising. ·

Most significant for the purposes of this study is the

relationship suggested by the data shown in Table 39 between

faculty race and the category of factors associated with

racial issues. The data analysis produced a chi-square of

18.41464 which is statistically significant at the 0.01

level as the factor was cited by more (83%) whites as being

influential in their decisions gg remain at their

universities than by blacks (34%).

Since racial issues were found to be very important to

whites through the analysis of the Very Influential response

category, this finding is consistent. It is possible that

the factor, racial composition of MU white faculty

communities, is the specific race·related variable that
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influenced the results of the Very Influential faculty

response analysis. If so, maybe race-related factors that
are external to TBIs influence white faculty tg remain in

their jobs.

Strength gf Relationships Revealed gy Chi-Square

The researcher determined through the use of chi-square

that relationships exist between faculty classifications,

several factors and one category of factors. Relationships

also were apparent between race, several factors and several

categories of factors. The question which had to be

addressed was, "What is the strength of those relations?"

As noted earlier in Chapter IV, the contingency

coefficient (C) was used to determine strengths of '

relationships. The maximum value of C is .70711 for the

tables analyzed in this study. Since the minimum value of

the contingency coefficient is zero (0), the researcher

divided the range (from 7-0) for C into three segments:

* a strong relationship exists if C is equal to or

greater than .50000;

* a moderate relationship exists if C is less than .50000

and equal to or greater than .30000; and

* a weak relationship exists if C is less than .30000.
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Relative to the factors that influence other—race
faculty employment decisions, the strongest relationships

were found for MU data as shown in Table 40. The

contingency coefficient was .70711 for those factors, which
indicates that there is a strong relationship between

faculty classification and cost of living, receipt of

tenure, and fringe benefits relative to the reasons that MU
“

(TBI) white faculty remain in their jobs. A strong

relationship (.70711) exists between faculty classification

and the racial/ethnic composition of MU white instructional

faculty communities. The latter relationship would be

important in MU faculty considerations to leave.

Additionally, there is a strong relationship (.70711)

between faculty classification and the compensations

category of factors which influence MU faculty to remain on

(their jobs.*2 .

Only one other factor emerged as a strong relationship

and it pertained to the relationship between race and the

factor, commitment to and progress in affirmative action for

blacks (where C = .50305) (Table 41). This factor was cited

by 50% of black faculty as being an important consideration

12 In all cases, MU instructional faculty are more
influenced than MU administrative faculty by these
factors. The fact that only two administrative faculty
responded to the questionnaire might account for the
strength of this relationship.
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TABLE 40

Contingency Coefficients for Relationships Revealed by Chi-
Square for Faculty Classifications

Job Acceptance Job Continuation Consideration
Tg Leave

All Universities At MU At MU

expectation of tenure cost of living compensation
C= .43859 C= .70711 category

having received C= .70711
tenure - C=.707ll racial com-

fringe benefits pensation
package - C= .70711 of the com-

munity
C= .70711

All Universities

having received
tenure - C= .40882
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if they contemplated leaving. The -remainder of the

relationships measured by the contingency coefficient

statistic fell in the moderate relationship range and all

had values greater than .40000 (except pursuing professional

interests where C = .38273).

Discussion pf Data Analysis

Relationship pf Findings tp Existing Literature

In order to assess how the findings of this study

extend, support or contradict existing knowledge (presented

in Chapter II) of the factors that influence other—race

faculty employment decisions, the significant findings from

faculty interview and questionnaire data are discussed below

in terms of the influence of intrinsic and extrinsic factors

on such decisions. As presented in Chapter II, the

literature on organization behavior (generally) and on

faculty mobility (specifically) indicates that both

intrinsic and extrinsic factors are positively related to

organizational choice, commitment, job satisfaction and

turnover. Intrinsic factors in this study include: job

interest and responsibilities; advancement; prestige; and

feelings of relative deprivation. Extrinsic factors in this

study include: organizational environment; geographical

location; family; salary; work—group; and community ties.
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Intrinsic factors are those which motivate and satisfy
employees and extrinsic factors are those which keep

employees from becoming dissatisfied (Herzberg, 1966).

Interview Qgpg

What is apparent about the results of the analysis of
faculty interview data is that both intrinsic and extrinsic

factors were found to influence other-race faculty decisions

pp accept, remain ip and consider leaving their jobs. It
was determined, when the interview data for all universities

was combined, that job and advancement (intrinsic factors)

and compensation and department (extrinsic factors)

primarily influenced such decisions.

Relative to the factors that were most influential in

other-race faculty decisions pp accept their jobs, the

results of this study support Brown's findings (1967) that

what the faculty member will be doing, what (s)he will be

paid and the environment are primary influences on job

acceptance. (This support is not surprising since Brown's

findings are so all-encompassing.) Job (intrinsic) and

compensation (extrinsic) factors were determined to be most

influential in jpp acceptance decisions for faculty in this

study.
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Relative to the factors that influence other—race

faculty he remain in their jobs, job (intrinsic),

compensation (extrinsic), and advancement (intrinsic)

factors are most influential. And when the factors that

would be nwst important in their considerations to leave

their jobs were examined, advancement (intrinsic),

compensation (extrinsic), and department (extrinsic) factors

emerged as most important.

Therefore, the findings from the analysis of combined

faculty interview data for both races do not reveal a trend

of intrinsic or extrinsic factors influencing other—race

faculty employment decisions. This is not surprising since

clarity on this issue was not provided in the organizational

behavior study findings (reviewed in Chapter II).

However, gheh hhe faculty interview gehe gee separated

ehg analyzed hy hehe, hh gee determined hheh jeh (intrinsic)

factors primarily influence hheeh faculty he accept ehg

remain eh hhegh jehe ehg hheh family (extrinsic) ehg

advancement (intrinsic) factors ehe important lg hheh;
considerations he heeye Tgle. This finding contradicts

those of Moore and Wagstaff (1974) and Suinn and Witt (1982)

who found that extrinsic factors (e.g., salary, geographic

location) primarily influence black faculty to accept and

remain in jobs at TWIs. Additionally, Moore and Wagstaff's
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findings that blacks leave TWIs due to extrinsic factors

(e.g., racial discrimination, pressures ·¤o participate in

black-related activities and to work at TBIs) are not

supported by the finding above.

The analysis of faculty interview data for white

faculty revealed that compensation (extrinsic) primarily

influences their employment decisions. However, racial

issues (extrinsic) ygbe bibgg by wbibg faculty gb ggg gg

important considerations fp; leaving. These findings

indicate that extrinsic factors primarily influence the

employment decisions of white faculty. And since no studies

were found that examine the reasons that white faculty

accept, remain in, and consider leaving TBIs, these findings

are particularly significant.

Questionnaire bgbg

Relationships Between Faculty Classification (Administrative
And Instructional) and the Factors

Several factors that influence other—race faculty to

accept, remain in and consider leaving their jobs were found

to be related to faculty classification (administrative and

instructional) and race. Since none of the studies reviewed

for this study reported findings by faculty classification,

the findings below represent an original contribution to

existing knowledge on faculty mobility. Instructional
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faculty gg ggg universities gggg influenced gg accegt ggggg

jggg ggg gg ggggg exgectations gg tenure (advancement). In

that administrative faculty do not pursue tenure once on the

job, it follows that tenure would not be of concern to them.

The strongest relationship between faculty

classification and the factor variables was found for

instructional faculty at MU (TBI) relative to their

decisions to remain at or consider leaving their °

universities. (There is no indication of why these findings

apply only to MU white faculty.) As noted earlier, fringe

benefits (extrinsic), tenure (intrinsic) and cost of living

(extrinsic) factors are strongly related to the

instructional faculty classification. MU white

instructional faculty, more often than administrative

faculty, indicate that those factors primarily influence

them gg remain at MU. Pfeffer and Lawler found salary and

tenure influential in faculty decisions gg remain at their

universities, and Marshall found fringe benefits influential

in faculty retention. Therefore, the above findings support

those of Pfeffer and Lawler and Marshall.

The relationship between faculty classification——for

instructional faculty at MU——and the compensation category

of factors revealed the influence of this extrinsic factor

for MU (TBI) instructional faculty considerations gg ggggg.
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Additionally, MU instructional faculty more often than

administrative faculty cited the racial composition of their

communities as a factor that would influence their decisions

tp lssys. This factor is also extrinsic but more

importantly for the purposes of this study, this finding

reveals the influence of race-related issues on white

instructional faculty. While Suinn and Witt‘ found the

racial composition of communities influential in black

faculty decisions to accept their jobs at Twls, no studies

linked racial issues to white instructional faculty

decisions.

Relationships Between Race (Black and White) and the Factors

Several factors tust influence other-race faculty tp

accept, remain tu spd consider leaving thsdt jpps usts tduud
tp ps moderately related tp tuts tu tuds_ study. Black

ifaculty were primarily influenced tu accept jobs by thel
competency of their departmental colleagues (extrinsic), the

availability of advisees for research (extrinsic), the

availability of recreational facilities (extrinsic), as well

as by their interests in serving as role models for black

students (intrinsic). The latter is consistent with one of

Moore and Wagstaff's findings that black faculty are

influenced to accept jobs by their interest in students.
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The influence of extrinsic factors on black faculty are

apparent but these extrinsic factors are not the ones cited

in the literature on black faculty mobility (e.g., salary,

geographic location). Therefore, these findings are

particularly significant because they indicate that black

faculty are very concerned about being in an environment

supportive of their job responsibilities.

White faculty were influenced tg accept jobs more than

black faculty by the climate of their universities'

geographical location and by the expectation of

promotion(s). Again, no studies were found that examined

the opinions of white faculty at TBIs; therefore, no direct

comparisons to previous research are made:

Relative to the relationship between race and factor

variables that influence other-race faculty tg remain in

their jobs, more black faculty than. white faculty cited

factors associated with racial issues. Moderate

relationships were shown through the data analysis for the

following factors: presence of black faculty, staff and

students; racial composition of the community; affirmative

action commitment and progress; and serving as role models

for· black students. Only one of these factors - racial

composition of the community — was found (by Suinn and Witt,

1982) to influence black faculty employment decisions.
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However, Moore and Wagstaff (1974) and Hoskins (1978) found

that perceived racial discrimination influences blacks to

leave TWIs. Since the above findings can be interpreted to

mean that black faculty are influenced tg remain in their

jobs (rather than to leave) due to racial factors, Moore and

Wagstaff's and Hoskins' findings are not supported by this

study. They focused on the negative aspects of race whereas

the findings in this study point to the positive aspects of

race related issues.

It is interesting that when the relationship between

categories of factors and race were revealed, family factors

(extrinsic) were more often cited by blacks than whites and

more whites than blacks cited racial factors as being

influential in their decisions tg remain. The emphasis

placed by black faculty on family issues is not surprising

since family factors were cited as very influential by the

black faculty who were interviewed. Though family factors

are extrinsic and external to the university (and therefore,

less controllable by management), their positive influence

on black faculty decisions tg remain at TWIs must be

considered.

However, the finding relative to white faculty - that

is, racial factors influence their decisions to remain at

TBIs - is not consistent with the analysis of the Very
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Influential response categories, which indicated that white

faculty would be influenced to leeye TBIs because of racial .

factors. It is possible, therefore, that different race-

related variables influence white faculty decisions to

remain in or consider leaving their jobs. And the specific

race-related variables which are influential cannot be

determined through this study.
e

Race and the factor--limited commitment to and progress

in affirmative action for b1acks—-(extrinsic) were found to

be strongly related. More blacks than whites cited this

factor as important in their considerations ge leeye their

universities. Half of black faculty said that limited

affirmative action efforts for blacks would influence them
ee leeye. When this finding is combined with the influence

of race-related factors on black faculty decisions ee remain

at TWIs, the importance placed by black faculty on race-

related factors (and particularly affirmative action) is

apparent.

Relative to considerations to leave, two factors - low

academic level of students (extrinsic) and poor reputation

of the university (intrinsic) — were found to be moderately

related to race. More whites than blacks cited these

factors. These findings are consistent with Brown's and

Marshall's findings - that faculty are influenced ee leeye
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their universities by the quality
of.

students and the

reputation of the university. However, no studies were

found which examined the opinions of white faculty at TBIs.

Therefore, these findings extend our knowledge in this area.

When the relationship> between race and factors were

revealed, nearly all of the factors that influenced black

faculty tg accept, remain E, and consider leaving their

jobs were extrinsic factors. The influence of extrinsic

factors on black faculty employment decisions is well

represented in the literature. However, the extrinsic

factors found in this study to influence black faculty

decisions are different from those found in previous

studies. Relative tp hissh faculty ths findings si this

sthgy ppiht tp positive influences si affirmative action,

family, Egg recreation facilities _st iyis tgiis previous

studies pointed ts issues pi racial discrimination, pressure

Egg negative aspects pi working st iyis. (Since the

specific extrinsic factors are too numerous to list here,

they are provided in Table 42).

When the relationship between race and factors were

revealed for white faculty, extrinsic factors (compensation,

racial issues) were also found primarily to influence their

employment decisions. Similarly, instructional faculty were

found to be most influenced by extrinsic factors

(compensation, fringe benefits, cost of living, and tenure).
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SUMMARY ~

From the analysis of faculty interview and
questionnaire data, it is apparent that other-race faculty

are primarily influenced by' extrinsic factors to accept,

remain in, and consider leaving their jobs. For black

faculty, many of these factors are race-related and for

white faculty, these factors are related to compensation and

race-related issues. (See Table 43.)

The findings of this study, relative to the influence

of extrinsic and intrinsic factors on black faculty

employment decisions, support previous faculty mobility

literature findings (that black faculty are primarily

influenced by extrinsic factors and some of these factors

are race·related). However, the findings of this study do

not provide support for studies which were conducted

primarily on white faculty. Those studies found that

intrinsic factors primarily influence faculty employment

decisions while this study points to the influence of

extrinsic factors on white faculty.

Since the emphasis in this study is on the specific

factors (whether extrinsic or intrinsic) that influence

other-race faculty employment decisions, the implications of

these specific findings are presented in Chapter V along

with conclusions and recommendations.
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TABLE 43

Comparison of Black Faculty (at TWIs) and White Faculty (at
TBIs) Employment Decisions

Blacks (at TWIs) Whites (at TBIs)

ACCEPT: educational opportuni- climate
ties for children expectation of

serve as role models promotion
competency of colleagues pursuing pro-
campus recreational fessional

facilities interests”
availability of advisees

for research

REMAIN: racial composition of racial (category
community of factors)

serve as role models
university commitment

to affirmative action
racial composition of

university faculty
racial composition of '

university staff and
students

campus recreational
facilities

family (category of
factors)

CONSIDER
LEAVING: university commitment low academic

to affirmative action level of
students

poor reputation
of TBIs



Chapter V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In the course of this study, the problems faced by

higher education managers in the desegregation of faculties

were described. These problems included: merit vs.

affirmative action; maintenance of a value consensus while
trying to introduce changes; and the need for sensitive

leadership. Specifically, the dilemmas associated with
trying to achieve faculty desegregation within the narrow

framework (affirmative action) provided by the court and OCR
were discussed. Higher education managers have attempted,

through various recruitment and retention activities, to
locate, hire and retain other-race faculty. Some have been

successful in hiring other-race faculty but not in retaining

them. Others are still trying to determine what they must
Ado

to successfully recruit and retain other-race faculty.

The researcher believes that the results of this study

provide insights which may assist such managers.

Despite the seemingly insurmountable problems of

faculty desegregation (e.g., struggle between values of

merit v. affirmative action, scarcity of black Ph.D.s,

leveling off of faculty hiring, tenured-in composition of

faculty) the results of this study indicate that managers

187
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can make some progress by using resources available to them.

Higher education managers should better be able to influence

the decisions of such faculty by having information about

the factors that influence other-race faculty decisions tg

accept, remain in and consider leaving faculty positions.

And the results of this study provide managers with

information about the attitudes and opinions of their other-

race faculty.

CONCLUSIONS ERQM THE RESEARCH

This study supports several conclusions about other-

race faculty at four public southeastern universities. (See

Table 44 for results.) These are described below in two

sections: ways higher education managers can take effective

affirmative action to desegregate their faculties; and the

viability of the policy of affirmative action for faculty

desegregation.

Making Affirmative Action yggk

Six major conclusions are drawn from the results of

this study which provide information to assist higher

education managers in making affirmative action for

desegregation more effective. These are: importance of

progress in affirmative action; recreational facilities;
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promotion; compensation; quality of students and reputations

at TBIs; and geographical location.

Importance of Progress In Affirmative Action

The first significant finding is that black faculty

express strong sentiments about the necessity of the pursuit
of affirmative action at TWIs. Several of the factors that

influence them tg remain at TWIs (e.g., the numbers of black

faculty, staff and students) are directly related to

affirmative action. lt ggg gg concluded tggt affirmative

action tg ggt ggty necessary tg ggt desegregation underway

ggt tt gg gtgg necessary tg sustain tgg momentum gt

desegregation. This finding contributes significantly to

the literature on black faculty mobility since none of those

studies cited affirmative action related issues as important

in such faculty employment choices. Most significantly,

however, the importance of the commitment to and progess in

affirmative action at TWIs was not identified by higher

education managers through the managerial survey.

Therefore, this finding provides new information to managers

about the continued importance of affirmative action to

blacks.
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Importance of Recreational Facilities

Campus recreational facilities are influential in black

faculty decisions to accept and remain ip their jobs. This

finding appeared to be an anomoly and the information did

not seem particularly useful; However, some important

implications emerged.

First, TWI managers can market their recreational

facilities when recruiting black faculty rather than

assuming that nothing can be done with/about this factor.

This information supports current research which emphasizes

the relationship between recreation or physical fitness and

satisfactory job performance (National Safety News, 1984).

The private sector has capitalized on this knowledge by

creating on—site wellness programs or facilities. Many have

found that their employee's attitudes toward their work have
l

significantly improved as a result of their participation in

the wellness programs (National Safety News, 1984).

Recreational facilities are indeed a factor in the

recruitment and retention of black faculty at TWIs.

Other findings from this study should, also, assist

managers in retaining other-race faculty. They are related

to promotion, compensation, the quality of students and the

reputations of TBIs.
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Promotion

Fewer black faculty than .white faculty accept jobs
expecting to be promoted. This finding is consistent with
the literature on black faculty mobility. While their
reasons for not expecting promotions may be linked to
perceived racial discrimination jobs, it is possible that
their limited expectations for promotions are linked to
perceptions of limited upward mobility at TWIs (e.g., due to .
the creation of positions to administer black-related

activities).

Since, however, it can be concluded that black faculty
have lower expectations of promotion than white faculty, TWI
managers should be concerned about this finding and develop
incentives for black faculty (e.g., inservice training and
career counseling programs).

”Compensation

The third significant finding is that white faculty are
concerned about compensation. The compensation concerns of
white faculty emerged in this study time after time. Other
faculty mobility studies pointed to the importance of

compensation to faculty generally, however, this finding
(relative to white faculty at TBIs) is significant because

this finding is so strong. Also from this study, it can be
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concluded that compensation is more important to white
faculty than to black faculty in their decisions to remain
and in their considerations to leave institutions in which
they are a racial minority. The implications are that TBI

managers must ensure that white faculty compensation

packages are competitive.

This finding is particularly significant since

compensation incentives have not been restructured to target

this concern. The researcher is not aware of incentives

developed to compensate white faculty at TBIs. Since it was

determined that black faculty are more influenced pp accept

their jobs at TWIs for job and advancement related reasons,

it appears that less emphasis should be placed on monetary

incentives (not to say that they should be reduced) and more

emphasis should be placed on supporting their job interests

and advancement opportunitities. This may present managers

with difficulties if they overly emphasize either one.

Black faculty, due to market demands, can command high

salaries.

Quality of Students and Reputations of TBIs

Getting back to the factors that influence white

faculty employment choices, another significant finding is

their concerns about the low quality of students and the
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poor reputations of TBIs may influence them te leete. And
while these factors were cited as influential in the general

faculty mobility literature, this finding contributes to
that literature because it is such a strong finding. whtte
faculty at TBIs will consider leaving due to their concerns

about the low quality of students and the poor reputations
of TBIs. There are, however, ways that TBI managers can

address these concerns and suggestions are provided in the

recommendations section.

Geographic Location

Geographical location proved ‘to be very important to
all other-race faculty. It is more, significant than

managers realize or· the literature indicates. Certainly,

geographical factors may be either positive or negative

influences on other-race faculty decisions. It can be

concluded that geographical location factors ought to be

acknowledged and taken seriously as a matter to be addressed

by managers.

It is easy for managers to conclude that nothing can be

done to change qthe negative influence of a university's

geographical location and that this is why their affirmative

action efforts have not been successful. However, a more

positive approach would be to examine more closely the
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positive or negative influences of geographical location on

other—race faculty decisions. And while ways to impact

these influences may not be obvious or immediately at hand,

managers can develop some imaginative and creative options

that can be useful (e.g., emphasize the unique features of

the university's geographical location).

Policy Implications

In the section above, the conclusions of this study

were discussed and their implications for managers were

assessed. What follows is a discussion of the implications

of the conclusions for those who are in positions to

evaluate and/or alter the policy of affirmative action for

desegregation (e.g., the courts, OCR, Adams' state higher

education officials).

The controversies surrounding the implementation of

guidelines (affirmative action) for desegregation were

explored in assessing the viability of the policy of

affirmative action for desegregation. They raise some

unsettling questions that have yet to be satisfactorily

answered. Those who argue for affirmative action note that

desegregation cannot take place without race—conscious

remedies. They cite the benefits of ethnic and racial

diversity. They also emphasize the need to include those
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who have been historically excluded from decision—making

processes. Generally, they believe that affirmative action

is needed to close the gap (in employment and compensation)

created by centuries of discriminatory practices in our

society. And affirmative action for desegregation in higher '

education will provide more blacks the crucial vehicle for

access to the mainstremn of American society and promote

democratic principles of equality and social justice.

On the other hand, there are those who believe that

affirmative action is a negative influence in higher

education. It encourages a quota system that weakens sound

personnel practices and policies. When preferential

treatment is given to less qualified persons, those who are

better qualified become victims of discrimination and those

who are less qualified are placed in positions where they

cannot successfully compete. Moreover, those minorities who

‘are qualified are stigmatized by the belief (theirs and

others) that they were hired or promoted because of their

minority status.
l

The critics of affirmative action claim that policies

should be consistent with American values and principles of

individualism. They do not deny history, but suggest that

affirmative action attempts are too costly and deal too

swiftly with the problems of discrimination in a manner that
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is inconsiderate and detrimental to other) groups. Some

advocate simple adherence to non—discriminatory policies

(such as Title VII); others suggest that traditionally black

institutions (TBIs) be eliminated as distinctly black

institutions. —

Undoubtedly, the very complex issues, questions, and

problems raised through discussions of the appropriateness

of affirmative action as a remedy for past discrimination

have no simple solutions. Careful thought and

implementation of remedies is, however, required.

Earlier in this study, several alternatives to

affirmative action were presented. They are: freedom of

choice desegregation; closing TBIs; and enhancing TBIs. And

we know that the court ordered OCR to pursue desegregation

through affirmative action and the enhancement of TBIs.

Prior to the l970s, when the Adams suit was filed, and

while the courts were deliberating about this case, blacks

and whites had the freedom to choose whether they wanted to

work at TWIs or TBIs. Their choices and the employment

decisions of university managers resulted in little change

in the racial compositions of universities in states with

dual systems. It seems fair to conclude that freedom of

choice is not a viable choice to solve this problem.
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In the questionnaire for this study, other-race faculty
were provided, the opportunity to indicate if they would

rather work at a university in which they would be part of
A

the racial majority. Though some indicated they are

uncomfortable at their universities (25%), they are not
ready to "jump ship" (97%). This knowledge gives higher

education managers potential leverage. Freedom of choice is

a necessary but insufficient condition to affect the racial

composition of TBIs and TWIs, and incentives can be

structured to attract and retain other-race faculty.

Relative to the option of closing TBIs, the emphasis

placed by white faculty on the low quality of students and

the poor reputation of TBIs might appear to support this

option. However, if we too hastily re—examine this option,

we may be talking about reducing the number of black

students receiving post-secondary education as well as

foreclosing employment opportunities to many TBI faculty who

generally have not developed the credentials to successfully

compete for jobs at some TWIs. To adopt this option would

be to create a more difficult and narrow a framework as the

one we are currently pursuing. Whatever the merits of the

logical argument for closing TBIs, sometimes "a page of

history is worth a volume of logic" (Oliver Wendell Holmes).

If the goal is to provide access to education and employment
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for blacks, we must acknowledge the TBIs; unique role as an

important channel of access and opportunity for blacks. And
we must acknowledge that these institutions have graduated

many very successful black professionals.

Also we must acknowledge that "quality" is a rather
subjective criteria for assessing people, programs and

institutions. Although some universities (both TBIs and
TWIs) may' not meet certain quality standards, they have
provided socialization and credentials to academically

disadvantaged students. They have helped blacks succeed.

Whatever we might wish of our institutions of higher

education, it isn't just knowledge that is important; the

socializing and credentialing processes of education also

contribute to success.

Even if the latter is true, opportunities to enhance

the TBIs (both from internal and external sources) should be

seized. In addition to providing the funding and academic

programs necessary for their enhancement, the use of

internal resources should be encouraged (see

Recommendations).

Though this study provides some insight into the

difficulties managers face when taking affirmative action to

achieve desegregation, it is concluded that this course of

action may be the least destructive and the most feasible of
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the options facing higher education managers. Effective

affirmative action to achieve desegregation, however,

requires changes in values, behaviors and structures in

organizations. The literature of organization behavior and

design make it clear· that changing any' one of' these is

extremely difficult. Change is always confronted by strong

opposing forces (Lewin, 1951). And when one tries to
simultaneously change behaviors, values and structures, the

strategies for change are difficult to manage (Boss, 1983).

However, we are also aware that it is possible, through

management processes to make changes. And since some higher

education managers are more effective than others in their

affirmative action efforts, we should be encouraged.
It is· apparent when examining the findings in this

study (about the attitudes and opinions of other—race

faculty) that incentives may be structured that will assist

managers in faculty desegregation. And these findings

provide a basis for such activities. Additionally, it is

critical that higher education managers recognize, accept

and utilize the discretion they do have in making

affirmative action for desegregation successful. The

following recommendations might be of assistance to

managers.
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Recommendations Fg; Future Research
·

In this exploratory study, the factors that influence

other-race faculty decisions tg accept, remain in, and
consider leaving their jobs were described. It is hoped
that the results will stimulate researchers and educators at

the federal, state, and institutional levels to seek

additional knowledge about the influence of such factors on

the recruitment and retention of other-race faculty.

Future research on this topic might:

l. extend the examination of the influence of extrinsic

(dissatisfying) and intrinsic (satisfying and

motivating) factors on other-race faculty employment

decisions because research relative to their

influence is inconclusive;

2. continue to focus on the individual choice process in

faculty employment decisions because such decisions

are made on an individual basis;

3. utilize triangulation as a means of developing a

comprehensive view of the problems of faculty

desegregation because this methodology provides a

more comprehensive picture of such problems;·

4. increase the numbers of universities and other-race

faculty studied because greater numbers might result

in different findings; or
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5. study both black and white faculty at TWIs and TBIs

in order to determine if both black and white faculty

at these universities are influenced by similar or

different factors.

Recommendations For Managers

As noted in Chapter IV, many of the factors that
influence other—race faculty employment decisions can be ·

affected or improved through management processes (e.g.,

budgeting, personnel). To improve the retention of white

faculty, Tg; managers should determine if whipg faculty

salaries ggg competitive. If they are not, TBI managers

should consider providing extra compensation for white

faculty in order to retain them.

And since white faculty indicate that they would be

influenced pg Iggy; their universities due to the low

academic level of students and the poor reputations of their

universities, efforts should pg ggg; py TQ; university

leaders pg attract mpg; scholastically gifted students.

This should be done ip addition pp providing educational

opportunities pp disadvantaged students.

It is also recommended that TQ; managers inform

potential hirees (fgpm php outset) pf php emphasis pp

educating _phg academically disadvantaged. In-service
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training should gggg gg offered which stresses the
importance of this objective and which provides suggestions
gg ggggg ggg meeting gggg objective.

Using an alternative course gg action, some TBI

managers are gradually raising admissions ggg retention

standards. This approach is recommended to improve the
U

quality of students at TBIs and to enhance TBI reputation

(which might lead to increased retention of faculty).

Additionally, ggg leaders should develop strategic

marketing pgggg ggg reporting ggggg achievements ggg
enhancing ggggg reputations internally ggg externally. Such
strategies might include: publicizing (through local media)

the accomplishments of successful TBI graduates; publicizing

the accomplishments of the most innovative academic

departments or schools; and increasing the emphasis on

research and publication (which tend to be most respected in

academic circles).

gggg gggg ggg emulate gggg gy placing g ggggy emphasis

gg research. Alternatively, TBI managers ggg gg

trailblazers through developing multiple specialized tracks

toward tenure ggggg gggg different valences ggg evaluating

teaching, research ggg service. If such options are

provided, faculty can be rewarded based on their

accomplishments in the areas in which they choose to
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specialize. If more faculty select the research emphasis
and produce quality publications and/or obtain grants, the

reputations of TBIs will be greatly enhanced. However, the

teaching emphasis should not be diminished.

To improve the recruitment and retention of black

faculty at TWIs, managers should legitimize pleek faculty

efforts eg eegye ee pele models fe; pleek students through

rewarding pheee efforts. Role model activities can be

rewarded through evaluations of faculty for promotion and

tenure without lowering standards for research. The

framework for that evaluation can be developed by a task

force or committee which would include black faculty,

department chairs and deans. I
The rewarding of such service might increase black V

faculty expectations of promotion (without damaging emphasis

on research) if coupled with other· programs designed pe

enhance promotionalgadvancement opportunities. Such

programs might include: in—service training designed pe

better epg earlier inform pleek faculty epegp promotion epg

tenure regpirements; leadership training for black faculty

who aspire to university leadership positions; and

individual career planning sessions with department chairs.

Career planning sessions can be enhanced if managers who

hire faculty assess and determine the promotional lines and

opportunities before faculty are hired.

4
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It was determined through this study that black faculty
are influenced te remain at their universities by factors

related to racial issues (e.g., racial composition of
faculty, students_ and staff, university commitment to

affirmative action). Leaders et twte should continue thett
efforts te increase the numbers et blacks egehg the faculty,

etett ehe student populations. By so doing, their
commitment to affirmative action is likely to be recognized

by black faculty as progressive.

whether or not affirmative action efforts yield

satisfactory numbers of black faculty, staff and students,

tw; managers should consider sponsoring activities et
programs wtth teeet hteeh community organizations te provide

additional support systems tet hteeh faculty. Additionally,

more black community leaders should be appointed to

university volunteer boards and committees and more black

faculty should be appointed to community boards and

committees. Also, tw; managers eeh structure support groups

forgwith hteeh faculty particularly if there are few black

faculty on campus.

It is further recommended that leaders et ett
universities conduct ettt interviews _te determine _tt the
reasons thet other—race faculty teeye thett universities ete
similar te the reasons thet majority—status faculty teeye.

Al
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In order to encourage faculty to remain, degartment chairs

andgor ggggg should gggg geriodically gggg faculty gg assess
ggg grogress ggg groblems faculty ggg exgeriencing. By so
doing, managers might be able to reduce the exodus of other-

race at their universities.

The final recommendation is that managers gggg
acknowledge ggg influence gg geograghical location factors

gg other—race faculty emgloygent decisions. Since

geographic location factors are important to all other-race

faculty, it is recommended that managers emghasize ggg

unigge factors gg ggggg geograghical locations gggg

recruiting faculty. They should also grovide advice gg

schools ggg neighborhoods ggg faculty ggg exgress concern

ggggg environments suggortive gg educational oggortunities

ggg ggggg children ggg ggggg living conditions.
l

Though

geographical location factors are difficult to manipulate

they must be recognized as important factors that determine

the success or failure of other-race faculty recruitment and

retention.

The factors that influence other-race faculty to

accept, remain in and consider leaving jobs at their

universities are many and varied. The results of this study

suggest that faculty classification and race are related to

some of these factors, that extrinsic factors primarily

.1
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influence other-race faculty employment decisions and that
many of these factors are race-related. And it is apparent ‘

that higher education officials can influence other-race

faculty employment choices through the use of such

management processes as budgeting and personnel.

Managers must provide sensitive leadership. As

managers, they must acknowledge the range of opinions about

the appropriateness and fairness of affirmative action for

desegregation among those they supervise. It may be
A

difficult to maintain the value consensus at the university

while attempting to implement affirmative action. However,

the findings of this study indicate that higher eduation

managers ggg maintain that value consensus, gggg positive

steps and achieve results in faculty desegregation. And

this study provides recommendations about how managers can

accomplish these objectives. Higher education managers ggg

maneuver within the narrow framework provided by the

competing values within the institution, courts and OCR and,

thereby, achieve results in desegregating their faculties.
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QLQAQ REFLECTIONS

A general assessment of the findings and conclusions in

this study leads the researcher to believe that managers

have not placed enough emphasis on retention programs for

employees. We should be contemplating how we can make the

job environment more attractive -- not just for other-race

faculty--but for all employees. The sooner we come to terms

with management's responsibility and ability to provide

supportive working environments for all employees, the

sooner affirmative action programs will be viewed as less of

a thorn or burden for managers.

The researcher believes that the affirmative action

activities and programs designed to recruit and retain

other-race faculty are nothing more than what managers

should provide for all of their employees. Such programs

are designed to meet the needs of other-race faculty and

have been labeled as special programs. However, if we

examine our institutions more closely, we will find that

different employees have different needs and that many

majority-race employees would benefit from programs designed

to meet their needs (e.g., support groups, coaching for

tenure and promotions, in—service training, financial

incentives). Managers must take more responsibility for

assisting in the development of all human resources at our
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colleges and universities. When this strategy is taken,

programs that now suffer from special attention land
consideration will be part of a university—wide effort of

human resource development.
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The researcher decided to have a white interviewer

conduct interviews with white faculty at MU and FSU after
reading about the "significance of both [the] individual

differences among experimenters——experimenter effect--and
the attitudes of experimenters--experimenter bias"

(Rosenthal, 1966).

Friedman devoted a major portion of his book, Th;
Social Nature gf Psychological Research (1967), to a review
of the "growing literature which attests to various aspects

of the impact of the experimenter on experimental results

(p. 134). Friedman notes that when the literature "is
organized in terms of so—ca11ed experimenter

characteristics, at least: race; sex; status; warmth;

likeability; and hostility have been found to be response

relevant . . Ä' (p. 134). He goes on to say that such

effects "have not been sufficiently studied . . ."
”

However, "studies of research have shown that the race

of the experimenter can made a difference." (See Rankin and

Campbell, 1955; Trent, 1954; Katz, 1964; and Katz, et al.,

1964.) Such studies also indicate that the race of the

experimenter is not the only factor that can cause

experimenter effect or experimenter bias" (p. 116).

While Rosenthal (1966) discusses specific measures for

mediating experimenter effects in behavioral research, this
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researcher recognizes that all such effects cannot be
mediated in this study. However, this researcher attempted
to mediate the effect of race in this study since a major
factor under study is the differences between responses of
black faculty at TWIs and those of white faculty at TBIs.

This researcher, who is black, attempted to mediate the
experimenter effect of race by conducting the interviews

with black faculty at TWIs and by having a white interviewer

conduct interviews with white faculty at TBIs.
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The anticipated format for the listing of faculty is as

follows:

Permanent ny DenartmentgDiscinline

I. (For CU and LU)

- A. Instructional Faculty gy gang

l) Tenured, black males

Tenured, black females

2) Non—tenured, black males

Non—tenured, black females

B. Administrative Faculty gy gang

1) Same as IA, l&2, except Administrative

(instead of Instructional)

II. (For MU and FSU)

A. Instructional Faculty gy gang

1) Same as IA, 1, except white males and females

(instead of black males and females)

2) Same as IA, 2, except white males and females

(instead of black males and females)

B. Administrative Faculty gy gang

1) Same as IB, 1, except white males and females

(instead of black males and females)
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An increase in the proportion of white faculty at TBIs
is not required for the desegregation of the higher

education. After the District Court ruling in § X.
Richardson, the D.C. Circuit Court observed that the
desegregation of higher education was different from

elementary and secondary school desegregation. The Court

cautioned .HEW to "carefully assess the significance of a
variety

of“
new factors as it moves into an unaccustomed

area." 480 F2d 1159, 1163 (D.C. Cir. 1973)

One new factor that HEW assessed was how to desegregate

state systems of higher education without dismantling TBIs.

In 1973 and 1974, HEW officials attempted to address that

concern when issuing letters to the ten state systems of

higher education involved in the Adams litigation. The

letters described in a generalized way the components of an

acceptable desegregation plan. (HEW, 1978). Those letters

included the following statement: "the plan must assure

that the traditionally black institutions do not bear the

burdens of desegregation and that they are provided

resources of sufficient quantity and quality to enable them

to overcome past discrimination..." (HEW, 1978).

However, concern over this issue persisted as

exemplified in an amicus brief filed by the National

Association For Equal Opportunity (NAFEO) in Adams y.
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Califano. In the brief, NAFEO claimed that the

desegregation would result in the absorption of black
colleges into predominantly white institutions. (HEW, 1978)

Additionally, D.C. District Court Judge Pratt "conveyed his

concern that ultimately desegregation at the higher

education level would undermine the continued viability of
black institutions" Adams y. Califano, Supplemental Order,

April 1, 1977.

Such concerns were reflected in the guidelines filed by

HEW in 1977 relative to acceptable desegregation plans. In
these guidelines, there was no requirement to increase the

number of white faculty at TBIs.
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March 30, 1984

I am writing to request your assistance relative to mydissertation study. In the study, I will examine thefactors that influence decisions of black faculty attraditionally white institutions (TWIs) and of white facultyat traditionally black institutions (TBIs) to accept,continue in, and consider leaving faculty positions at suchinstitutions. The president of your university has given me_ permission to include your university faculty in my study.

In order to ground my research in the realities ofuniversity life, I am asking EEO officers, Personnel staff,and academic administrators to review and comment on apreliminary listing of such factors that I developed from areview of the literature on faculty mobility. Theinstructions for your review and comments are provided withthe enclosed listing.

Please complete the enclosed survey, and return it to me inthe enclosed self—addressed stamped envelope by May 4, 1984.

Once I have interviewed the faculty at your university andhave tabulated their responses, I will compare theirresponses to your rating of factors. The analysis of suchdata may prove insightful relative to the nuances of facultymobility at your university.

I certainly appreciate your cooperation and your time. Feelfree to contact me if you have questions about the survey.

Sincerely,

Maggi L. Curry—Williams
( 1) or

°“”
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April 23, 1984

I am writing to request your participation in a study beingconducted for my dissertation. I have already receivedpermission from the president of your university to conductmy research.

In the study, I will examine the factors that influence thedecisions of black faculty at traditionally whiteuniversities and white faculty at traditionally blackuniversities to accept, continue in and consider leavingfaculty positions. The study is the final requirement formy completion of a Ph.D. in Public Administration and PublicAffairs at Virginia Tech.

I and my research assistant will conduct interviews with asmall sample of faculty during late Spring in order todetermine faculty perceptions of such factors. Theinterviews should take no longer than one hour.Additionally, during the summer, I will send questionnairesto a larger sample of faculty, which should take no longerthan 1O minutes to complete. The findings of the study willbe available to participating faculty.

Of course, all information provided by you will be kept instrict confidence, and all responses will be coded and notbe attributable to individual faculty.

I am excited about this study, the findings of which willcontribute to existing theory about faculty mobility andfaculty desegregation.

I will contact you by phone within the next week todetermine if you will participate in this study. If youagree to participate, an interview time, date, and placewill be scheduled at that time.

Thank you for your cooperation and time. I look forward totalking with you in the near future.

Maggi L. Curry—Williams
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May 14, 1984

As a Ph.D. candidate in Public Administration and Policy atVirginia Tech, I am conducting a study to examine thefactors that influence black faculty at traditionally whiteuniversities and white faculty at traditionally blackuniversities to accept, continue in, and consider leavingfaculty positions.

The enclosed questionnaire was developed on the bases of areview of the literature on faculty mobility and oninterview data provided by a random sample of such faculty.It will be sent to a stratified random sample of faculty atfour southeastern universities within the next two weeks.

In order to pilot test the questionnaire, I selected arandom sample of three faculty at each university. You areone of those faculty, and I hope that you will assist me inthis regard.

I would appreciate your completing the questionnaire andencourage you to comment (on the last page) on theinstrument, as to whether or not the questions/statementsare understandable, confusing, etc. After doing so, pleasereturn the questionnaire with your comments in the enclosedself—addressed, stamped envelope to me on or before May 23,1984.

Your cooperation and assistance is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

Maggi L. Curry—Williams
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July 23, 1984

As a Ph.D. candidate in Public Administration at VirginiaTech, I am conducting a study to examine the factors thatinfluence Black faculty at traditionally white universitiesand white faculty at traditionally· Black universities toaccept, continue in, and consider leaving faculty positions.
You are one of a small number of faculty being asked to givetheir opinions on these matters. Your name was drawn in arandom sample of university faculty employed at universitiesin the southeast.

In order that the results of the study will more accuratelyreflect the thinking· of faculty in the southeast, it isimportant that each questionnaire be completed and returnedon or before Monday, August 6, 1984.

You may be assured of complete confidentiality. Thequestionnaire, however, has an identification number so thatI can check your name off of the mailing list when yourquestionnaire is returned. Your name will not be placed onthe questionnaire.

~ The results of this research will be made available toacademic administrators at the four .southeasternuniversities under study. You may receive a summary of theresults by writing "copy of results requested" on the backof the return envelope and printing your name and addressbelow it. Please do not put this information on thequestionnaire.

I would be most happy to answer any questions you might haveabout the study. Feel free to write or call me. Mytelephone number is '.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

Maggi L. Curry-Williams

MLCW/has

Enclosure
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August 13, 1984

About three weeks ago, I wrote you seeking your opinionabout the factors influencing your employment decisions. Asof today, I have not received your completed questionnaire.

My study was undertaken because of the belief that facultyopinions should be taken into account by academic
administrators when designing programs to recruit and retainfaculty.I

am writing again because of the significance of each
questionnaire to this study. In order for the results ofthe study to be truly representative of the opinions offaculty in southeastern universities, it is essential thateach person in the sample return his/her questionnaire. Inthe event that your questionnaire has been misplaced, a
replacement is enclosed for your use. Please return it by
Monday, August 27, 1984.

Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.
l

Cordially,

Maggi L. Curry—Williams

MLCW/has

Enclosure
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EEO, PERSONNEL AND ACADEMIC AFFAIRS SURVEY

Study Title:

Factors That Influence "Minority-Status" Faculty DecisionsTo Accept, Continue In, and Consider Leaving Four VirginiaColleges and Universities

' Maggi L. Curry—Williams
Ph.D. Candidate in Public Administration and Public Affairs

Virginia Tech

April, 1984
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Survey Instructions:

Please rate the attached lists of factors that (may)influence decisions of faculty at to accept,continue in, and leave faculty positions at your university.

It is acknowledged that the reasons for mobility may varyamong faculty, and that no rating of factors by oneindividual provides a definitive assessment of such reasons.Therefore, your ratings should be based on informationprovided to you by faculty andgor on yourexpert judgment. Space is provided for you to add otherfactors that may be influential in such faculty decisions.

Please rate the factors listed in each gf the threecategories below gg follows:

1) Rank order the ten (10) most influential factors in eachcategory--10=most influential, 1=least influential

2) Next, place an X next to the remaining unranked factors
which you believe (or know) to be influential in suchfaculty decisions.

3) Leave blank spaces next to those factors about which youhave no information or opinion.

4) Write any comments you wish to share with me on·the lastpage of the survey.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION
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EEO, PERSONNEL AND ACADEMIC AFFAIRS SURVEY

Check one: Indicate your department

Academic Affairs EEO/AA Personnel
both EEO and Personnel

Category I:

Factors Influencing Faculty Decisions to Accept
Positions at

(Review instructions before rating the factors in
Category I)

salary
fringe benefits
future salary prospects
opportunitites for additional/outside income

prospects of getting promotions
prospects of getting tenure

reputation of the university
competency of top administrators
mission of the university '
assurances of academic freedom
research facilities and opportunities
types of students

congeniality of colleagues
_ competency of colleagues

support from colleagues
support from departmental administration

courses taught/work assigned
acceptable teaching/work load

geographical location of the university
being near friends and relatives
cultural opportunities

spouse gained employment in the same geographical area

Other:
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Category II:

Factors Influencing - Faculty Decisions To Continue InPositions at

(Review instructions before rating the factors inCategory II)

salary ·
fringe benefits
future salary prospects
opportunities for additional/outside income

prospects of getting tenure
prospects of getting promotions
received tenure
received promotion

reputation of the university
competency of top administrators
mission of the university
administrative support for academic freedom
research facilities and opportunities
types of students

congeniality of colleagues
competency of colleagues
support from colleagues
support from departmental administration

courses taught/work assigned
acceptable teaching/work load

geographical location of the university
being near friends and relatives
cultural opportunities
strong ties to local community

spouse employed in the same geographical area
hesitant to remove children from familiar school
health—related reasons
job market precludes leaving
cost of relocation prohibitive

Other:
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Category III:

Factors Influencing Faculty to Leave

(Review instructions before rating the factors in Category III)

salary
fringe benefits
future salary prospects
opportunities for additional/outside income

_ limited prospects of getting tenure
limited prospects of getting promotions
unrenewed contract or appointment
to work outside academia _
to resume graduate work

reputation of the university
competency of top administrators
mission of the university
limited academic freedom
limited research facilities and opportunities
types of students

lack of congeniality among colleagues
lack of competency of colleagues'
lack of support from colleagues
lack of support from departmental administrators

undesirable courses/work assigned
teaching/work load excessive or undesirable
job changed in undesirable way”
experienced racial discrimination

geographical location of the university
limited cultural opportunities
to be near friends and relatives

spouse gained employment in different geographical area
health-related reasons

Other:
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COMMENTS (about survey items, your ratings, etc.)

Thank You For Your Cooperation
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Interview Guide Sheet For Faculty Interviews

INTRODUCE YOURSELF AND MAKE SMALL TALK

READ TO FACULTY:

The purpose of this study is to examine the factors thatinfluence decisions of white faculty at traditionally blackuniversities and black faculty at traditionally whiteuniversities to accept, continue in, and consider leavingfaculty positions at four southeastern universities.

Specifically, the responses from these interviews will beused to develop a. questionnaire that will be sent to alarger sample of faculty. Also, the combined responses ofinterviewed faculty will be compared to responses fromacademic administrators to a survey about the factors thatinfluence minority-status faculty decisions.

I will ask you three sets of questions--
one set are related to the reasons that you accepted ajob at ;

one set are related to the reasons that you chooose tostay at ; and

one set are related to the reasons you would considerleaving .
Qp you have any gpestions ap this point? OK, let's begin.

Recall generally where you. were and. what you were doingbefore you accepted the offer to work at

I.

1. Were there issues or concerns having to do with your
immediate family (e.g., children, spouse) thatinfluenced your decision to accept a job at

7

YES NO
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If yes, what were those factors?

2. Were there issues or concerns having to do with the
geographical location of this university...? ,YES NO If yes, what were those factors?

3. Were there issues or concerns having to do with the
responsibilities of the job itself...?

YES NO If yes, what were those factors?

4. Were there issues or concerns having to do with the
people in and the environment of the department...?

YES NO If yes, what were those factors?

5. Were there issues or concerns having to do with the
environment, people or facilities of the university
in general...?

YES NO If yes, what were those factors?

6. Were these issues or concerns having to do with
compensation or monetary rewards...?

YES NO If yes, what were those factors?

7. Were there issues or concerns having to do with
opportunitites for advancement...?

YES NO If yes, what were those factors?
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8. Were there any other factors...?
YES NO If yes, what were those factors?

9. Were you offered benefits/perks that might be viewedby some as special or preferential treatment?
YES NO If yes, what were those benefits?

II.

Now we will concentrate on the reasons that you have
chosen to stay at .

10. Are there issues or concerns having to do with your
immediate family that influence you to stay at

7

YES NO If yes, what are those factors?

11. Are there issues or concerns having to do with the
geographical location of the university...?

YES NO If yes, what are those factors?

12. ....responsibility of the job itself...?
YES NO If yes, what are those factors?
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13. ....the people in and the environment of the
department...?

YES NO If yes, what are those factors?

14. ....the environment, people, or facilities of theuniversity in general...?
YES NO If yes, what are those factors?

15. ....compensation or monetary rewards...?
YES NO If yes, what are those factors?

16. ....opportunities for advancement...?
YES NO If yes, what are those factors?

17. Are there any other factors...?
YES NO If yes, what are those factors?

18. Have you received benefits/perks that might be viewed
by others as special or preferential treatment?

YES NO If yes, what are those benefits?

III.

Now let's concentrate on those factors that you would
consider if you were deciding to leave
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What issues or concerns would be important ininfluencing you to leave ?

19. ...relative to your immediate family?

20. ...relative to the geographical location of thisuniversity?

21. to the responsibilities of the job itself? '

22. ...relative to the people in and environment of thedepartment?

23. ...relative to the environment, people and facilitiesof the university in general?

24. ...relative to compensation or monetary rewards?

25. ...relative to opportunities for advancement?
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26. Are there any other factors that would be importantin influencing you to leave ?

READ TO FACULTY:

Thank you for answering my many questions. I just need a

little more information from you.

number of years employed at

administrative or instructional faculty

school or administrative division

faculty rank (professor, assc. prof., asst. prof.,

instructor, asst. instructor)

tenured or nontenured

sex

name of institution
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The researcher provided the interviewer with a copy of
the dissertation prospectus to acquaint her with the

research questions, literature and methodology of the study.

Additionally, the researcher· met with the interviewer to

review and discuss: the administrator survey; the interview

guide sheet; techniques for probing faculty responses; and

our biases going into the interviews.

The biases discussed were:

1. white faculty work at TBIs due to limited job

alternatives, altruism, and/or desires for new

experiences or environment; and

2. black faculty work at TWIs for prestige, higher

salaries, and to serve as role. models for black

students.

The researcher scheduled the interviews and the

interviewer telephoned the researcher each day after

interviews to discuss: problems with the interview guide

(there were some); and problems in probing responses (there

were none). We discovered that clarification was necessary

relative to possible responses to each question.

After each set of interviews, the interviewer and the

researcher met to discuss our general impressions and to

discuss the procedure for coding interviewer data.

The interviewer's general impressions were:
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1. At FSU, there was a striking emphasis on human

relations, collegiality and. mentoring of students.

There was no emphasis on competition.

2. At MU, there was general consensus that black

colleges place blacks in leadership roles and exclude

most whites. There was general consensus that this

is as it should be. Additionally, there were few

comments about the race of colleagues and students.

The researcher's general impressions were:

1. faculty were extremely cooperative in granting

interviews and scheduling time for them;

2. the black faculty who were interviewed seemed

satisfied with their decisions to accept and remain

in faculty positions at their universities though a

couple revealed their intentions to leave. Thei

reasons given for leaving were based on promotional

opportunities or better opportunities for those

faculty to fulfill their professional goals

elsewhere.
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FACULTY SURVEY

Study Title:

FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE MINORITY-STATUS FACULTV TO ACCEPT. CONTINUE IN.
AND CONSIDER LEAVING FACULTY POSITIONS AT FOUR SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITIES

MAGGI L. CURRY·HILLIAMS

PH.D. CANDIDATE

IN

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND POLICY

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY

MAY. l984

GENERAL SURVEY INSTRUCTIONS

The questions in this survey will ask you:

--how influential certain factors are in your decisions to acceptand remain in your faculty position

—-how important certain factors would be if you considered leavingyour university

Each of the questions is answered by circling the appropriate response.

For example, Mary Caperton was asked how influential was: l) her innmdiatefamily; and 2) opportunities for collaborative efforts with colleaguesin her decision to accept a job at Madiera University. Since she wasnot married and had no children, she circled "NA" (not applicable) forthe first factor. However,"opportunities for collaborative efforts"was one of the most important influences in her decision to accept thejob at Madiera. Therefore, she circled "VI" (very important) for thesecond factor.

Please follow the directions provided in the boxes at the beginning of eachcategory of questions. Be Sure To Read The Response Choices BEFORE choosingand marking your answers. If none of the choices seems completely accurate,lease choose the one that most closel re resents our o inions or beliefs.If the question is not applicable to you, circle "NA".



FACTORS INFLUENCING JOB ACCERTANCE

Please rank order the following list of factors relative to their influence on your decision to ACCEPT a facultyposition at your university. 7-most influential; l-least lnfluentla ’

Family - factors affecting your spouse or child(ren)

Geographic Location - factors related to location, cllmate, size of your city/town; oroximity to friends.relatives. Jhd recreatlonal or other areas of interest
Job Characterlstics and Responsibilities

· factors related to the actual work itself (what you do)
Oepartmental - factors related to the people In and the enviroment of your deparunent
university

- factors related to the people. environment, and facilities at your university
. Comvensation - factors related to salary, fringe benefits, and opportunities for outside or dddltlülßlincome

. Advancement ~ factors related to professional development. pr¤•not1on(s), tenure
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXLHXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

There are various reasons for selecting a place of unployinent. HOH INFLUENTIAL was each of the followingfactors in your decision to ACCEPT a Job at your university? (CIRCLE ONE FOR EACH FACTDR)NI-not influential; Sl-somewhat influential; vl-very influential; NÄ-not applicable

Relative to the geäraghical location of your Relative to the resynsibilities anduniversity. how n uent a was... characteristics o your }ob. how in luential was...
the climate? NI Sl vl NA Ihe challenge of the job? NI Sl vl NA
the cost of living? Nl Sl vl NA work assigmnents and workload? NI Sl VI NA
your desire to live In the autonomy provided through thesoutheast? NI Sl vl NA JOB? NI SI vl NA
the size of your city/town? NI SI vl NA opportunities for work-related

travel? NI Sl VI NAworking/living near friends
ano relatives? NI Sl vl NA utillzing professional skills? fil Sl vl NA

presenee er sleep; an gne pursuing professional interests? NI Sl vl NAco••nunity7 vl Sl vl NA
serving as role model for

students of your race!pi-okimity to large urban ethniclty? Nl Sl Vl NAsrea(5l ? NI Sl VI NA_ serving as role model forol-oximity to recreational or all students? N1 Sl Vl NAcultural opportunities? NI Sl vl NA
your being a "native" of this

ar"? VI sl VI M
Relative to the eo le in or environnent of

living in this area before job
°°°‘

de ume"' hw m unna Ms"'“s
°H"°d? M SI vl M

congeniality of colleagues? NI IS vl NAthe racial!ethnic compositlon
fo um City/mm? M SI Vx M competency of colleagues? NI SI vl NA

support from colleagues? NI Sl vr NA
Relative to your lnnediate family, how influential

VI Mwas...
. onnu ? N Sl vl NAeducational opportunities for I M feeling of c nity I, . v .your child(ren). Vl Sl V present! uf dwarumntal.

faculty of your race!spouse employed in this . . ‘geographical area? Nl Sl vl NA ethnlcny? VI SX vl M
. ,, ,, t for deparunentalspouse being a native of this '°"°" „

geographical area? -4} Sl vl ua ¤¢ll¤lS!I‘Itl0n? Nl Sl vl MA
.

ities for collaborativesocial comfort of spouse or °°°°"““
„

M efforts with colleagues? NI SI ll NA
, . . f students or staffwork permits adeouate time with present!

°
. „

Ispouse or cnild(ren)? vl Sl vl NA °f NI SI H VA
spouse or-child(renlenrolledat

nearoy university? NI Sl vl NA Relative to comoensation. now influential ¤as...

salary? NI Sl
’ll

NA
fringe benefits package? NI Sl vl NA

opportunities for outside or
additional income? Nl SI vl vA

lack of more attractive job
offer? vl Sl vl vA



FACTORS INFLUENCING JOB ACCEPTANCE... 2
Relative to the envlronnent. le. and facilities . Relative to rofessional advancement. how Vof our universit . ow in uentia was... Influential was...computer. library or other expectation of tenure? NI SI VI NAeducational facilities? NI SI VI NA

expectation of proe¤otIon(s)? NI SI VI NAcampus recreational facilities? NI SI VI NA
receiving tenure? NI SI VI NA

university size? NI SI VI NA
JOB as stepping stone toreputation of the university? NI SI VI NA career goal(s) within

'the university? NI SI VI NA
university mission? NI SI VI NA_

Job as stepping stone toacademic level of students? NI SI VI NA career goal(s) outside
the university? NI SI VI NA

good morale among faculty,staff dhd students? NI SI VI NA opportunity and support for
completing advancedauiinistration philosophy
degree(s)? NI IS VI NAand pollcies? NI SI VI NA

opportunity and support forrespect for central aduinistrators? NI SI VI NA "other" professionaldevel¤¤ment? NI SI VI NAprofessional support from centraladministrators? NI SI VI NA
comnionent to and progressin affimative action? NI SI VI NA
presence of faculty of your

race/ethnicity? NI SI VI NA
presence of students or staff

of your race/ethnicity? NI SI VI NA
·XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

FACTORS INFLUENCINI3 YOU TO RENAIN AT YOURUNIVERSITV
In this section. please rank order the following factors relative to their influence on you decision to REMAIN
at your university. 7•most influential; l-least lnfluential

Family Factors - see page l of this survey for description
Geographic Location Factors - see page l
Job Characteristics and Resoonsibilities - see page l
Oeparunental Factors - see page l
University Factors

- see paqe l

Compensation Factors - see page l
Advancement Factors - see page l

· The reasons that faculty decide to remain at their universities are influenced by a variety offactors. NON INFLUENTIAL is each of the following factors in your decision to REMAIN at youruniversity? (CIRCLE ONE FOR EACH FACTOR)NI•not influential; S”F‘somewnat influential; VI-very influentlal; NA-not applicable

Relative to the geopraphical location of youruniversity. how in uentia is...
the climate? NI SI VI NA proximity to large urban area(s) NI SI VI NAthe cost of living? NI SI VI NA your being a "HlCIVQ°° of this area? NI SI VI NAthe racial/ethnic conlposition ofywr City/tw"' M Sl VI M

Relativelto professional advancement. nowthe size of your city/town? NI SI VI NA Innulnual ‘s"‘
„„•V„„„ Of „„,i„„ „„„.„„«„

¢·¤=<=·=‘¤·· =·"
¤=····*=?

V Sl ll “^
'"

[ms ar"? NI SX vl M receiving tenure? NI SI VI NAywr des"! m Hu in me
expectatlor of p»*o•notion(·*)

‘°"U'““?
NI Sl VI M

within your deparunent? NI SI VI NAworking/living near friends
.

Ä
am relatlves? N! Sl vl NA recevving promotionisl? NI SI II NA. .

f pro«•ot1on(sl
proxmity to recreatvonal °"""“F1°"

°or Cultura! qwortunlues Nl Sl vl NA to/in other deparunents? NI SI VI NA
opportunity and Su¤¤ort ‘dr¤·==g;g_;ugft;;·=.¤$

‘" th!
N! Sl vl NA professional development? NI SI VI NA



3FACTORS INFLUENCING YOU TO REMAIN AT YOUR UNlVERSITY...

Relative tp your lmnedlate family. how lnfluentlal 1s... Relative to the environnent, ggle and facllltlesat your university, how ln uentla is...
spouse enployed In thisqeographicalarea?

NI SI VI NA un1vers1ty slze? NI SI VI NAeducational opportunities for your
reputation of the university? NI SI VI NA

chlld(ren)?
NI SI VI NA

( respect for central aaulnistrators? NI SI VI NA
spouse or child ren) enrolled

at nearby university? NI SI vl NA professional support from centralaulnlstrators? NI SI VI NAspouse ls native of thls area? NI Sl VI NA
coeulunent to and progress lnsocial comfort of spouse or affinaative action? NI SI VI NAch1ld(ren 7 NI SI VI NA
presence of faculty of yourwork pennlts adeouate tlne with

race/ethnlclty? NI SI vl NA
spouse or childlrenl? NI Sl vl NA

presence of students or staff
of your race/ethnlcity? NI SI VI NARelative to the resynslbllitles and characterlstlcs of

ahmßzrnion
.

philosophy and
your job. how in uent a is...

Daun"? M SI M M
M SI H M campus recreational facilities? NI SI vl NA

computer. library, or other
pursulng professional lnterests? NI SI vl NA

eaucnioml hcnnies? M sl vl Mautonovny provided through IHC job? NI SI VI NA good mn'! amnqpacunbopmrtumuuand students. NI SI VI NAtravel? NI SI VI NA
the challenge of the JOB? NI SI VI NA geyatgve to the Esggle inerworkasslgnnents and workload? NI Sl vl
NAutilvzlngprofessional skills? NI Sl vl NA

encns nun cnnuquß? M SI VI Mserving as role model for lll
support from departraentalstudents?

NI SI VI NA
M SI M M-I°° ‘¢°“"I°Y?

NI SI VI M support from colleagues? NI 5; V;
conoete c of II 7 „

Relat1ve to comgnsation, how influentlal Is... V V cu ug",
VV SV VI

feel1 r oa-, 1; 7salary (raises)? NI SI VI NA ng 0 C V V VV SI VI M
presence of departme ul f It

Fringe benefits package? NI SI vl NA V
M SI M Mopportunities fp? ¤¤!Sl¤¤

¤l’
presence of students or staffadditional income? NI Sl VI M of your race /ethn1c1ty? N; 5; V; nalack of more attractive offer? NI SI VI NA

conugußy M SI M Mtightness of jOb market? NI Sl vl NA ,-aspect 1-0,. deparunnul
ml 1 t t' ?cost of relocation? NI SI VI NA A V S ra wn

VI SI VI M

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXH
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

FACTORS THAT HOULO INFLUENCE YOUR OECISION TO LEAVEYOUR UNIVERSITV
This section requires sone speculatlon pn your part as to what factors would influence you to leave „1 your university. ,Please rank order the factors below relative to now much influence each would have* in encouraging you to leave your unlversity. 7-most lnfluentlal; l-least lnfluential
Family Factors - see page l for description

Geographlcal Factors - see page l

Job Characteristics and Responslbllltles - see page l
Ueparunental Factors ~ see page l

University Factors — SE! page l

Comoensatvon - see page l

Advanceinent ~ see page l



The factors that influence faculty to leave their universltles are of particular interest to academic
adelnlstrators. Hhlch of the factors below_would be lnportant to you and HOW IMPORTRNT would each
factor be if you considered leaving your university? (CIRCLE ONE FOR ERCH FRCTOR)Nl¤not important; Sl¤somewhat important; vI~very important; W not applicable

Relative to your lnnedlate family. how important _ Relative to the oeographlcal location of your
would these factors e.

university. how mpor nt wou t ese ac ors be?lf spouse offered employment outside —.
the cllnate of this area? NI Sl vl NA

this area? S NI SI vl NA
T

‘ ”
the cost of llvlng in this area? NI SI vl NA

lf spouse or chlldlren enrolled atuniversity outside this area? Nl Sl vl NA _
the size of your city/town? Nl SI vl NAunacceptable educational opportunities
your GISITQ to leave this state? Nl Sl vl NA

for ch1ld(renl in this area? NI Sl vl NA
to oe closer to friends and

lf spouse or child(ren) soclally
relatlves? NI Sl vl NI

uncomfortable ln this area? NI Sl vl NA
to be closer to recreatlonal andcultural opportunities? NI SI vl NA
to be closer to or in large urban

‘
area? NI SI vl NA

ln this final section. you are asked to determine whether or not each factor be ow is U or L .
lf the factor is TRUE. lndlcate HOH IMPORTANT that factor would oe in lnfluencing you to leave youruniversity.

Relative to compensat1on... (¤¢¤FF¤“¢“*F! VF¢¢°"$7—
T low morale among faculty.T T NT ST VT staff and students? T F NI Sl vl

academic level of students
inadequate fringe benefits? T F NI Sl vl

(oa To'? T F NT ST VTlimited or no opportunitiesfor outside or addltlonal ‘"“”!° V"'! °V “‘*"‘"“
„TTTCTTMT T T- NT ST TT too high? T F NI Sl ll

experiencing raclal
discriminatlpn? T

‘ ‘ ‘
F NI Sl v

Relative to your }Q_Q rgspgnslblltles dhd characteristlcs..

experienclng sex
chanoes in Job requires skills

qlgcrimvnacion? T F Nl Sl Vlfor which you lack training? T F Nl Sl vlR
l t1 t f ‘

l d
job ls no longer challenglng? T F Nl SIvl_ Ilmlted or no opportunity=¤¤=ri¤¤=•¤¤ ¤¤r¤¤¤=T T F vl Sl vl an advance in devanvnencz x 6 vi sx vilimited opportunity to apply

or „°
°¤¤°rtu„Tty

“Y Skills? V F N! S! V! to advance in university? T F NI SI VIlimited opportunity to DUTSUE
limited or no opportunity tp

nv •¤¢¤r==r=« T F vl Sl vl advance in my fléld? x r nz sz vz!l"lT¢¢¤ F••¢¤'l¤•¤Y?
V F N! S! V! limited or no opportunity forincreasing work assignnents professional duelopmnt? T F M SI VIFm ‘*°"‘!°Fd?
V F N! S! V! did not receive tenure? T F vl SI vl

did not receive promotlon(s)? T F NI SI vz
Relative to the people ln and envlronnent of your

Tinited ur 0 on t
_!

nd
depar¤nent.,.

"
W" ll"' Y F

for completingcdxxeaqnea nd: congenlal? r F ux sx vz F°*F'•<¢F ¤•¤'¢¤<=l? T F ~z sx vzlimited competency of colleaques? T F MI Sl vl °° "°°”F°°° !s “F"F°‘=?
V F N! S! V!xlnvced endnav-c frau cdneaqdes? r r nz szvzllmltedsupport from deparunental W

“°*"°"*"¢
auninistrator(s)? T F vl Sl vl

' ' V F N! S! V!no feeling of connnanity? T F NX Sl 'Il
limited or no opportunitiesfor collaborative efforts? T F NI Sl vl
not CUNÜOFCIDIG due to racial

composition cf Faculty? T F NI Sl vl
not comfortable due to raclalcomposition of staff andstudents? T F NI Sl vl
unproductive relationship withdepartmental administratorls)? T F vl SI vl
unfavorable administrative

reprganlzation? T F vl Sl vl



5
FACTORS THAT HOULD IHFLUENCE YOUR DECISION TO LEIVE YOUR uNlvERSITY,..

Relative to the_enviroment1 ägle. üßd facilities '
1101 C11111111„.uh1¤ due 111

at your university.,

staff and students? T F NI SI VI

disagree with aminlstratlonphilosophy and pollcies? T F Nl SlVl_

afflnnative action? T F Nl Sl Vl
inadeguate computer, library,or other educational

1 1 ( :1, 1 1(
f¤=lll=l¢=? T F

**
5* V* In ssigncgangisggn vm Y

1* F ux Sl vi
inadeouate recreationalFmiitles? 1 F NI si vr

°' °"' 1, , 111 S1 11T F M SX VI
experlenclng soc1al lsolatlon? T F NI Sl vl

is T SI VI
experiencing racial discrimi-

not comfortable due to '°“*°"?
T F M sx vl

racial culposltlon of _racuizyz 1 F NI si vr ‘"
‘““"*"‘ 1, F N1 S1 1,1

PERSONAL DATAYour race: Black _Hhite Your sex: Male FemaleYour age: less than JO Jl-40 ll-50 Sl-60 _6l
and overFaculty Classification: Aeninistrative (I2 months) lostructional (9-lO months)Years at the University: l·2 3-6 7-lO ll-l5 __more than l5 yearsTenure Status: Tenured On Track For Tenure Not Ellgible For TenureFaculty Rank: _Frof. Assoc. Prof. Asst. Prof, _lnstructor Asst. lnstructor Lecturer

university lJeoar¤nent:(OPTlONAL)

KXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXAXXXXXX

YOUR COIHENTS: about the survey, your ansuers. etc.

THANR YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION.
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FACULTY SURVEY

Study Tltle:

FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE MINORITY-STATUS FACULTY TD ACCEPT, CONTINUE IN,
AND CONSIDER LEAVING FACULTY POSITIONS AT FOUR SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITIES

MAGGI L. CURRY·HILLIAMS

PH.D. CANDIDATE

IN

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND POLICY

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY

JUNE, 1984 .

GENERAL SURVEV INSTRUCTIONS

The questions in this survey will ask you:

-·how influential certain factors are in your decisions to acceptand remain in your faculty position

··how important certain factors would be if you considered leavingyour university

Each of the questions is answered by circling the appropriate response.

For example, Mary Caperton was asked how influential was: l) her innmdiatefamily; and Z) opportunities for collaborative efforts with colleaguesin her decision to accept a job at Maoiera University. Since she wasnot married and had no children, she circled "NA" (not applicable) forthe first factor. However,"0pportunities for collaborative efforts"was one of the most important influences in her decision to accept thejob at Madiera. Therefore, she circled
"VI“

(very important) for thesecond factor.

Please follow the directions provided in the boxes at the beginning of eachcategory of questions. Be Sure To REBG The Response Choices BEFORE choosingand marking your answers. If none of the choices seems completely accurate,please choose the one that most closely represents your opinions or beliefs.I the question is hot app icab e to you, circ e 'NA".



FICTORS INFLUENCXNG JOB ACCEPTANCE
Please rank order the folloeing llst of factors relative to theIr Influence on your d Islon to ACCEPT r It
posItIon at your unIversIty. 7-rnost Influentlala l•least Influentlal x

*
·

am y
gFeelly

· factors affectlng your spouse or chIld(ren)
g Geographlc LocatIon - factors related to locatIon. clleate, sIze of your clty/toun; proxlelty to frlends,

‘
relatlves, IM recreatlonal or other areas of Interestgun Charactarlstlcs and Responsiblllties

- factors related to the actual work Itsalf (whet you do)g Departntal - factors related to the people In and the envlroment of your deparuentgUnIversIty
- factors related to the people. envlrornent. and facIlItIes at your unIversItygCqensetlon

· :actors related to salary. frlnge benefits, and opportunItIes for outsIde or additional
Advancuent · factors related to professional develoxnt. pruotIon(s). tenure

There are varIous reasons for selectlng a place of qloynent. H0! UIFLUENTIAL was each of the following
factors In your decIsIon to ACCSPT a Joh at your university? (CXRGLE gg FOR EAG! FACTUR)lll•not InfluentIal·I Slrsoeewhat lnfluentIal·I vlwegy Inf'luentIal·I Mnnot agglIcahle

Relatlve to the gäflghltll locatlon of gr Relative to the qsEnsIbIlIgIes endunlverslty. hou n uentra was... charecterIstIcs o gr goo, how n uentlal was...the cllnete? hl Sl vl M the challenge of the Joh? hl Sl vl Mthe cost of lIv1ng? lll Sl vl M work asslgmenu and eorkload? RI Sl vl Mywr deslre to lIve In the autonuy provided through thesoutheast? lll SI vl M JM? hl Sl vl Mthe size of your cIty/town? Ill Sl vl M oppor¤u•ItIes for ®|’I·f'IlI!Id
travel? hl Sl vl M

nrklngillvlng near frlends ‘and relauves? hl Sl vl M utIlIzIng professlonal skills? N1 Sl vl Mpresence of people of your race! puroulne professIonal Interests? hl SI vl Me¤•nIc1ty In the cuuentty? hl SI vl M
servlng as role model for

students of your rece!prokrnity to large uroan
ethniclty? hl Sl vl M .

ere•(!) 7 III Sl vl M
servlng as role nodel forproxI•Ity to recreatIonal or all students? NI Sl vl M .

cultural opportunlt1es? hl Sl vl M Iunßnny M Nwuu fwNI", a .utI". IW an research assistance? hl Sl vr M"az M sx H M
Relatlve to the ggle In or envlroment oflIv1ng In thls area heforeJoe"“

°"""“
'“ sl “ M congenlallty er coneequm _ nr sr vr nathe raclal/athnlc c¤•osItIonM un III SI III M csetency of colleagues? hl Sl vl M

support froe colleagues? hl Sl vl M=¤
nr sr vr M

v M
educetsonal opportunities for

"'H°‘°
°f

°°_“°“Y?
M SI IY"'

presence of deparoaental
faculty of your race!

loyed In thIs _muu tzßhltll em: nr sr vr na •”""°"Y’ '“ sl VI
"for dapartnentaloeI e man •· ¤r um ""°'°‘

_III II VI M a¤1n1strat1on? ur SI vr vasoclal cuforc of spouse or chlldlrenl ppppftunltlß *'¤Y ¢¤"|¤¤"*¢‘V*
I

eine to their racelethniclty? N; sg VI M efforts wtth colleaguesl NI Sl ll M
f students or staff

rk pemu adeguate tlrne wrtn °"*“""
° _

M
w spouse or chlldtren)? hl Sl vl M °' Y"' SI vl

colleaoues res t your pm ess one
‘

soouse or chIld(ren) enrolled coaoetencagx
I hl ST V! Val ¤•••’¤v wllvlßlfv? N! $X VI V Relative to con•oensat1onI nonrnfluentulsalary?

hl Sl vl M
frInge oeneflts package? hl Sl vr M

opportun1tIes for outsrde oradditional Income? hl Sl vl M
lack of more attractive Jouoffer? hl SI vl M



' ‘ FICTORS IRFLUENCIM JN ACC£P‘l’N•C£... 2la ¤ 1 fl n1 I-
-

a lnfl ent·lal· VI-ve lnfluen1al· M¤no a ll able
Relative to the envlrovnent. gu. and faclllties Ralatlve to grofesslonal advancsaent, how
of gr unlversltz. n uent a was... lnfluentlal ¤•as...towuter llbrary or other

expectatlon of tenu ? NI Sl VI M
educational facllltles? II SI VI M N

cuus ncreetlonal facllltles? III SI VI M umutiull

tenu ? III IVI M
university size? III SI VI M

nu V N n S _
job ea steppi sto toreputatlon of the unlverslty? ll SI VI M :thlnthe erslt ? lll IV M

unlverslty olsslon? III Sl VI M U. V y S
‘

Joe es staoplng stone toacadulc level of students? NI SI VI M career 9oal(s) outaldeM funny the university? NI SI VI Mstaff am students? II SI V! M o¤por¤.•n:ty and support forIZ? tl d edcentral atlnlstretlofi ¤Ml¤$¤¤f•¥
degre:(s7g

·
"M

~ Ill SI VI M
and pollcles? lll SI VI M

opoortunlty and supoort forrespect for central aulnlstrators? lll SI VI M '¤ther' professional
dev mnt? III Sl VI M

orofesslonal support froe central · °aulnlstrators? II SI VI M
coulmnt to end progress ln aff1ran·tive action for blaue? lll SI VI M
aresence of Faculty of your

race/ethnlcttyl
ru sx vx M

presence of students or staff
of your race/ethnlcityr RI SI Vl M

assurances of acadeesc freedn? NI SI VI M

Fltfß lN!'LUEI£IIß Vw T'0 RDM! AT YOUR
UIIIVERSITY

ln this section, please rank order the followlng factors relatlve to tnelr influence on you decision to REMIN
at your unlverslty. 7-mst lnfluentlalz l-least lnfluentlal

Faeuy Factor-s . snouse, cnIld(r»nl .
snqnggnq Lgqgiq nog.-; . locatlnn. cllnete. tconsizez recreatlonal opoortunltless proalelty to frlends" _

and nlatlvesaon cr••r•¢t•r1s:1cs / Resoonsxtllltles ~
•¢¤•l *1** ‘¢=•l'

Qqurjggql Fggggrg o HQI! lll OMWNIXRI of yüaf ÜQQITYIII
Ugiyugigy pub'-; -

people, envlrouunt, facllltles ac your university
salary. frlnge oeneflts, opoertunltles for additional lncoueaqu;„Q—„g

run,-u . professional develo¤nt. pruotlonlsl. tenure

XXXXXIXIXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXHXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIXXXXXXXXX
The reesons that faculty decide to r•a1n at thelr unlversitles are lnfluenced oy a varlety offactors. HG! INFLUENTIM. ls each of the following factors ln your decision to REMIN at yourunlverslty? (CIRCLE ß FOR EACI1 FACTORI

· Relative to the gäraglcal locationofunlverslt. noe In uent a s...
qeoqraomca ocat on actors cont nuedthe clleate? lll Sl VI M · proalelty to large uroan area(s) NI SI vl Mthe cost of Ilvlng? lll SI VI M your being a 'net1ve' of thls area? NI SI VI Mthe raclal/ethnlc cmositlon of

gfizzgasnmincnnll sl vrSI V! M
Relative co grofesslonal advancunent, nowthe slze of your city/tuen? ng sx vg M
"'"“•*¢‘•l ‘¥··-

.
bunnßi wur"', upectatlon of temre? NI SI VI Mln thls area? III SI VI M num, naivu um"? M SI H Myour deslre to llve ln the ex-pectatlon of pr¢mtlon(s)

’°""°““? "‘
" " "^ ulunu your deoarouent? ux sx vx ru

H M havlno received pronotlonlsl? NI SI V! VI
vwl,-ny M Ncnuioul exoectatlon of ¤ror¤t1on(s)or cultural opportunitlesl NI Sl VI M VI M

oooortunlty and support For
sx H M profesxlonal Güllßlfll? VI SI vl M



FACTOIIS INFLUEIICIIIG YOU TO REMIR AT vwl ulllvERSlTv...
_bien lIl•not Influentlali Slupreneret Influentlalg vl-veg Influentlali Meng: a22l1;;¤ra_Relative to your Ineredlate fully, hoa Influentlal Is... Relatlve to the envlrorurent, geogü ana facllltles[Q g||1yQ|•g1QZ' My yn u·nt~|·

|$___{uu,. qrqyu
r„area? lll Sl vl M unIversIty size? lll Sl vl Meducational opporulnltles for your reputatlon of the unlverslty? lll SI vl M
chlla(ren)? lll Sl vl M

respect for central atlnlstrators? lvl Sl vl M
spouse or chIld(ren) enolledat nearby university? lll Sl vl M professional support fru central

aelnlstrators? NI Sl vl Mspouse ls native of thls area? lll Sl vl M
am pmgnu insoclal coararz or spouse or cnrrarnar '"""•“'•

*¢**°'• '°"
'*‘•=*¤’

ur sr vr name to thelr race/ethnlcltyl nr SI vl na
presence of faculty of youraort perelts adeouate tl: alth

race/ethnlcltyl lll Sl vl Mspouse or chlld(renl? Ill Sl vl M
presence of students or staff

of your race/ethnlc1ty? Ill Sl vl MRelative to the resgnslbllltles ana characterlstlcs of ·°{„{,u,"{°„ mmanmy {MEM-
"°'

"‘ “"'° ‘
"··- aarrcrm nr sr vr ruservlnq as role uodel for students

ru./nmmnn M SI V! M canus recreatlonal facilities? III Sl vl M
ctuter. llbrary. or other

pursulne professional Interests? Il Sl vl M
s{ H Mautonrny provided through the job? Il Sl vl M pn D"'. •-M9

hcunh {uf,
opportunities for von-related UV uu" ur VI H vl Mtravel? Il Sl vl M aalnlstratlve support For acadeerlcf freedoe? ll! SI vl Mthe chall o the Joe? lll Sl vl M nur oaugnmu M {ay N. mure assigsgnts ana grklqgqf pg; 5; y; leave agrexntl ll 5; vl MutIlIzIn§ profesalonel skllls? III Sl vl M

servlne as role eodel for
allsuadents? lll Sl vl M Relative to the ggü In or envlroment of groegrtnent, hoa intjobsegurltyr rg; 5; y; yu

M opportunltles for collaoorative
nu V N

”
ml P .’

l
efforts arlth colleaques? lg; 5; v; ru

avallablllty ofaovlsees for
research assistance? Ill Sl vl M support fru deparcraentalrecelvlng constzae asslonnnts due

"""‘“"‘°"(*)? Ill Sl vl Mua ray race/ethnlcltyl Hl Sl vl M ww": hn cnnuqun M SI vl M
Relative to hl! Influentlal Is... my V CV “

2 M SI VI Msarary crmaarr nr sr vr ru °°
”°

° °°“‘"
°’ '“

" "
‘^

presence of deparuaental fa lt
l’•'l'•9• ¤••••"¤

¤I<¤9•? N! S! Vl M of your race/ethnlclty?¢u V
pg; 5; y; M¤¤¤¤"¤I¤l¢l¤

'¤•' ¤•l¤*¤• ¤•'
presence of students or staffaddltlonal Incue? III Sl vl M {p

Mlack of ure attractlve offer? lll Sl vl M ay muuqwsy M SI vl Mtlqhtness of job urlet? N! Sl V! M respect for deoeruegaul
lam of raracmonr nr sr vr ru

‘°""
"""°"'

'“ sl
" "^colleagaes respect your orofesslonalGonetencel Ill Sl vl M

FACTURS TMT Illu INFLUENIE VOUR ¤EClSl¤ll TO LEAVEv0uR ulllvERSlTY
Tlrls sectlon requires soee speculatlon on your part as to anat factors would influence you to leaveyour unrverslty. Pleese ran: order the factors belw relatlve to hoe nach Influence each aould haveIn encouraqlnq you to leave your university. 7~ust Influentlal: l-least lnfluentlal
Fully Factors - spouse. chlld(ren)

,_ _ G•¤•?NphI¢ Locatlon factors - location. cllnte. tnnnslzez rccreatlonel opportunltluz pr-ulelty to frl•nosand relative!Joe Characterlstlcs / Responsrbllltles
· actual url: ltself

Departmental Factors - oeople ana envlron-rent of your aeoar-ment
Unlverslty Factors — people. envlroment. facllltles at your unlversrzy
Comensatlon Facmrs

- salary, frlnqe beneflts, opwrtunltles for adaltlonal income
Aavancaerent Factors

· orofesslonal aevelo¤•ent„ proaotlonlsl. tenure



. .
4

The factors Olat lnfluence faculty to leave thelr unlversltlas are of oartlcular lnggrggg gg gqgqncaulnlstrators. llllch of Ole factors beloe nould be lwortant to you and IDW IHPORTANT lould each r
factor be lf you cpnsldared leavlgg your unlverslty? (CIRCLE g FOR EA¤l FACTOR)rlI•not lgrtant; SI¤so•na~nat lggrtant; VI-veg lggrtant; M¤not agollcabla

hlatlve tp your lneledlate fully hol: lnortant Relative tp Ole geograghlcal locatlon of Qur-
eould these facmrs be?

.
unlverslty, hpv mportant uould these Wctors ue?lf sppuse offered qloytent outslde UH cllaete of thls area? NI SI VI M

°‘"
""' T I '"

Fl
" "^ the ges: er umg ln uns ll-an ux sx vr NA

lf spouse or chlld(ren enro led atwinnie, Num. FM, nur M sx VT M UH slze of your clty/tpun? NI SI VI Mulncceptable aducatlonal opportunltles ,°“' °“1"

°°
SI vl Mfor chlld(ren) ln thls area? NI SI VI M to be closer to frlends andlf spousa or chlld(ren) soclally un-
Fl vr Mcpefortable due to thelr race! tp be clpser tp recreatlpnal andetnnlclty? III SI VI M cultural ppporulnltles? NI SI VI M

to be closer to or ln large urbanarea? NI SI VI M
geographlc area not conduclve tp

ey professional asplratlons? NI SI VI M
lnadeouate nualers of people or eyrace/athnlclty ln the cpulalnlty? NI SI VI MXXXXXXXXXXHIXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXHXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

In thls flnal sectlon, you are asked tp detarulne ahether pr not each factor below ls TRUE or FALSE ln
your current posltlpn. gg factor g TRUE, clrcle T and lndlcate ll)! IHPORTANT that factor nould be
ln lnfluenclng you to leave your unlverslty. gg factor g FALSE, circle F and gp to the next ltee.lt V. w t M

(departalental factors contlnued)lnedeuate salary and relsesf T F NI SI VI lg- qrale anng famlty,meaguu frlng lanarlgsz r r III sr vr ¤¤" •'•¤
¤¤¤¤•‘¤* I F '“

Fl V!IIIICIG or no opportunltles for ‘“‘_"‘ ""F °f ‘¤""‘“outslde ol- «441g1¤«ur lnmaz 1* r NI sr vr ¤¤¤ IW? I F '“ Sl VIFlatlve to your gg resgnsxbrlltles g characteristrcs... *¤¤;*::Tf9g;**' °F *¤•“"¤ T F Mslchangesln job requires skllls
eaperlenclng raclalfor {ICH you lack tralnlng? T F NI SI VI dlscrlelnatlon? T F NI SI VIjob np longer challenglng? T F NI SI VI experlenclng sexaxperlenclng burnout? T F NI SI VI
“'°H”°"“°°n

T F M sx VIIIIIUIG pppprtunlty to apply CBIIIIQIQS ds not respect nyq MMT,) T F M ST VT professlonal competence? T F NI SI VI
lnadamate flnanclal support1* F yu 5; yg Fßr your research or progru? T F ll SI vrl N T F M sz

" lhlaglve an grofesslonal advancement...
lygrqggfngIM

lelrlxload?
T F NI SI VI llelted or no opportunity gg

to advance ln department? T F NI SI VI
due to your race/ethnlclty? T F NI SI VI llalted or ng ggpgrgunlgy ggTmuffidmt Müuß F",

advance ln unlverslty? T F NI SI VIresearch assistance? T F lll SI Vl IIIICIG or no opportunity tolnadeguate recognltlon for lars? T F NI SI VI """“ "‘
'V

H‘M7
T F HI Sl VI

llultad or no opportunity forRel::g·e„:o
UH ggganvlrdvennt g Eur professional develouaent? T F NI SI VIdld not recalve tenure? T F NI SI VICGIIIIQIQS not cpngenlall T F NI SI VI dld not recelve pro•¤tlon(s)? T F NI SI VIllnltad conpetancy of colleagues? T F hl SI VI IIIIIIG or no opportunity andllelted support froe CUIIOIQIST T F NI SI VI

:::::°f::g:;=?;7;1” T F M ST VT
llnaltad support fron departnental

•aulnlstratorls)? T F NI SI V! M wma, H uni"].?
° F M SI vrno feeling of comrnlty? T F NI SIVIlleltador no ppportunltlas

artlculatad by deparopantfor collaboratlve efforts? T F NI SI VI head? T F NI SI VInot confortable due to raclal
contract/appoinuent notcpuoaltlon of faculty? T F NI Sl VI reneoaoz T F NI SI VInot coeafotable due to raclal
deslre tp uprk outsldeconlosltlon of staff and

acaoenla? T F NI SI VI
students? T F NI SI VI DTM zu nw.- qrmuu urn T F M ST VT

unproductlve relaclonshlp with
1 T ab

aagaruenur lomlsgnggr-mz 1* r nr sr vx
T F M ST M

“"F"°"*¤:•
lilllglstratlve

T F Tu sl vr Mil] rggve to lesrk at ¤'¤¤l•mrwn zu M ”
tlonally vdllte unlversigy? T F NI SI VI



Ä‘ FACTORS THAT HOULD IHFLUENCE YOUR OECISION T0 LEAVE YOUR UHIvERSITv..~. SResenber lf T, Indlcate IDE TWORTLNT the factor would be In lnfluencr u to leave.to next lten.

¤elat1ve to the env1ror¤•ent eo le. end facilities mc W-Tarubh du Taracial ¤¤¤¤os1t1on of Fff d ? T vdisagree with eulnlstretion Fu um Fm wu M sx Iphilosophy end policres? T F lll Sl Y1 TT-im cumm-nt Fa md
omgress in affinaatlveaction vor areas: T F ur sx vx. fac1llt1es? T F M! SI Y1 Msslon of the university

1 T is changing? T F H! SI VT
"‘“"""“ F"F'" °"‘ poor reoutetion of tnefacilities? T F HI SI Y! umunnw T F M ST Huniversity ls too snall? T F II SI Y1 exoerlenclng soc1al 1so1at1on

due to your race/etnnrcltyl T F NI SI Yluniversity Is too large? T F II! SX III
unrindw nun auch-1_not coufortaole due T F M sl VF'°“F‘F

°°”°""°"
°F

exoervencing sax d1scr1¤1-
"*¢“'°¥’ F F '“ FF

" namnz 1* F nr sr vr
your friends an leavingthe university! T F M1 S1. UL.

DATAYour race: Black _HhIte Your sex: hle Feeele
Your age: less then 30 31-40 41-S0 Sl-60 _6l

end overFaculty Classification: Aulnutratlve (12 months) lnstructfonel (9-IO months)Years et the University: O-Z 3-6 7-10 II-IS _n•ore than I5 years
Tenure Status: Tenured On Track for Tenure Not Eliglhle for Tenure
Faculty Rank: _Prof, Assoc. Prof. Asst. Prof. __lnstructor Asst. Instructor Lecturer _0therhee of Unlversltyz

YOUR CDOENTS: about the survey. your en¤••rs• IR-

THANK YOU FOR YOUR CUOPERATIOM.
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RUN NAME STUOY OF FACULTY MOBILITY SURVEY (FACMOB)
FILE NAME FACMGH
COMMENT INQUT DATA FACMOD•OAT

SOURCE PROGRAM FACMOB•SPS
GET FILE FACMOB

VARIABLE LIST A1 TU A3Z•A32A•A33 TD A4I•A4IA;A42 TO A5ö•A$bA
A59 TO Ab5•Rb6 TO RB3•R83A•R84 TO R104•R104A•RIO49•°IO4C
R105 TU R1ZI•RIZIA•RlZIB•RI2Z TO RIBO
RI3OA•LI31 TU LI48•LI4BA•LI4UB•LI49 TO Llöö
LI58A•L15Bu•L15OC•LI59 TO LI73•LI73A•LI73B
L174 TO LIÖ2•LI%2A•LI8ZB•LI%2C•LI82C•Ll82E
LI83 TU L195•LI95A•PO196 ru POZ03

INPUT MEDIUM FACMUB•DAT
INPUT FORMAT FIXEU(36X•IZDAI/36X1106Al)
ALLOCATE TRANSPACE=I200
RECCOE A1 TO A7 ('0'=I)('l'=2)('2‘=3)('3'=4)('4'=5)

('5'=6)('6'=7)('7'=99)('8'¤B)('9'=99)(' '=9°)('*°=99•
(CONVFRT)

RECCUE Rho TC R72 ('0'=l)('1'=Z)('2'=3)('3'=4)(°4'=5)
('5'=n)('b'=7)('7'=99)('8°=8)('9'=99)l' '=99)('*'=9OI
(CONVERT)

RECCDE LI3I TO LI37 ('0'=I)('l'=2)('2'=3)('3'=é)('4'¤5)
Y ('5'¤6)('6'=7)('7'=99)('B'=8)I'9'=99)(' '=9°)('*'=99)

(CONVFRT)
RECOOE A8 TO Abb; PDZO3 ('C'='A')('1'='B')('2'='C')('3'='D')(ELSE=99)
RECODE R?3 TO RIBOA I'O'='A')('I'¤'B')('2'='C')('3°='O')(ELSE=99)
RECODE LI38 TO Ll95A ('O'='A')('1'='B')('Z'='C')('3'='O')(ELSE=99)
RECCDE PDI9b•PD197•POI9°('O'='A')(°l'='B')(ELSE=99)
RECODE PDI9U•PO200('O'='A')('1'='B')('Z'='C')('3'='D')

. ('4'='E')(ELSE=99)
KECCUE POZ02(IO•=IAI)(•l'='B',('ZU=·CI,('3'='D')(l“•=IFl)

('5'='F')('b'='G')(ELSE=99)
REc0uE POZOl('O'='A')('1'=°B')('Z'='C°)(ELSE=99)
MISSING VALUE ' AI TO PDZO3 (99)
VAR LABELS Al FAMILY FACTORSI

AZ GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION FACTORSI
A3 JOB CHARACTERISTICS AND RESPONSIBILITIES FACTORSI
A4 OEPARTMENTAL FACTORS/
AS UNIVERSITY FACTGRS/
A6 COMPENSATION FACTURSI
A7 AUVANCEMENT FACTORS/
Rco FAMILY FACTORSI
R67 GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION FACTURSI
Rßd JOB CHARACTERISTICS AND RESPONSIOILITIES FACTORS/
R69 DEPARTMENTAL FACTORS/
R7O UNIVERSITY FACTORS/
R71 COMPENSATION FACTORSI
<7Z ADVANCEMENT FACTCRSI
L13I FAMILY FACTORS/
LIBZ GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION FACTORSI
LIJ3 JOB CHARACTERISTICS ANO RESPONSIBILITIES FACTJPSI
L134 ÜCPÄRT¥bNT‘L FACTURS/
LI35 UNIJERSITY FACTO?S/
LI36 CO“PENSATION FALTORS/
LI37 AOVANCEMEWT FACTORS/
POIGE YGO? ¤ACE¤/
POLO? YOUR SE¥=/
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PO19B YOUR AGE:/
PD199 FACULTY CLASSIFICATIUN:/
PCZO0 YEARS AT THE UhIVEkSITY:/
PDZO1 TENURE STATUS:/
PDZ02 FACULTY RANK:/
PD203 UNIVERSITY NAME:

VALUE LABELS PD196 ('A') BLACK ('B') HHITE
(99) NO RESPGNSE/
PD197 ('A') MALE ('B') FEMALE
(99) NO RESPDNSEI
PD198 ('A') LESS THAN 30 ('B') 31 - 40 ('C') 41 - 50('D') 51 · 60 ('E') 61 AND OVER
(99) ND RESPDNSEI
POI99 ('A') ADMINISTRATIVE ('B') INSTRUCTIDNAL(99) ND RESPONSEI
PD200 ('A') 0 · 2 ('B') 3 - 6 ('C') 7 - 10 ('D') 11 — 15('E') MORE THAN 15 (99) NU RESPONSEI
PDZO1 ('A') TENURED ('B') ON TRACK FOR TENURE('C') NOT ELIGIBLE FOR TENURE
(99) NU RESPUNSEI
PDZOZ (°A') PROF. ('B') A$SDC• PROF: ('C') ASST„ PROF('D') INSTRUCTOR ('E') ASST• INSTRUCTOR ('F') LFCTUREU('G') uTHER (99) NO RESPDNSEI
PDZ03 ('A') MANILLA UNIVERSITY ('B') FALSTAFF STATE
UNKVERSITY ('C') CAPERTON UNIVERSITY ('D') LANGMAN
UNIVERSITY (99) ND RESPCNSE

READ INPUT DATA
SAVE FILE FACHUB
FINISH
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*START* User CIU-ALLEN l’I.3110Z•61001) Job FACHOB Seq• 239:1 Jana ?¤—>e¤-
nonltor UOU •<LlO9O 7.0lA(1l *START•

CCCC III UDUD AAA L L EEEEE N N
C I U 0 A A L _L E N N
C I Ü D A A L L E NN N
C I 0 U —·——- A A L L EEEE N N N
C I D D AAAAA L L E N NN
C I U 0 A A L L E N N

CCCC III DUDD A A LLLLL LLLLL EEEEE N N

AAA CCCC CCCC EEEEE PPPP TTTTT SSSS PPPP SSSS
A A C C E P P T S P P S
A A C C E P P T S P P S
A A C C EEEE PPPP T SSS PPPP SSS
AAAAA C C E P T S P S
A A C C E P T .. S P S
A A CCCC CCCC EEEEE P T •• SSSS P SSSS

*$TART¢ User CID•ALLEN [L3!.102•b1001.] Jon FACHUB Seo, 2398 Dane 26—Se;—„« 1¢=2¤
noniror UOU KLLOQÜ 7„¤lAll) *STAPT*
Filet OSAH:ACCEPT•SPS<l57>[I31l0Z•bl00lqSPSS•FACMOBl Created: Z6-Seo-94 L£:L9¤~¤

Prlntedt Zb-Se¤•H9 lZtZ5t3Z
uunue Switches: /FILF:ASCII /CUPIES:1

/SPACING:l /LIMIT:ZI3 /FOPHS:NEHDUC
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RUN NAHE STUDY DF FACULTY HOBILITY SURVEY (ACCEPTING)FILE NAFE FACMCH
COHHENT INPUT DATA FACHOB.DAT

SOURCE PROGRAH FACHOB.SPS
GET FILE FACMOB

GET FILE FACMDS
ALLOCATE TRANSPACE¤340O
COUNT CAT1A=A8 TD A18 ('A')
COUNT CAT1B=A8 TO A18 ('B')
COUNT CAT1C=A8 TO A18 ('C')
COUNT CAT1D•A5 TO A18 ('D')
COUNT NOAN$1=A8 TD A18 (99)
COUNT CAT2A=A19 TD A24 ('A')
COUNT CAT2¤=A19 TD A24 ('B')
COUNT CAT2C*A19 TO A24 ('C')
COUNT CAT2D=A19 TO A24 ('O')
COUNT NOANS2=A19 TU A24 (99)
COUNT CAT3A=A25 TO A32A ('A')
COUNT CAT3B=A25 TO AJZA ('B')COUNT CAT3C=A25 TO A32A ('C')
COUNT CAT3D=AZ5 TO A32A ('D')
COUNT NOANS3=A25 TO A32A (99)
COUNT CAT4A=A33 TO A41A ('A')
COUNT CAT4B=A33 TO A41A ('B')
COUNT CAT4C=A33 TO A41A ('C')
COUNT CAT4D=A33 TO A41A ('D')
COUNT NOANS4¤A33 TD A41A (99)
Cuuur CAT5A=A42 TO A45 ¢'A')
COUNT CAT58=A42 TD A45 ('B')
COUNT CAT5C•A42 TO A45 ('C')
COUNT CAT5D¤A42 TO A45 ('D')
COUNT NOANS5= A42 TO A45 (99)
COUNT CAT6A=A46 TD A5BA ('A')
COUNT CAT6B=A46 TO A58A ('a')
COUNT CAT6C=A46 TO A5BA ('C')
COUNT CAT6D=A4¤ TO A55A ('D')
COUNT NOANS6=A46 TD ASBA (99)
COUNT CAT7A=A59 TD A65 ('A')
COUNT CAT7B•A59 TO A65 ('B')
COUNT CAT7C=A59 TO A65

('C')COUNT CAT7D=A59 TO A65 ('O')
COUNT NOANS7=A59 TD A65 (99)
COUNT CAT8A=A13•A18•A22•A31•A38¤A41•A56 TO A58 ('A')
COUNT CATöB=A13«A18•A22•A3l•A38•A41•A56 TO A58 ('B')
COUNT CAT‘IC*Ä13•AlÜ•AZZ•A3].•Ä3U•A4l•Ä56 TO ASB (TC')
COUNT CAT8D=A13•A18«A22•A31•A38•A4l•A56 TO A58 ('D')
COUNT NOANS8=A13•A18•A22•A31•A381A41•A56 TO A58 (99)
COHPUTE CAT1=((CAT1A•1)•(CAT15*2)+(CATlC*3))/(11—(NOANS1+CAT1U))
COHPUTE CAT2=((CAT2A*1)+(CAT2B*2)+(CAT2C*3))/(6-(NOANS2+CAT2D))
CGNPUTE CAT3=((CAT3A*1)•(CAT3B*2)+(CAT3C*3))/(9-(NOANS3•CAT3D))
CDHPUTE CAT4¤((CAT4A*1)•(CAT4B*2)•(CAT4C*3))/(1O—(NOANS4+CAT4U))
COHPUTE CAT5=((CAT5A*1)+(CAT5B*2)•(CAT5C*3))/(4-(NOANS5+CAT5D))
COHPUTE CAT6=((CAToA*1)+(CAT6R*2)•(CAT6C*3))/(14-(NOANS6+CAT6D))
COHPUTE CAT7=((CAT7A*1)•(CAT73*2)+(CAT7C*3))/(7—(NOANS7•CAT7J))
COMPUTE CAT8=((CAT8A*1)•(CAT8B*2)•(CAT8C*3))/(9-(NOANS¤+CATRu))
IF (CAT1 LT 1.0) CAT1=O
IF (CAT1 CE 1.0 AND CAT1 LE 1.5) CATl=1
IF (CAT1 GT 1.5 AND CATI LF 2.5) CAT1=2
IF (CAT1 GT 2.5 AND CAT1 LE 3.5) CATl=3
IF (CAT2 LT 1.0) CAT2=0
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IF (CAT2 GE 1.0 AND CAT2 LE 1.5) CAT2=1
IF (CATZ GT 1.5 AND CAT2 LE 2.5) CAT2=2
IF (CAT2 GT 2.5 AND CAT2 LE 3.5) CAT2=3
IF (CAT3 LT 1.0) CAT3•O
IF (CAT3 GE 1.0 AND CAT3 LE 1.5) CAT3=1
IF (CAT3 GT 1.5 AND CAT3 LE 2.5) CAT3=2
IF (CAT3 GT 2.5 AND CAT3 LE 3.5) CAT3=3
IF (CAT5 LT 1.0) CAT5=O
IF (CAT5 GE 1.0 AND CAT5 LE 1.5) CAT5=1
IF (CAT5 GT 1.5 AND CAT5 LE 2.5) CAT5=2
IF (CAT5 GT 2.5 AND CAT5 LE 3.5) CAT5¤3
IF (CAT5 LT 1.0) CAT5¤O
IF (CAT5 GE 1.0 AND CAT5 LE 1.5) CAT5•1
IF (CAT5 GT 1.5 AND CAT5 LE 2.5) CAT5¤2
IF (CAT5 GT 2.5 AND CAT5 LE 3.5) CAT5-3
IF (CATS LT 1.0) CAT6¤0
IF (CATS GE 1.0 AND CAT6 LE 1.5) CAT6=1
IF (CATS GT 1.5 AND CATS LE Z.5) CAT6=2
IF (CATb GT 2.5 AND CAT6 LE 3.5) CAT6=3
IF (CAT? LT 1.0) CAT7=0
IF (CAT? GE 1.0 AND CAT7 LE 1.5) CAT7¤1
IF (CAT? GT 1.5 AND CAT? LE 2.5) CAT7=2
IF (CAT? GT 2.5 AND CAT? LE 3.5) CAT7=3
IF (CATS LT 1.0) CATS=O
IF (CATS GE 1.0 AND CATS LE 1.5) CATB¤1
IF (CATS GT 1.5 AND CATS LE 2.5) CATS=2
IF (CATS GT 2.5 AND CATS LE 3.5) CATS-3
VAR LABELS CAT1 GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION PACTOR$/

CAT2 FAMILY FACTDRSI
CAT3 JOB CHARACTER. AND RESPDNSIB. FACTDRSI
CAT5 DEPARTHENTAL FACTDRSI
CAT5 CDMPENSATIDN FACTORSI
CAT6 UNIVERSITY FACTURSI
CAT7 ADVANCEMENT FACTDRSI
CAT8 RACE FACTURS

VALUE LABEL CAT1 TD CATS (0) NA DR NC RESPDNSE (1) NDT INFLUENTIAL
(2) SDHEHHAT INFLUENTIAL (3) VERY INFLUENTIAL

LIST CASES CASES=66/VARIABLES=A1 TD A7
READ INPUT DATA
LIST CASES CASES=66/VARIABLES=CAT1 TD CATS
READ INPUT DATA
*SELECT IF (PD196 EQ 'A' AND PD203 EG 'C')
CRUSSTABS TABLES = CAT1 TD CATS BY PD19¤
STATISTICS ALL
*SELECT IF (PU196 Eu 'A' AND PDZO3 EO 'D')
LRUSSTABS TABLES = CAT1 TD CATS BV PD199
STATISTICS ALL
*SELECT IF (PD196 Ed 'A' AND (PD203 EQ 'C' DR PD203 EO 'D'))
CRUSSTABS TABLES = CAT1 TD CATS BY PD199
STATISTICS ALL
*SELECT IF (PD196 EU '%' AND PD203 ED 'A')
CRUSSTABS TABLES = CAT1 TD CAT8 BY PD199
STATISTICS ALL
*SELECT IF (°D196 Eu 'H' AND PD203 ED 'B')
CRUSSTABS TAELES = CAT1 TD CAT8 BY °D19¢
STATISTICS ALL
*SELECT IF (Puläb Eu '5' AND (P0203 ED 'A' UR PUZO3 EC 'B'))
CRUSSTABS TABLES = CAT1 TD CATS BY °D199
STATISTICS ALL
PSELECT IF ((Pu1¤6 EO 'A' *12 Pu1¤«„ EO *6*1 AND (Puzo} Eu

•A*
OR
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PD203 EO 'B' OR PD203 EO 'C' UR PDZO3 EO 'D'))
CRUSSTABS TABLES = CATL TO CAT8 BY PD199
STATISTICS ALL
*SELECT IF ((PD196 EO 'A' UR PD1°o EO 'B'l AND (PUZOS EQ 'A' UR

POZOB EQ '8' GM P0203 EO 'C' GR PDZC3 EO 'D'))
CROSSTABS TABLES = CAT1 TO CAT8 BY PD19b
STATISTICS ALL
FINISH
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*STA2T* User CIU-ALLEN [I.3I1.02•¤100J.l Job FACMUB Scq• 2.1911 yam 2;-Sw-nonitor UDU KL1.090 7.01./III) *SIAr·ZT•

CCCL III UGDL} AAA L L EEEEF N N
L I 0 J A A L L E N N
L I U 1) A A L L E NN N1; I 0 u --—-- A A L L EEEE N N N
L I U U AAAAA L L E N NN1; I L) 1) A A L L E N N

CIQCC III 00uo A A LLLLL LLLLL EEEEE N N

KRMP EEEEE M H AAA III N N SSSS PPPP SSSS
R R E :1* “!1 A A 1 N N S P P S
x rl E 11 M M A A I NN N S P P S
ARM? EEEI; 11 *1 L A 1 N N N SSS PPPP SSS
R A E 11 11 AAAAA I N NN S P S
R rz F 11 :1 A A I N ~: .• S P S
rs •< Ei;Ec’: 1*1 f‘ A A III N N •• SSSS P SSSS

*START* User L10-ALLEN £1J1I.O2•b1.00I.I Job FACHOB Seo. 2395
UateMonitorLIDU KLLO90 7•O1.A(I1 *START*
Fine: Created:Print¤d3

26·S·:;>-84 1.2324258
:JUt:Ui: Suitchesä /f—ILF3A$CII /C71PIES31

/SPALING21. /LI:‘IT3Z1.:1 /FC?Z?1S:NEHEÜL
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RUN NAME STUUY UF FACULTY NOBILITY SURVEY (REMAININC)
FILE NAME FACMO3
CCHFENT INPUT DATA FACFDB•DAT

SOURCE °KÜGRAW FACHOH•SPS
GET FILE FACMO3

GET FILE FACWOE .
ALLOCATE TRANSPACE-3409 _

COUNT CAT1A=R73 T9 RBBA ('A')
COUNT CAT18¤973 TD 983A ('B')
COUNT CAT1C=R73 TO 283A ('C')
COUNT CAT1U=R73 TD 983A ('D') ·COUNT NOA9S1=973 TO RBBA (99)
COUNT CÄTZÄ*RÜä TO 289 ('A') -COUNT CAT2B=R84 TO 959 ('B')
COUNT

V
CAT2C=R84 TO 989 ('C')

COUNT CAT2D•R34 T9 989 ('D')COUNT NOANS2=284 TU RH9 (99)
COUNT CAT3A=R9U T9 995 ('A')
COUNT CAT38=R9O T9 995 ('B')
COUNT CAT3C=R9O T9 995 ('C')
COUNT CAT3U=R9U TD 295 ('D') ‘
COUNT NOANS3=99O TU R95 (99) ·COUNT CAT4A=R9o TO R109C ('¤'r
COUNT CAT4U=¤9b TO 9174C ('B')
COUNT CAT4C=R9o TO 9174C ('C') —
COUNT CAT4D=k90 TO 9104C ('D')
COUNT NCANS4=R96 TD k104C (99)
COUNT CAT5A=91U5 TD 9110 ('A')
COUNT CAT58*R105 TO R1lO ('B')COUNT CAT5C=K105 TO 8110 ('C')
COUNT CAT$D=R1U5 TO 9110 ('D')
COUNT NOANS5-9105 TO 9110 (99)
COUNT CAT6A-2111 TQ 91218 ('A')
COUNT CATbb=R111 TD 81218 ('d')
COUNT CAT6C=¤I1l TC 91218 ('C')
COUNT CAT60=¤11l TU 91218 ('O')
COUNT NOAHS6=R1lI T9 91218 (99)
COUNT CAT7A=R122 TU 9130A ('A')
COUNT CAT7B=R1Z2 TD Rl3CA ('8')
COUNT CAT7C=R1Z2 TU 9130A ('C')
COUNT CAT7D=R12Z TU RIJOA ('D')
COUNT NOANS7=912Z T9 Q130¤ (99)
COHPUTE CAT8A=C
IF (875 EC 'A') CAT8A=CATSA+1
IF (981 EO 'A') CAT?A=CATöA+1 .
IF (Q94 Eu 'A') CATHA=CAT8A•l
IF (996 FU 'A') CAT9A=CAT3A•1
IF (9104C EJ 'A') CAT3A=CAT8A•1
IF (9115 EO 'A') CAT8A=CAT8A•I
IF (911U E9

’A')
CATaA=CAT5¤•1

IF (9117 ED 'A') CATdA=CAT8A•1
IF (9127 :9 'A') CAT8A=CAT8A•I
IF (9LZc E9 'A') CATTA=CAT8A•1
CONPUTE CAT%9=U
IF (975 EG 'E') CAT88=CAT38•1
IF (491 FU

'“°)
CAT39=CATdB+1

IF (994 EU '9') CAT58=CATd8•1
IF (996 FC '%') CAT9%=CAT6P+1
IF (91)4C 9; '%') C&T38=CATd8+1
IF (9115 E) '¤') CAT%d=CAT%n+1
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LF (2118 EO '¤') CAT5b=CAT9b+1
LF (R11? :9 '6') CATBB=CAT9c+1
LF (9127 EO 'J') CATBß=CAT9&•1
LF (2126 EO 'u') LAT3¤=cAT5u+1
LÜHPUTE CAT5C=U
LF (275 EG 'C') CAT8C=CATöC*1
LF (281 EG 'C') CATSC¤CATöC•1
LF (299 EQ 'C') CAT9C=CAT8C•1
LF (296 EQ 'C') CAT8C=CAT8C+1
IF (2104C Eu

'C')
CATdC=CATEC+1

LF (2115 EO 'C') CAT8C=CAT5C+L
LF (2116 EO 'C')

CAT5C=CAT9(+1
LF (2117 EO 'C') GAT8C*CAT5C•1
LF (2127 EO 'C') CATHC•CAT8C+L
LF (9128 EO

‘C')
CAT8C=CAT8C•1C0nPUTE CAT3D=O _

LF (R75 EQ
'D') CATED=CATd9+1

LF (2dL EG 'U') CnT9D=CATöO•1
LF (R99 Eu 'D') CATöD=CATBD•1
LF (R96 Eu °S') CAT8D=CATn0•1
LF (2104C EQ '9') CAT8D=CAT80•L
LF (2115 E9 'U') CAT3D=CAT5L•L
LF (2116 E9 'D°) CAT9D*CAT8U•L
LF (2117 E9 'u•)

cATa0=cATaC•1
LF (2127 EQ 'D') CAT3D=CAT5D+L
LF (R128 E9 'U') CAT8D=CATRD~1
CDHPUTE NOANS8=O
LF (275 EQ 09) NUANS5=NOANS8•1
LF (R¤1 Eu 09) NÜAVS8=NUANSE*1
LF (294 Eu 99) NÜA9S6¤NUANS€*L
LF (R96 FQ 99) NüANS8=NOAh$B•L
LF (2199C EO 99) N3ANS8=NUAhSö•l
LF (2115 ED 99) ~0A~Sa=~0A~SR•1
LF (211o EQ 99) 1DANSB=NDANS8•1
LF (RL17 E9 99) 9UAMS8=NDAHS8+1
LF (RLZ7 EQ 99) NDANS8=NDANS8+L
LF (2128 EO 99) NUAV$B=NOANSB•L
CDHPUTE CAT1=((CATLA*1)+(CATLB#Z)•(CAT1C*3))/(12—(hCANSL+CLTLv))
GÜHPUTE CATZ=((CAT2A*L)+(CAT29*2)•(CAT2C*3))/(6-(NDA~S2+CAT2„))
CDMPUTE CAT3=((CAT3A*1)+(CAT38*2)•(CAT3C*3))/(¤-(NDAnS3*CAT?D))
CDMPUTE CAT4=((CAT4A*L)+(CAT45*Z)•(CAT4C*3))/(12—(NC¤N§4•CA'4D))
CUMPUTEGUHPUTE

LAT6=((C«TGA¤L)•(CAT66*?)+(CAT6C*3))/(13-(N0AMS6•CAT¤)))
CUHPUTECUMPUTE

CATd=((CATdA*1)•(CAT89*2)+(CAT8C*3))/(10—(N0ANS8•CaT5G))
LF (CAT1 LT 1.9) CATL=O
LF (CAT1 GE 1.0 AND CAT1 LE 1.5) CATL=L
LF (CATL GT 1.5 AND CATL LE 2.5) CAT1=2
IF (CAT1 GT 2.5 AND CAT1 LE 3.5) CATL=E
LF (CAT2 LT 1.0) CAT2=^
LF (CATZ GE 1.0 AM7 CAT2 LE 1.5) CAT2=L
LF (CAT2 GT 1.5 AND CAT2 L" 2.5) CAT2=2
LF (CAT2 GT 2.5 AND CAT2 LE 3.5) CAT?=3
LF (CATS LT 1.7) GAT3=0
LF (CAT} CE 1.7 AND CAT3 LF 1.5) C¤T3=L
LF (CAT} GT 1.5 Anü CAT3 LV 2.5) CAT3=2
LF (CAT3 GT 2.5 AN“ CAT3 LF 3.5) CAT3=3
LF (CAT4 LT ).)) G\T4=9
LF (CAT~ GE 1.9 A13 CAT4 LE 1.5) CAT4=1
LF (CAT9 GT 1.5 AA9 CAT4 LE 2.5) CAT4=2
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IF (CATH GT 2.5 AND CAT4 LE 3.5) CAT4=3
IF (CAT5 LT 1.0) CAT5=0
IF (CAT5 GE 1.0 AND CAT5 LF 1.5) CAT5=1
IF (CAT5 GT 1.5 AND CAT5 LE 2.5) CAT5=2
IF (CAT5 GT 2.5 AND CAT5 LE 3.5) CAT5=3
IF (CATo LT 1.0) CAT6=0
IF (CATo GF 1.0 A40 CAT6 LE 1.5) CATb=1
IF (CATE GT 1.5 AND CATh LE 2.5) CATb=2
IF (CATb GT 2.5 AND CATG LE 3.5) CAT6•3
IF (CAT? LT 1.0) LAT?=0
IF (CAT? GE 1.0 AND CAT? LE 1.5) CAT?=1
IF (CAT? GT 1.5 AND CAT? LE 2.5) CAT7=2
IF (CAT? GT 2.5 AND CAT? LE 3.5) CAT?=3
IF (CATS LT 1.0) CAT8=0
IF (CAT8 GE 1.0 AND CATS LE 1.5) CAT8=1
IF (CAT8 GT 1.5 AND CAT8 LE 2.5) CAT8=2
IF (CATS GT 2.5 AND CATS LE 3.5) CAT8=3
VAR LABELS GAT1 CECGRAPhIC LCCATIUN FACTORS/

CAT2 AUVANCEHENT FACTORSI
CAT3 FA“ILY FACTDRSI
CAT4 Jus CHARACTEP. AND AESPDNSIB. FACTÜR$/
CAT5 CUMPENSATIDN FACTORS/
CATb UNIVERSITY FACTURSI
CAT? DEPARTMENTAL FACTORSI
CAT8 RACE FACTORS

VALUE LABEL CAT1 TU GATR (O) NA GR NO KESPUNSE (1) NOT INFLUENIIÄL
(2) SOMEHHAT INFLUENTIAL (3) VERY INFLUENTIAL

LIST CASES CASES=bb/VARIABLES=Rbb TO R72
NEAU INPUT DATA
LIST CASES CASES=b5/VARIABLES=CAT1 TO CATS
NEAD INPUT DATA
*SELECT IF (PD196 Eu 'A' AND POZO3 EO 'C')
GRUSSTABS TABLES = CAT1 TO CAT8 BY PD199 ,
STATISTICS ALL
*SELECT IF (PO196 E)

'A' AND PD203 EQ 'D')
CRUSSTABS TADLLS = CAT1 TO CATS av PD199
STATISTICS ALL
*SELECT IF (PD19b EO 'A' AND (°D203 EQ 'C' OR P0203 EO °D°))LROSSTABS TABLES = CAT1 TO CATB BY PD199
STATISTICS ALL
*SELECT IF (PU196 E) '0' AND PD203 EO 'A')
CROSSTABS TABLES = CAT1 T0 CAT8 BY PD199
STATISTICS ALL
*SELECT IF (PU196 EJ '3' AND 90203 EO 'B')
CRUSSTABS TABLES = CAT1 TO CAT8 BY PD199
STATISTICS ALL
*SELECT IF (PU196 E3 'B' AND (PD203 Eu 'A' DP P0203 EU '0'))
CROSSTABS TABLES = CAT1 T0 CAT8 BY PD199
STATISTIGS ALL
*SELECT IF («vD1¤¤ :0 'A' OR r01¤¤ EO 'a') AND (°U203 E0

·A• 4¤
PD203 EO °B' DA 90203 E0 'C' CR 90203 EO 'U'))

CRUSSTABS TABLES = CAT1 TD CATS EY PDIGG
STATISTICS ALL
*SELECT IF ((P019o EO 'A' OR POI@¤ EO 'B') AND (PU203 EL

•A• IQ
P0203 ED 'u' ÜN PCZCB EO 'C' DR P02C3 EO 'G'))

LRUSSTABS TABLES = CAT1 TQ CATS EV PDIQE
STATISTICS ALL
FINILSH
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*STA?T* User CID—ALLEN (l3Ll02•bl00l] J0¤ FACHOB Seq• 2395 Gate 7¤·>^„·
H0nit0r UGU KLLO9O 7.0LA(1) *START*

CLCC [Il UDU0 AAA L L EEFEE N N
L I 0 0 A A L L E N N
L I 0 LJ A A L L E NN N
L I LJ U ·-•—— A A L L EEEE N N N
L [ G U AAAAA L L E N NN
L I 0 0 A A L L E N N

CQCC {IL 0000 A A LLLLL LLLLL EEEEE N N

L EEEEE AAA V V EEEEE SSSS PPPP SSSS
L L A A v v E S P P S
L : A A V V F S P P S
L EEEE A A V V ELEE SSS PPPP SSS
L L AAAAA v v F S P S
L 5 A A V V E •• S P S
LLLLL éFEE& A A V EEFEE •• SSSS P SSS;

*STAFT* User CIU-ALLFN [l3ll02•n100l] Jou FACMOB Seq• 2396
UatemonitorUDU v<L1.O·a^ 7.¤LA(l.) *STAPT•¤
Fine: Createo: ?¤•Sep-—¤¢• LL:. 'älz

Printed: 26-Seo-8‘• 12=25¤J.‘•
UUEUE Suntchvzsä /FILF:ASCII /C"lPIES!l.

/SPALI1‘~„G:l. /LINIT¢2I.d /F0¥ZNS1NE‘4CDC
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NUN NAME STUUY OF FACULTY “UBILITY SURVEY (LEAVING)
FILE NAWE FACNOB
COMFENT INPUT DATA FAC%JB•UAT

SOURCE °ROCRA* FACFOH•SPS
GET FILE FACMOO

CET FILE F¤c»Ca
ALLGCATE T¤ANS°ACE=4a00
COUNT CATlA=L138 TU Llül ('A')
COUNT CATl8=L13B TO Ll41 ('B')
COUNT CATIC=LIJ8 TO LI41 ('C')
COUNT CATID=LIJ8 TO Llßl ('O')
COUNT NOAN§1=Ll38 TO Llkl (99)
COUNT CATZA=LI4Z TU LI68B ('A')
COUNT CATZB=LI4Z TO LIQBB ('B')
COUNT CAT2C=LI4Z TO Llkßß ('C')
COUNT CAT2U=LI42 TO L148B ('D')
COUNT NOANSZ=Lik2 TO LI48R (99)
COUNT CAT3A=L1#9 Tu LI51 ('A')
COUNT CAT3B=LI49 TU LIÖI ('B')
count CAT3C=Ll49 V0 L151 (*c*)
COUNT CAT3U=Ll4¤ ru LISI (*0*)
COUNT NCANS3=LI49 TO Ll5I (99)
COUNT CAT#A=L152 TO LISBC ('A')
COUNT CAT§ö•L152 TU LISBC ('d')
COUNT CAT4C=LI§2 TO Ll$3C ('C')
COUNT CAT40=L152 TO LI58C ('O')
COUNT NOANS6¤LI5Z TO LISBC (99)
COUNT CAT$A¤Ll59 TO Ll73B ('A')
COUNT CAT5ß=Ll59 TU Ll73B ('B')
COUNT CAT5C*Ll59 TO LI73B ('C')
COUNT CAT5U=LI59 TU L173H ('D')
COUNT NOANS5=LI$9 TU Ll733 (99)
COUNT CAT6A=LI7ß TO LIRZE ('A')
COUNT CAT6¤=LL74 TU LIBZE ('B')
COUNT CAThC=Ll74 TO LIBZE ('C°)COUNT CATbU=L174 TO LIBZE ('D')
COUNT NOANSb=LL74 TO LIBZE (99)
COUNT CAT7A=Ll53 TU LI95A ('A')
COUNT CAT7B=L1d3 TU LI95A ('O')
COUNT CAT7C=Lld3 TU LI95A ('C')
COUNT CAT7U=Lld3 TU Ll95A ('O')
COUNT NOANS7=LI83 TO Ll95A (99)
COMPUTE CATRA=U
IF (Ll4I EQ 'A') CAT8A=CAT5A*I
IF (Ll4&B Eu 'A') CAT8A=CAT8A+1
IF (L15¤A Eu 'A') CAT8A=CATEA+l
IF (LI65 EJ 'A°) CAT8A=CATBA•I
IF (LIbb E9 'A') CAT%A=CAT8A+l
IF ILI72 E9 'A') CAT3A=CAT8A•I
IF (LIUZD EQ

'A') CATöA=OATcA+I
IF ILIHEE EJ *A') CAT8A=CATcA+1
IF (Llöo EQ *4*) CAT%A=CAT8A•I
IF (LIR9 E9 'A') CAT3A=CAT¤A+1
IF (LI9O E7 'A') CAT°A=CAT9A+I
IF (LI93 EQ 'A') C\T%A=CAT9A•I
IF (LI9« EJ

'A‘)
CATBA=CATdA+I

COMPUTE CAT%c=U
IF (LI4I E9 'j') CIT4B=CAT8c*I
lp (Llaqx F; *1*)
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IF (L1h5 EO
'ß‘)

CAT€9=C^T9E•I
IF (LI6¤ EI 'B') CAT%¤¤CAT¤é+I
IF lLI7Z EQ 'd') CATRB=CAT8B•I .
IF ILIBAD EO 'E') CAT88=CAT8R+1
IF ILIBZF Fu

'B') CAT5B=CATb9•I
IF (LI38 EO 'H') CAT8B=CAT8B•I

’

IF (Ll%9 EO 'B') CAT8B=CAT8b•I
‘_

IF (LI9U EO 'B') CAT8E•CATBb•I _
IF (LI93 EO '5') CAT8H=CAT8B+I
IF (LI9~ EO 'a') CATBB=CATHE•1 ·cÜHPUTE CAT%C*U
IF (LI9l EO 'C') CATHC=CAT8C+I
IF (Ll9bB EJ 'C') CAT6C=CATaC•1
IF (LL58A EJ 'C') CAT5C=CAT8C•1
IF (LIcb EO 'C') CAT8C=CATBC*I
IF (Llbo EO 'C') CATEC=CAT8C•1
IF (LI7Z EO 'C') CAT8C=CATßC•I
IF ILISZD Eu 'C') CAT8C=CATöC+l
IF (Ll8ZE EO 'C') CAYBC=CATEC•I
IF (LI88 EO 'C') CAT8C=CATRC•l
IF ILIS9 EO 'C') CAT@C=CAT8C•I
IF (LI90 EO 'C') CAT3C=CATBC+l
IF (LI93 EO 'C') CAT8C=CAT8C*l
IF (LI°4 EO 'C') CAT%C=CAT3C*I
UUHPUTE CAT8U=u
IF (LI4I EO 'D') CATHO=CAT%D•I
IF (LI4öB EQ 'D') CAT8C=CAT8D+I
IF (LI5¤A EQ 'D') CAT8D=CATBO+I
IF (LI6b EO 'D') CAT8D=CAT8D•l
IF ILI6¤ EO °D') CATED=CAT8D*l
IF ILl72 EO 'D') CATED=CATBß*l
IF ILIBZD EQ

'O') CAT8D=CAT8D+I
IF ILIRZE EQ 'D') CAT8D=CAT¤0+1
IF (LI88 EO

'D’)
CAT8D*CAT8D•I

IF (LI%9 ED 'D') CAT8D=CAT8D•l
IF (LI9O EU 'D') CAT3D*CAT8D+I
IF (LI93 EQ 'U') CAT8D=CATBD•I
IF (LI94 EO 'D') CAT8D=CATBD•I
LCHPUTE NCANSS=1
IF (LI41 EO 99) NOA~$8=~0ANS8+I
IF (LI4¤B EO 99) NOANS6=NCAhS8•l
IF (Ll58A Eu 99) NOANS8=NOAhS¤•I
IF (LI65 EO 99) HUAN$8=NOAMS5+I
IF ILI66 EO 99) 90ANS8=NUANS6+I
IF (LI72 E1 99) 9ÜAHS8=~DANS8+I
IF (LIH20 EQ 99) NÜANSB=NUAhS8*I
IF ILIGZE EO 99) NOANSB=NOAh$ö+I
IF (LI88 EO 99) VUAN$E=NOANS%+l

_ IF (LI89 EO 99) 9UAHSB=NUANS8+l
IF (Ll9O EO 99) NJAH$B=NOANSq+I
IF (LI93 Ed 99) 9UAnS5=MOANSJ•I
IF (LI44 EO 99) 9UAM$6=NOANS8•I
QCAPUTE C1Tl=(ICATIA#I)•(CATI9*2)+ICATIC*3))/(4—(NDANSI•C¤TIQ))

cUMPUTELUAPUTE CAT3=((CATj9*l)•(CAT3C*2)•(CAT3D*3))/(2·lNUANS1+CAf}J))
LCAPUTEcünPuTE

¢AT%=(ICAT59•l)•(CAT5C*Z)•(CAT50#3))/(I7—(NOA955•CJT»2))
LDMPUTE CAT%=((CAT¤*¢l)•(CAT¤C*2)*(CATbD*3))/(I4—(NOAN56•CITv'))

LDMPUTELGAPUTE\
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IF (CAT1 LT 1.0) CAT1=0
IF (CAT1 GE 1.0 AND CAT1 LE 1.5) C^r1z1

IF (CAT1 GT 1.5 AND CAT1 LE 2.5) CAT1=2 V
IF (CATI GT 2.5 AND CAT1 LE 3.5) CAT1¤3
IF (CAT2 LT 1.0) CAT2=C
IF (CAT2 GE 1.0 AND CAT2 LE 1.5) CAT2=1
IF (CAT2 GT 1.5 AND CAT2 LE 2.5) CAT2=2
IF (CATZ GT 2.5 AND CAT2 LE 3.5) CAT2=3
IF (CAT3 LT 1.0) CAT3=0
IF (CAT3 GE 1.0 AND CAT3 LE 1.5) CAT3=1
IF (CAT3 GT 1.5 AND CAT3 LE 2.5) CAT3=2
IF (CAT3 GT 2.5 ÄNÜ CAT3 LE 3.5) CAT3=3
IF (CAT4 LT 1.0) CAT4=0
IF (CAT4 GE 1.0 AND CAT4 LE 1.5) CAT4=1
IF (CAT4 GT 1.5 AND CAT4 LE 2.5) CAT4=2
IF (CAT4 GT 2.5 AND CAT4 LE 3.5) CAT4¤3
IF (CAT5 LT 1.0) CAT5=0
IF (CAT5 GE 1.0 AND CAT5 LE 1.5) CAT5=1
LF (CAT5 GT 1.5 AND CAT5 LE 2.5) CAT5=2
IF (CAT5 GT 2.5 AND CAT5 LE 3.5) CAT5=3
IF (CATc LT 1.0) CAT6=C
IF (CATG GE 1.0 AND CATb LE 1.5) CATb=1
IF (CATS GT 1.5 AND CATG LE 2.5) CATb=2
IF (CATB GT 2.5 AND CAT6 LE 3.5) CAT6=3
IF (CAT? LT 1.0) CAT7=0
IF (CAT? GE 1.0 AND CAT? LF 1.5) CAT?-1
IF (CAT? GT 1.5 AND CAT? LE 2.5) CAT7=2
IF (CAT? GT 2.5 AND CAT? LE 3.5) CAT?-3
IF (CAT8 LT 1.0) CAT8=0
IF (CATS GE 1.0 AND CATB LE 1.5) CAT8=1
IF (CAT8 GT 1.5 AND CAT8 LE Z.5) CAT8=2
IF (CATU GT 2.5 AND CATS LE 3.5) CAT8=3
VAR LABELS CAT1 FAMILY FACTDRS/

CAT2 GEOGRAPHIC LDCATTDN FACTDRS/
CAT3 CDMPENSATIDN FACTDRSI
CAT4 JU3 ChARACTER. AND FESFDNSIB. FACTDRSI
CAT5 DEPARTMENTAL FACTORSI
CAT6 AUVANCEMENT FACTDRS/
CAT? UNIVERSITY FACTDRSI
CATH RACE FACTDRS

VALUE LABEL CAT1 TU CAT2 (G) NA DR NU RESPGNSE (1) NUT INFLUENTIAL
(2) SÜÜQHHAT INFLUENTIAL (3) VERY IhFLUENTIAL/
CAT7 TU CATS (0) FALSE DR ND RESPDNSE (1)NOT INFLUCÜIIÄL
(2) SDME«HAT INFLUENTIAL (3) VERY INFLUENTIAL

LIST CASES CA3ES=¤6/VA9IA¤LES=L131 TD LI3?
READ INPUT DATA
LIST CASES CASES=oh/VARIAdLES=CAT1 TD CATS
REAC INPUT DÄTM
*SELECT IF (Pülvb Eu 'A' AND PD203 ED 'C')

CRUSSTABS TABLES = CAT1 TD CATB BY PD199
STATISTICS ALL
*SELECT IF (°D1Mh Eu

’A'
AND PDZD3 EO 'D')

GRUSSTABS TABLES = CAT1 T7 CATS NY 80199

STATISTICS ALL
*SELECT IF (PD196 EJ 'A' AND (P0203 EQ 'C' DP PDZ03 FQ 'D'))

CRCSSTABS TABLES = CAT1 TD CAT8 BY °D199
STATISTICS ALL
*ScLECT IF (PD19h E: 'i' AND PDZ03 EQ 'A')

LRUSSTABS TABLE? = CAT1 TD CATS BY °D1%@

STATISTICS ALL
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*SéLECT IF (Polüb FJ '3' AMD PDZOB EO 'B')
CRUSSTABS TABLLS = CATI T1 CATA BY P0l99
STATISTICS ALL

-*StLECT IF (°UI96 EJ 'B' AMD (PD203 EQ 'A' OR PDZC3 FO 'B'))
URUSSTABS Tn¤LLS = CAT1 TO CATÖ av Pu199
STATISTICS ALL
*SELECT IF ((PDI¤b EQ

'A' OR PDI9o EO '8'| AND (PU203 EQ 'A' U°POZOB EO 'ü° OR P0203 EO
’C'

UR PDZO3 EO 'D'))
CROSSTABS TAuLES = CATI TO CAT8 BY PDI99
STATISTICS ALL
*SELECT IF (IPDI96 EO 'A' GR PDI9b EO °B') AND (PD203 EO 'A' UPPD203 LO '3' UR P0203 EO 'C' OR PDZOS EO 'D'))
CRUSSTABS TABLLS = CATI TJ CAT8 BY PD196
STATISTICS ALL
FINISH






